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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the impact of faculty appraisal at Rihab University 
and Al Fanar College, two federal Ugher Education institutions in the 
same Middle Eastern country. It uses a case study approach intended to 
generate grounded theory from 38 semi-structured interviews, with 
appraisers and appraisees, alongside documentary analysis, participant 
observation, and researcher reflection. 
The aim of the research is to determine firstly, how far each particular 
appraisal system is reported to embody paradigms (meaning goals and 
values, key assumptions, and management ethos) of professionalism and / 
or managerialism, and secondly, how far each particular system is said by 
informants to be appropriate to an educational context. 
On a more general level, it also looks at the extent to which changes in BE 
management in 'the West', principally, the United Kingdom, North 
America, Australia and New Zealand, find resonance in a Middle Eastern 
context, where BE institutions are staffed predominantly by people from 
those same Western countries, but are subject to quite different 
employment laws and practices. 
It concludes that although appraisers and appraisees both report a need for 
appraisal in educational contexts, there is little, if any, correlation between 
faculty appraisal and improved teaching or learning, most probably because 
feedback from the process is almost exclusively numerical, and very much 
oriented towards maintaining minimum standards of technical competency, 
rather than facilitating individualized, flexible and creative professional 
development. It suggests that such a state of affairs is not inherent in any 
appraisal system, per se, but is rather a function of the more general micro- 
political climate of any particular organisation. That is to say, any appraisal 
system simultaneously reflects and reinforces the underlying management 
structures and ethos of an institution. 
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In the case of both Rihab and Al Fanar, these structures were said to be 
considerably more authoritarian than would normally be expected in 
Western countries, for a variety of reasons, including an acute lack of trade 
unions, tenure, industrial tribunals and legal safeguards. It therefore seems 
reasonable to conclude that the considerable antipathy many appraisees 
displayed towards the appraisal systems at Rihab and Al Fanar was more 
the result of these contextual factors than the particular procedures adopted 
by each institution. In other words, evaluative appraisal was not seen as 
automatically undermining pedagogy or professionalism, a very common 
complaint in much of the previous literature. Instead, it was seen as 
offering a potentially useful strategy for enhancing educational practices, 
but only in contexts where employees are protected from the misuse of 
management power by a variety of legal constraints. 
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THE IMPACT OF FACULTY APPRAISAL AT 
TERTIARY LEVEL: 
TWO EXPLORATORY CASE STUDIES 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Focus of the research 
The research documented below investigates the impact of faculty appraisal 
at two Higher Education (HE) institutions, both located in the same Middle 
Eastern country. It has been motivated by two beliefs. The first is that the 
faculty appraisal system of an educational institution is particularly 
indicative of its more general approach to management; in other words, 
"the kind of appraisal system which an institution adopts reflects and 
reveals both the value system and the internal structures of the 
organisation" (Hutchinson, 1997: 166). The second is that HE management, 
in many countries, has experienced an unprecedented degree of change, in 
the last ten to fifteen years. In other words, appraisal in HE is worthy of 
study because it is potentially "one manifestation of a changing approach to 
the management of HE (and other state-funded systems) ... across a whole 
range of countries" (Hellawell, D., personal communication, 3 November 
2001). 
It is important to note that my research is not about 'appraisal' per se; it 
does not seek to identify the features of a 'good' appraisal system; it is not 
concerned with the factors that contribute to the successful implementation 
of a new system; it is not about the management of change. A great deal 
has already been written on such issues, and my work adds little to the 
debate. Instead, it focuses on how HE staff perceive appraisal, and analyses 
the connections they make between the emergence of more formalised 
appraisal systems and the call for greater accountability in HE 
management. 
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Specifically, my research investigates the systems of faculty appraisal at 
'Rihab', a newly-establ i shed university, and at 'Al Fanar', an older, more 
established vocational college, in order to determine firstly, how far each 
particular system embodies paradigms (meaning goals and values, key 
assumptions, and management ethos) of professionalism and / or 
managerialism (as defined below), and secondly, how far each particular 
system is seen by informants as appropriate to an educational context. 
On a more general level, it also looks at the extent to which changes in HE 
in 'the West', principally, the United Kingdom, North America, Australia 
and New Zealand, find resonance in a Middle Eastern context, where HE 
institutions are staffed predominantly by people from those same Western 
countries, but are subject to quite different employment laws and practices. 
According to Grace (1985: 3), "assessments and evaluations [of teachers] in 
education have ... implications for the distribution of power and 
the 
principles of social control" and as such need to be located "in relation to 
wider structural, economic and political frameworks". This is undoubtedly 
true, and my research therefore includes some discussion of these issues, 
particularly in relation to the generalisability of my findings. Nonetheless, 
since it would be unwise to make sweeping 'national' or even 
'international' generalisations on the basis of two modest case studies, the 
main focus of my research remains at the level of the institution. 
The research began with a pilot study in 1999, and was conducted over a 
period of four years, using two different sites. During that time, the focus of 
my research was reshaped and refined many times. What began as a rather 
vague investigation of perceptions about faculty appraisal ended, four years 
and 38 interviews later, as a systematic exploration of seven quite specific 
research questions. For the sake of clarity, I have decided to include these 
seven questions in the introduction of my thesis, but let me reiterate that the 
table below represents the final product of a complex process that unfolded 
over many months in ways I did not always foresee. 
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1. How is appraisal, in general, perceived byfaculty and 
managers? Howfar are accountability models acceptable to 
eithergroup? 
2. Is appraisal perceived to have any effect on the quality of 
student leanting? 
3. Miat connections, if any, do teachers make between student 
evaluation of teachers and grade inflation 
4. How inuch time dofaculty and management devote to 
appraisal? Do they consider that the time devoted to appraisal 
is time well-spent? 
5. To what extent is appraisal said tofocus on either basic 
technical competencies orflexible, creative practices? 
6. Howfar is the specific appraisal system at each institution 
perceived as developmental andl or evaluative? Howfar is it 
seen as embodying a paradignt ofprofessionalism and/or 
managerialism? 
Z To what extent do teachers suggest theyfeel under surveillance? 
Table 1.1 
1.2 Claim to ori0nalitv 
I feel that the work I have undertaken is original in two ways. Firstly, as far 
as I am aware, no previous study of HE in the Middle East has involved 
more than one research site. By comparing my findings at two similar 
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institutions, I have been able to make more firmly grounded "fuzzy 
generalizations" (Bassey, 1999: 62) than might otherwise have been the 
case. Moreover, by analysing my experience of insider research at both 
places, I have gained a unique insight into the advantages and 
disadvantages of this research strategy, not least because I have been able 
to learn from mistakes made at my first site; experiment with alternatives at 
my second site; and then critically re-appraise both processes. Accordingly, 
my methodology chapter is rather longer and more detailed than is 
normally the case, because it is intended not merely to outline how my 
research was conducted, but also to make a substantive contribution to the 
field of research methodology, having a significance at least equal to that of 
my findings and tentative conclusions. 
1.3 A connict of interest? 
All researchers are intimately connected with their research, but in this 
instance, one aspect of my own personal history has had a somewhat 
greater impact on my work than is normally the case. For this reason, I 
have chosen to include here some biographical details I believe are 
particularly relevant to my study. I began investigating faculty appraisal at 
Rihab in January 1999, more-or-less out of idle curiosity, and the need to 
undertake a pilot study in order to pass a postgraduate course in research 
methodology. Having become intrigued by the apparent contradictions 
inherent in people's perceptions of appraisal, I continued the research for 
another eighteen months, recording field notes, analysing official 
documents, and conducting nineteen interviews with faculty colleagues and 
managers, between February and October, 2000. Entirely unexpectedly, I 
was informed on 13 December 2000 that my own three-year teaching 
contract would not be renewed, for reasons that were never made known to 
me. This decision would have been made in early December, and neither I 
nor any of my interviewces had any prior knowledge of it. As soon as it 
happened, I abandoned any further interviewing, and although I continued 
to record field notes and write entries in my research diary, I subsequently 
deleted these data, believing them to be excessively biased. Between 
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January and April, 2001,1 began to analyse the data I had collected from 
my first site, trying, as far as I was able, to avoid unjustified negativity. I 
restarted my data collection in September 2001, at a different site, where 
no-one had any knowledge of my previous appraisal experience. These data 
were analysed between June and October 2002. Finally, I re-analysed the 
data from my first site, beginning in November 2002.1 felt this was a 
necessary corrective to the earlier analysis I had undertaken, and hoped that 
the passage of time would have dulled the strength of my emotions and 
increased the impartiality of myjudgement. 
I have endeavoured to lay bare my own biography; it is now up to the 
reader to decide whether or not I have been successful in my attempt to 
overcome the inevitable degree of bias in my position, and whether or not 
my research can be of value to a wider audience. 
1.4 The organisation of the thesis 
Following on from this introduction, I have included a background survey 
of the literature on appraisal in education, beginning with an examination 
of such issues as the purpose of appraisal; the alleged tension between 
professional development and evaluation; and the apparent dichotomy 
between individual desires and institutional goals. I then go on to explore 
appraisal in different parts of the world, particularly the UK, the USA, and 
the Middle East. The last section of this chapter deals with the wider 
context of appraisal, and considers the various ways in which previous 
research has linked appraisal to a global rise in managerialism. 
It should be stressed at the outset that this survey of the literature is very 
much an exploration of the background themes that informed the data- 
collection and analysis stage of my research. It is meant to contextualise my 
work within a broader framework, and highlights those areas I thought had 
potential relevance at the time I embarked upon my data collection. It 
should be seen very much as a precursor to the more detailed and more 
specific comparisons with the literature found at seven points in chapter 
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six, where I report my findings in the form of tentative answers to my seven 
research questions (see table 1.1 above). I am aware that it is more usual for 
doctoral work to contain a single literature review chapter that both locates 
the research within the more general field, and addresses particular themes 
arising from the data analysis stage. I have chosen to follow a slightly 
different convention because I feel that separating general issues from 
specific points of comparison is a more effective way of locating my own 
study within the wider body of research, since it avoids the need to repeat 
the same material in different chapters. 
Chapter three of the thesis outlines my methodology, and contains a 
detailed discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of insider research, based 
on my own personal experience. Chapter four gives further details of the 
way in which the research questions and the interview schedules influenced 
each other, and evolved over time in a two-stage process. Chapter five 
discusses the tension between providing "thick description" and protecting 
participants' confidentiality and anonymity. In light of this, some 
background information is offered about the two sites and the various 
appraisal instruments used at each. Chapter six presents the research 
findings in the form of tentative answers to the seven specific questions. 
The data from Rihab and Al Fanar are presented separately, and then 
compared point-by-point with the literature and previous empirical studies. 
Further details are also given about the wider structural, social and political 
framework of BE in the Middle East, in an attempt to determine how far 
the findings of the present study might be generalisable to other contexts. 
Finally, chapter seven sets out the conclusions I feel can justifiably be 
drawn from the data I have cited. It also highlights some apparent 
contradictions in perceptions of appraisal that I feel are worthy of further 
investigation. It ends with a final statement of the contribution of my 
research to the theory and practice of education, with respect to both 
appraisal, in particular, and research methodology, more generally. 
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Chapter 2: Background Literature Review 
As I mentioned in the introduction, the chapter below represents a 
background survey of those themes that other writers have highlighted as 
significant in relation to the issue of faculty appraisal. It is meant to 
contextualise my own study, and should be read very much in conjunction 
with the material cited throughout chapter six, in which I report my 
findings and endeavour to show exactly how each of the answers to my 
seven research questions (listed in table 1.1 above) endorses, refutes and 
or extends previous research. 
2.1 The concept of appraisal 
Unfortunately, but perhaps not surprisingly, the terminology surrounding 
the concept of 'appraisal' is far from clear. As Fidler (1989: 191) notes, 
"there is a huge variety of terms used - performance appraisal, performance 
review, performance evaluation, staff review, staff reporting and more 
especially teacher appraisal, teacher assessment - which have no accepted 
difference of meaning". 
For Magennis (1993: 238), the confusion concerns not just the definition of 
appraisal, but the whole theoretical framework underpinning it: 
Regarding the definition and purpose of appraisal, the 
procedures that may be used, what constitutes evidence, the 
reliability and validity of the instruments, there is little 
consensus. 
Fidler and Cooper (1992: 2) define staff appraisal as "the process by which 
an employee and his or her suPerordinate meet to discuss the performance 
of the employee", and whilst this is useful in describing what often, though 
by no means always, happens, it tells us nothing about the purpose of 
appraisal, and concentrates on the individual employee rather than the 
organisation as a whole, which not all writers on appraisal would agree 
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with. Poster and Poster's (1997: 148) definition of appraisal is more helpful 
in this respect. They write that: 
Appraisal is a means of promoting, through the use of 
certain techniques and procedures, the organisation's ability 
to accomplish its mission of maintaining or improving what 
it provides while at the same time seeking to maintain or 
enhance staff satisfaction and development. 
This emphasis on both the organisation and the individual employee is a 
common theme in much of the literature, though the extent to which these 
two elements can, or indeed, should, be equally balanced remains highly 
debatable, as does the extent to which the same scheme can or indeed 
should be both evaluative and developmental. 
2.2 The purposes of appraisal: twin tensions 
2.2.1 Professional development and evaluation 
Stewart and Stewart (1977), cited in Fidler and Cooper (1992: 8), list nine 
goals of appraisal, ranging from "manpower audit" to "grievance and 
problem detection and handling". Most other writers confine themselves to 
somewhat fewer goals, and in almost all cases, these can be subsumed 
under the two main headings of professional development and evaluation 
accountability. 
Thus, for example, Beer (1986), cited in Fidler and Cooper (1992: 14), 
suggests three evaluative purposes of appraisal (giving feedback; 
developing data for pay and promotion decisions; and providing a way to 
warn unsatisfactory performers), alongside five developmental ones 
(counselling / coaching; developing commitment to the organisation; 
motivating subordinates; strengthening supervisor-subordinate relations; 
and diagnosing individual or organisational problems). 
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Similarly, Stake (1989: 13) writes of four possible purposes of appraisal, the 
first two being broadly evaluative (providing data about good and bad 
teaching, and helping managers select and retain the best staff), and the 
second two being broadly developmental (facilitating continuing 
professional development and contributing to an understanding of how the 
school operates). 
Likewise, Fletcher (1996: 235) gives three possible purposes of appraisal, 
the first and third being largely developmental, and the second being 
largely evaluative: 
The typical appraisal system tries to act as a vehicle for 
motivating people and improving performance (through 
objective setting), as a means of assessing performance and 
distributing rewards equitably (through the use of 
performance related pay and ratings) and as a development 
tool ... . 
Turner and Clift (1988: 9) focus appraisal somewhat narrowly on the 
teacher, but here again, there is still evidence of this twin emphasis on 
development (helping teachers improve) and evaluation (deciding on 
probation, renewal and dismissal). Interestingly, Turner and Clift (1988: 52) 
go on to suggest that developmental appraisal is "formative", whilst 
evaluative appraisal is "summative" -a parallelism that is far from self- 
evident, since evaluation could be on-going and development short-lived. 
How far it is desirable, or even possible, to combine these two elements of 
appraisal within a single institutional system, and particularly within the 
same time-frame, remains a moot point. For Poster and Poster (1997: 152), 
appraisal has no value unless it brings together both staff development and 
performance review. Likewise, Turner and Clift (1988: 20) contend that 
formative and surnmative appraisal (meaning developmental and 
evaluative) "are not easily divorced and it is likely that any scheme will be 
adopted to some extent for both purposes". Nuttall (1986: 23), cited in 
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Campbell (2002: 11), agrees, claiming that "formative and summative 
purposes can co-exist within the same scheme". 
There is also a certain amount of empirical evidence to suggest that 
teachers and administrators see evaluation and development as 
complementary rather than contradictory forces. In Peaker's (1986) case 
study of two Southern USA school systems, teachers, principals and 
administrators all saw appraisal as having two functions ("improvement" 
and "accountability") that were "entirely compatible, even interdependent" 
(Peaker, 1986: 78). Similarly, Fitzgerald (2001: 120), cited in Campbell 
(2002: 12), reports that 99% of the New Zealand schoolteachers in his 
survey agreed that appraisal should include elements of both professional 
development and accountability. For Middlewood (2001: 131-132), cited in 
Campbell (2002: 12), the figure amongst schoolteachers in the British 
Midlands is 90%. 
Interestingly, the writers of many non-empirical articles disagree. Winter 
(1989b: 48), for example, claims that "there is a readily available body of 
evidence and argument suggesting that a plurality of aims renders appraisal 
systems ineffective". Prominent within this body are Maier (1958) and 
Duke and Stiggins (1985), both cited in Hellawell (1991), Fidler and 
Cooper (1992: 3), Powney (1991b: 84), Fletcher (1996: 235), Sale (1997: 29), 
and Taylor (1997: 56). 
Fidler and Cooper (1992: 3) are unequivocal when they write of "the 
fundamental contradiction inherent in using appraisal for both evaluative 
and developmental functions". Similarly, Lovrich (1990: 99), cited in Ko 
(2001: 27-28), describes evaluation and development as "two very different 
- and in many ways antithetical - phenomena". Likewise, according to Sale 
(1997: 29): 
It cannot be stressed enough that to confuse the two 
activities of development and assessment under one 
umbrella of appraisal is fatal to staff development and 
arguably inefficient and unfair as a means of assessment. 
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The same sentiment is expressed by Powney (1991b: 84): 
Appraisal must be either about development or about 
judgement. It must be either formative or summative. It 
cannot be both. 
This is because: 
The relationship between appraiser and appraisee for goals 
such as developing data for pay and promotion decisions 
appears to contradict the trusting relationship required for 
counselling appraisees in areas of organisational 
commitment and future development. 
(Taylor, 1997: 56) 
In other words, 'The imminence of reward decisions tends to block 
constructive discussion of developmental needs" (Fletcher, 1996: 235). 
One way round this problem is to separate the two aspects of development 
and evaluation by at least six months (Fidler and Cooper, 1992: 16), and use 
different instruments at different times with different people (House and 
Lapan, 1989). In this way, summative assessment using a "craft model" of 
teaching, with its emphasis on "a repertoire of specialised techniques and 
knowledge", would be used with all teachers occasionally, to maintain 
minimum standards of competency; but the main focus would be on 
formative assessment, using "professional" and "art" models of teaching, 
with their emphasis on "the exercise of judgement" and "personal i sed" 
teaching in the face of the "unpredictable" (House and Lapan, 1989: 56-60). 
2.2.2 The individual and the institution 
As we saw earlier, the tension in appraisal between evaluation and 
development in mirrored by a similar tension between the needs of the 
individual and the demands of the institution. And just as opinion differs as 
to how far evaluation and development are compatible, so too is opinion 
divided over how far the needs of the individual and the demands of the 
institution can be matched. Poster and Poster (1997: 152) saw little, if any, 
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tension between evaluation and development, and, not surprisingly, their 
position is the same with regard to any potential tension between the 
individual and the institution: "Appraisal is one of a number of procedures 
for integrating the individual into the organisation ... Appraisal must be for 
the benefit of both the individual and the organisation" (Poster and Poster, 
1997: 152, italics in the original). 
Unfortunately, the reality does not always match Poster and Poster's ideal. 
Very often the focus of appraisal is either individual professional 
development, without reference to the goals envisioned by the institution; 
or else individual performance evaluation, without reference to the 
constraints imposed by the institution. 
With regard to the former scenario, Bennett (1999: 415), cited in Campbell 
(2002: 81), lists several major weaknesses of appraisal in schools, including 
a failure to ensure that appraisal is linked to school development plans. Just 
such a failure is evident in the study of headteacher appraisal conducted by 
Cullen (1997: 181), where the heads "clearly viewed appraisal as serving to 
promote their personal, professional development" without any mention of 
"the larger aim of improving the quality of educational provision in 
schools". 
With regard to the latter scenario, Fletcher (1996: 239) cites Deming's 
(1986) suggestion that "performance appraisal is one of the seven deadly 
diseases of current management practice" because managers do not 
differentiate between individuals and the organisational systems within 
which they work. 
Simons and Elliott (1989: 13) are aware of this pitfall, claiming that: 
The evaluation of teaching is an inseparable part of the 
evaluation of the school, itself. An effective evaluation of 
teaching requires concurrent study of institutional goals, 
classroom environments, administrative organisation and 
operations, curricular content, student achievements, and the 
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impact of school programmes on the community. 
Similarly, Walsh (1988: 365) contends that it is pointless to appraise the 
individual without reference to the conditions under which she works. If 
appraisal were used "not to identify the successes and failures of the 
individual teacher, but the constraints that operated on the school as a 
learning community", and if it involved a wider variety of people, such as 
parents and pupils as well as teachers and heads, it would promote "a 
reciprocal form of accountability, rather than a hierarchical, managerial 
accountability" (Walsh, 1988: 368). 
Yet, as both sets of authors concede, such an integration of the individual 
and the institution rarely happens because all too often the appraiser is also 
the manager partly responsible for the creation of the conditions under 
which the appraisee must work. In these circumstances, it is easier to blame 
the incompetence of the teacher than share responsibility for the 
inadequacy of the environment, especially when this includes a lack of 
good management. 
2.3 Appraisal around the world 
2.3.1 UK 
Whilst a great deal has been written about appraisal in Britain, not many 
empirical studies have been conducted, and those that have have tended to 
concentrate on the government-school sector rather than HE. Thus, for 
example, Kyriacou (1995) interviewed forty teachers at different schools 
within one Local Education Authority and concluded that "most schemes of 
teacher appraisal adopted have cmphasised a professional development 
model and have generally been well-received" (Kyriacou, 1995: 109). The 
vast majority of teachers said the experience was positive, particularly the 
interview stage, and added that it was valuable to have time set aside 
specifically for reflection and discussion. They appeared to appreciate the 
opportunity to get feedback from a colleague and set negotiated targets. 
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About two-thirds of the teachers reported that the process had led to 
changes in their classroom practice. With regard to disadvantages, the most 
common complaint was about how much time the process took, and 
whether pupils might suffer from the amount of extra cover required. There 
was also some concern about whether the resourcing of action plans was 
adequate. 
These findings concur with those of Gunter (1996), who used a 
questionnaire with thirteen staff at the same school, and reported that they 
had made "appraisal a positive process which is perceived to have some 
impact on professional practice" (Gunter, 1996: 99). All respondents 
thought the initial meeting, self-appraisal, and data collection through 
classroom observation were helpful or very helpful, and over 70% of them 
(presumably 10 out of the 13) also found the post-data-collection meeting, 
target setting, and document completion helpful or very helpful. 
Nonetheless, the impact of appraisal was being hindered by a lack of time 
and resources, as well as a fragmented approach that emphasised task- 
completion, rather than personalised processes. Although teachers felt 
positively about appraisal, it was not helping the institution become a 
learning organisation because its impact was short-term, and mainly 
focused on classroom observation, and because, in most cases, targets were 
not being monitored. 
The teachers in Powney's (1991a) study also found appraisal a positive 
experience, though many emphasised that this was because the system 
adopted was formative / developmental rather than evaluative: "There is a 
clear commitment to the formative or developmental approach and a 
marked antipathy to appraisal as a simplistic judgement of teacher 
performance" (Powney, 1991 a: 185). Interestingly, the teachers in this study 
occupied 'middle management' positions and were keen for the appraisal 
process to examine all facets of their role, particularly how well they 
managed other people. Whilst Gunter (1996) thought the appraisal system 
she studied had not changed the school into a learning community, the 
middle managers in Powney's (1991a) study were more hopeful: 
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Most of the teachers interviewed were of the opinion that a 
properly run, formative appraisal system, possibly using the 
department or team as the appraisal group, could help to 
fostcr the climate of security and openness in which aims arc 
cooperatively formulated and change can occur and be 
examined on its merits. 
(Powney, 1991a: 187) 
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By contrast, the headteachers, in Cullen's (1997) study saw their own 
appraisal as having little effect on the quality of teaching and leaming, even 
thought they found it valuable in other ways. They reported that it made 
them feel better about their job because they received positive reassurance 
and feedback, and it enabled them to perform better because they were able 
to take stock, obtain an outside view from the head at a similar school who 
appraised them, engage in professional dialogue, and develop relationships. 
Having staff see their head being appraised also gave the system credibility. 
With regard to the disadvantages, headteacher appraisal was seen as 
logistically difficult to organise, very time-consuming, and inadequately 
funded. There was also concern that appraisal was a low priority in the life 
of the school, and could easily become superficial if the focus were not 
well-chosen, or the appraiser too afraid to offer constructive criticism. 
Turning now to appraisal in Higher Education, Rutherford (1988) found 
from his survey of academic staff that most faculty accepted the need to 
appraise individual performance, as long as this was heavily contextualised. 
In other words, there was: 
... widespread acceptance that further systematic procedures 
for the appraisal of individuals are necessary; that appraisal 
should be as comprehensive as possible; and should include 
an annual interview with the Head of Department .... It 
seems sensible that arrangements for appraisal should be 
kept as flexible as possible to take account of local contexts 
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and personalities; centrally imposed solutions are unlikely to 
command wide acceptance. 
(Rutherford, 1988: 98) 
Taylor's (1997) survey of HE faculty was reported in more detail than 
Rutherford's (1988), and because it distinguishes between appraisers and 
appraisees, and was conducted in two phases over two years, it provides 
some very interesting data about differences in perception over time. The 
areas of investigation included the topics discussed in the appraisal 
interview, goal-setting, peer appraisal versus supervisor appraisal, 
performance related pay (PRP), observation of teaching, and student 
evaluations. 
In both years, three of the six appraisers said the appraisal interview did not 
cover important areas worthy of discussion, though few of the appraisees 
agreed with this, particularly in the second year. Thus it would seem that 
the appraisees were happier with the content of the discussion than the 
appraisers, which seems strange, since one would have expected the 
appraiser to have had greater control over the choice of interview topics. 
With regard to goal-setting, some of the appraisees reported feeling 
pressured into setting unrealistic goals, although none of the appraisers 
seemed aware that they were doing this. A third of the appraisees said they 
would prefer peer rather than supervisor appraisal, although, again, none of 
the appraisers agreed. The number of people in favour of PRP increased in 
the second year, but was still confined to 33% of appraisees and 50% of 
appraisers. Finally, with regard to observation and student evaluation, 45% 
of appraisees said observation was valuable, whereas 58% said student 
evaluation was valuable. With appraisers, the position was reversed, with 
only 50% saying student evaluation was important, but 83% saying 
observation was important. These results point to some significant 
differences in the reported perceptions of appraisees and appraisers, 
suggesting that appraisees may have a more acute sense of the power 
dynamics inherent in the process. 
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These differences in pciception persisted when respondents answered two 
open-ended questions. When asked to comment on the benefits of a good 
appraisal scheme, appraisers focused on appraisal as a mechanism for 
motivating staff to work harder, whereas appraisees focused on identifying 
personal goals and planning long-term development. When asked about the 
barriers to achieving a good appraisal scheme, both appraisers and 
appraisees pointed to a lack of commitment to the process at senior 
management level, but the appraisees also mentioned inadequate resourcing 
and poor interpersonal skills on the part of the appraisers. 
To summarise the findings from all sectors, it seems that appraisal in the 
UK is seen as a potentially positive experience and one that will enhance 
professional development, if not teaching and leaming directly, as long as 
the focus remains formative, and full account is taken of contextual factors. 
There is some concern about the amount of time appraisal takes, and about 
whether or not the action plans deriving from it will be adequately 
resourced. To be successful, appraisers are thought to need highly- 
developed interpersonal skills and specific training for their role. 
2.3.2 USA 
When comparing Britain and the USA, most commentators argue that 
appraisal schemes in the USA have a more evaluative, competency-based 
focus, with a greater emphasis on classroom observation checklists and 
measurements of pupil achievement. See, for example, Turner and Clift 
(1988: 10), Powney (1991b: 84), Mortimore and Mortimore (1991: 125), 
Fidler and Cooper (1992: 43), Richards (1999,5-6), and Campbell 
(2002: 16). The "deficit model" (Campbell, 2002: 19) of professional 
development seems more in evidence, bringing with it a concern to make 
sure that all teachers are at least adequate, rather than a desire to help them 
move from adequate to good, or even good to excellent. 
House and Lapan (1989: 56-57) suggest that most appraisal schemes in the 
USA have a "craff' perspective on teaching, which, as we saw before, 
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includes an emphasis on acquiring and demonstrating "a repertoire of 
specialised techniques and knowledge": 
Teachers are expected to carry out their duties without close 
supervision and the role of the administrator-evaluator is to 
hold them to performance standards by visits, conferences 
and written agreement. 
(House and Lapan, 1989: 57) 
This focus on competency-based evaluation can also be seen in Peaker's 
(1986) empirical study of teacher appraisal in two school systems in the 
Southern USA. Peaker (1986: 83) claims the appraisal procedure he studied 
required teachers to demonstrate highly specific competencies and, as such, 
may have encouraged safe, didactic teaching, at the expense of more 
flexible, creative teaching. He also reports an emphasis on what is easily 
measurable, such as test scores, rather than a more holistic assessement of 
the teacher's overall contribution. On the other hand, most of the teachers 
and administrators themselves viewed the appraisal system as a success, 
and Peaker attributes this to the high levels of training and staff 
development resourcing. 
2.3.3 The Middle East 
I was very fortunate in being able to track down a case study on appraisal 
by Richards (1999), conducted four years ago at a sister college in the next 
county to Al Fanar. This college is part of the same federal ly-funded 
system of HE, offering very similar educational provision, being governed 
by the same statutes and bye-laws, and having morc-or-Icss the same 
management structure as Al Fanar. 
The case study was based on the results of a questionnaire sent to all 
seventeen members of the English department, and six interviews, two with 
managers and four with faculty. The research focused on a number of 
issues including the perceived purpose of appraisal; the appraisal 
instruments (student evaluation, classroom observation and teaching 
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portfolios); the appraisal process (goal-sctting and discussion), and the 
appraisers, themselves. 
Regarding the purpose of appraisal, the two managers saw it as both 
formative and summative, without any inherent conflict. The teachers, 
however, thought the aims were ambiguous or unclear, and in some cases, 
this created suspicion and confusion. Whilst the managers stressed the need 
to have consistent, fair and objective information about teachers, the 
teachers, themselves, remained concerned about exactly how the 
information might be used, one of them even suggesting that it could be 
used negatively as the basis for dismissal, but not positively as the grounds 
for continued employment (Richards, 1999: 41-42). 
With regard to the appraisal instruments, 23% of teachers were dissatisfied 
with the system of student evaluation, and 38% were very dissatisfied. 
Several teachers thought many students could not assess a teacher's ability 
objectively; others complained about the timing, the content, or the specific 
wording of the feedback form (Richards, 1999: 49-50). By contrast, there 
was a high level of satisfaction with all aspects of the classroom 
observation, including the pre-lesson briefing and the post-lesson 
debriefing. In this system, it seems that teachers were able to choose from a 
variety of observation models, which included one complete lesson visit, 
two half-lesson visits, or several 10-minute drop-ins, a choice that allowed 
managers and teachers to address some of the obvious 'sampling' problems 
that accompany a single observation. Almost all teachers reported that the 
observation process had been a positive experience that improved their 
morale and motivation, though not necessarily their teaching. Richards 
(1999: 72) suggests that this is more a reflection of the particular appraiser's 
perceived skills in observation and interpersonal communication than 
inherent in the system itself. Opinion was again more mixed regarding the 
teaching portfolio, with which 31% of faculty were dissatisfied, and 15% 
very dissatisfied. Teachers were concerned that it may become overly 
competitive, or that people who were better writers than teachers would 
benefit unfairly. Some teachers said they found the requirement to reflect 
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on practice helpful, whilst others said they found it unnecessary, suggesting 
that "reflective practice as a basis for staff development is not necessarily 
applicable or acceptable to all teachers" (Richards, 1999: 60). 
Concerning goal-setting, the college was reported to have adopted a three- 
stage process whereby the teacher set her own goals, at the beginning of the 
year, then agreed them with her line-manager, and reported back, at the end 
of the year, on the extent to which they had been achieved. Most teachers 
commented positively on the usefulness of this approach (Richards, 
1999: 57). 
They also commented very positively on the end-of-year appraisal 
interview, because it was formative, rather than summative, and because 
the appraiser concerned was perceived to be very supportive and very much 
in favour of the whole process (Richards, 1999: 62-63). Two teachers did 
raise the question, however, of whether entirely positive feedback was 
effective, and whether appraisers would be honest in cases of poor 
performance. 
Overall, both the managers and faculty in Richards' (1999) case study 
seemed to view appraisal in a positive light. A large part of this, Richards 
(1999: 72) suggests, is down to the ability and enthusiasm of the particular 
appraiser, who was well-trained and experienced in appraisal procedures, 
and well-respected by the teachers he appraised. Accordingly, Richards 
(1999: 72) makes a strong case for appraiser training, particularly if the 
appraiser has recently moved into education management from a non- 
teaching background in, say, industry or business. 
2.4 Appraisal within the wider structural, economic, and political 
framework 
As I said in the introduction, the main focus of my research is appraisal at 
the institutional level, but bearing in mind Grace's (1985: 3) injunction, 
cited earlier, to locate evaluation systems within their "wider structural, 
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economic and political frameworks", I intend to end my background 
literature review with some discussion of the global rise in managerialism. 
A great many commentators endorse Walsh's (1988: 367) contention that 
"rhe development of appraisal systems is part of the development of a 
more managerial approach to education", and for this reason, the concept 
of managerialism is worthy of further exploration, even though, ultimately, 
it did not figure as prominently in the minds of my interviewees as the 
literature had initially suggested it might. 
2.4.1 A plethora of terms 
We saw earlier how the concept of 'appraisal' is understood and described 
by different authors in quite different ways. The situation is similar, if not 
even more complicated, with regard to recent trends in the management of 
public sector institutions. Different authors have used different terms to 
describe these trends, and it is not always clear whether different authors 
are using different words to describe the same phenomenon, or, worse, 
whether different authors are using the same words to describe different 
phenomenon. 
Thus, for example, the term "managerialism" is used by Inglis (1989), 
Enteman (1993), Trow (1994), Webb and Vulliamy (1996), Woods and 
Jeffrey (1996) Clarke and Newman (1997), Kydd (1997), Trowler (1998a), 
Shelley (1999), Currie and Vidovich (2000), Lumby and Tomlinson (2000), 
and Simkins (2000), whilst the term "new managerialism" is used by 
Hartley (1997), Deem (1998), and Exworthy and Halford (1999). In Hartley 
(1997), this "new managerialism" is contrasted with the old managerialism 
of the late I 9th century and the Enlightenment, whereas, in Exworthy and 
Halford (1999: 7), it is contrasted with the Taylorist ("bureaucratic, 
inflexible, conformist") management of the early 20th century. After a 
careful reading of all these texts, it seems safe to conclude that 
"managerialism" and "new managerialism" are used synonymously in the 
literature. Further support for the interchangability of these two terms can 
be found in the fact that Randle and Brady published two articles in the 
same year (1997), using the same data set, the first entitled "Further 
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Education and the New Managerialism", and the second entitled 
"Managerialism and Professionalism in the 'Cinderella Service' " 
Whether the term "New Public Management" (NPM) is also synonymous 
with "managerialism" is less clear. Holloway (1999) seems to equate the 
two, whilst Peters et al. (2000) describe NPM as "a specific constellation of 
these theories", previously referred to as "new managerialism". For Pollitt 
(1993), however, "managerialism" is not the same thing as NPM at all. In 
chapter seven of his book, "managerialism" is contrasted with both "Public 
Service Orientation" (PSO) and "New Public Management", though 
previously, in chapter six, the contrast was with "Public Service 
Orientation" and "public management". Thus, it seems that "New Public 
Management" (NPM) and "public management" are probably the same 
thing, which is, itself, very different from "managerialism", and somewhat 
different from PSO. 
Interestingly, not all authors agree with Pollitt's typology, particularly his 
carefully drawn distinctions between "managerialism", NPM and PSO. 
Some authors appear to conflate all three terms. Thus, for example, Flynn 
(1999: 28) argues that "New Public Management" is sometimes called 
"Public Service Orientation" and represents a "fusion of best practice" from 
both the private and the public sector. The essential components of NPM / 
PSO that he then lists (more active and accountable management; explicit 
standards, targets and measurement of performance; a stress on results, 
quality and outcomes; and so on) sound very similar to many other 
descriptions of "managerialism" and "new managerialism". 
And, as if this were not confusing enough, the debate is further complicated 
by the introduction, in Trow (1994), of the terms "soft" and "hard" 
managerialism, further details of which will be discussed below. 
Now, it could be argued that this enduring confusion over key terminology 
is indicative of 'woolly, thinking. However, I prefer to see it as the almost 
inevitable consequence of trying to describe a very complex and deeply 
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contested vision of reality. The management of public sector institutions 
has never been so complicated, nor so controversial. However, since the 
focus of my research is faculty appraisal and its relationship to the 
management of HE institutions, rather than managerialism per se, the 
precise details of the various fine-grained distinctions need not overly 
concern us. For the purposes of my research, the similarities between 
"managerialism", "new managerialism", "New Public Management" and 
"Public Service Orientation" are more important than the differences. For 
this reason, I will use the term "managerialism" in a general sense, and 
concentrate only on those over-arching features that seem common to all 
four of the above terms. 
2.4.2 The concept of managerialism 
According to Deem (1998: 47), "The term 'New Managerialism' is 
generally used to refer to the adoption by public sector organisations of 
organisational. forms, technologies, management practices and values most 
commonly found in the private business sector". It represents "a way of 
trying to understand and categorise attempts to impose managerial 
techniques more usually associated with medium and large 'for profit' 
businesses onto public sector and voluntary organisations" (Deem, 
1998: 49). Such techniques include "the use of internal cost centres, 
fostering competitiveness between employees, marketisation of public 
sector services, and the monitoring of efficiency and effectiveness through 
measurement of outcomes and individual staff performances" (Deem, 
1998: 49-50). A similar list of "management techniques" is presented by 
Randle and Brady (1997b: 125), drawing, as they say, on Pollitt (1990). 
These techniques include: 
strict financial management and devolved budgetary 
controls; the efficient use of resources and an emphasis on 
productivity; the extensive use of quantitative performance 
indicators; the development of consumerism and the 
discipline of the market; the manifestation of consumer 
charters as mechanisms for accountability; the creation of a 
disciplined, flexible workforce, using flexible 
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individualised contracts, appraisal systems and performance 
related pay; [and] the assertion of the managerial control and 
the managers' 'right to manage'. 
Deem, and Randle and Brady write from a British perspective, Pollitt from 
an Anglo-American one. Their descriptions are echoed by others, writing, 
for example, in Australia (Currie and Vidovich, 2000) and New Zealand 
(Boston, 1996). These latter writers might use the term New Public 
Management, rather than "managerialism", but the techniques they describe 
are unmistakably similar. Thus, for example, Peters et al. (2000: 116), 
summarising Boston (1996), list the features of NPM as: 
an extensive use of written contracts and performance 
agreements; a reliance on short-term employment contracts; 
an emphasis on economic rewards and sanctions; a reduction 
in multiple accountability relationships; a minimising of 
opportunities for ministerial discretion in the detailed 
operation of government agencies; the institutional 
separation of the funding agency from the provider; the 
separation of advisory, delivery and regulatory functions; an 
introduction of accrual accounting; capital charging; a 
distinction between the state's ownership and purchasers' 
interests; a distinction between outcomes and outputs; an 
accrual-based appropriation system; and an emphasis on 
contestable provision and contracting out for service. 
It would, therefore, seem that the technical features of managerialism are 
common to a variety of different countries. Yet, as Trowler (1998a: 93) 
points out, new managerialism is much more than merely a set of 
techniques: 
To see managerialism as simply a box of tricks is to ignore 
its ideological essence. Managerialism involves a framework 
of values and beliefs about social arrangements and the 
distribution and ordering of resources. This provides a guide 
and a justification for behaviour. 
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Other authors concur. For Enteman (1993: 154), "Managcrialism is both a 
process and a substantive ideology", whilst for Pollitt (1993: 6), it is an 
ideology, in the sense that it includes beliefs about the state of the world 
and what the world should look like. It incorporates "beliefs" as well as 
"practices" (Pollitt, 1993: 1); "ideologies" as well as "institutions" (Clarke 
and Newman, 1997: ix); "theories" as well as "models" (Peters et al., 
2000: 110). 
Central to the underlying ideology of managerialism is the belief that public 
sector institutions require more rigorous management in order to operate 
better. "Managerialism promises to provide the discipline necessary for 
efficient organisation, particularly in relation to state welfare 
professionalism's claims to exercise discretionary judgement" (Clarke and 
Newman, 1997: 30). It "was presented as the means through which more 
rigorous discipline could be introduced to the public sector to produce more 
cost-effective services (and thus limit public spending)" (Clarke and 
Newman, 1997: 34). It assumed that "good management", as copied from 
the private sector, would deliver economy, efficiency, effectiveness and 
value for taxpayers' money (Randle and Brady, 1997a: 230), something, 
which, by implication, had been previously lacking. 
Thus, from a managerialist perspective, public sector institutions were 
underachieving, and the application of private sector values and 
technologies would bring about the required improvement. Naturally, such 
a perspective did not emerge overnight, though Randle and Brady, 
(1997a: 230) do date it, perhaps a little too precisely, to 1979, the year 
Margaret Thatcher became prime minister. Nor did it emerge in a vacuum. 
It came about within the context of certain global social, economic, and 
political trends. It was "both a source and a beneficiary of ... wider 
economic and political transfori-nations" (Clarke and Newman, 1997: 58). It 
is to these trends / transformations that we now turn, since, in the words of 
Pollitt (1993: 168) "a grasp of both the socio-economic and ideological 
shifts is essential to understanding the rise of managerialism". 
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2.4.3 The historical context: global changes In the public sector 
For Pollitt (1993), the driving force behind the rise in managerialism was 
the dominance of New Right politics in both the US and the UK during the 
1980s. "The Reagan and Thatcher administrations both came to power 
expounding the idea that government had grown too big, too expensive, and 
too inhibiting of individual enterprise" (Pollitt, 1993: 48). Their solution 
was to privatise as many public services as possible (most notably, the 
British utilities). The remaining services, such as healthcare, education and 
the civil service, being either too impractical or too close to the public's 
heart to privatise, had to be reshaped in order to improve their productivity. 
Quality had to be maintained, or preferably increased, even though the level 
of government funding was being reduced. The way to achieve this 
particularly challenging political objective was through the innocuous 
sounding "better management". 
Exworthy and Halford (1999: 1) agree that the policies of successive 
Conservative governments provide an obvious explanation for what they 
term a "dramatic transformation right across the public sector": 
Through policies which emphasised a belief in individualism 
rather than collectivism, in markets as the most efficient 
distributor of resources and in reducing dependence on 
welfare state provision, New Right policies have promoted 
managerialism in the public sector and conceptualised this 
as part of a broader strategy to deal with (what they believed 
to be) Britain's pervasive and persistent economic problems. 
(Exworthy and Halford, 1999: 8) 
They also suggest that the New Left supported the rise of managerialism, 
just as much as the New Right, although for rather different reasons, which 
explains why many of the Conservative initiatives in the public sector were 
continued, rather than reversed, by the incoming Labour government, in 
1997. Whilst the New Right saw managerialism as a way of improving 
efficiency, the New Left saw it "as a means of bringing services closer to 
the users and making them more responsive to their needs" (Exworthy and 
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Halford, 1999: 8). The arguments from both sides of the political divide are 
neatly summarised by Flynn (1999: 19) as follows: 
For those on the New Right (especially the 'public choice' 
school), state intervention was criticised for undermining 
economic efficiency and investment, as well as debilitating 
the enterprise culture through the promotion of welfare 
dependency. Professional groups were seen as self-serving 
monopolies whose influence on the economy and society 
was negative. The New Left also vilified professionals for 
exploiting clients in private markets, and accused 
professions in the paternalistic welfare state of 
disempowering citizens, while facilitating bourgeois 
domination and social control. 
"Striking uniformity" is seen by Pollitt (1993: 83) in the application of 
managerialism. to three key UK public sector services, namely, the Civil 
Service, the National Health Service and education. All three have 
witnessed reduced funding; cuts in staffing; the development of 
performance indicators stressing economy and efficiency; the introduction 
of more formaliscd individual staff appraisal including performance related 
pay; more devolved budgetary systems; more management training; more 
emphasis on short-term, outcomes-based planning; and more rhetoric about 
responding to the needs of the consumer. 
By contrast, other writers have highlighted the differences rather than the 
similarities in the ways in which managerialism has emerged in different 
public services and in different subsectors of the same service. 
"Managerialism is not a unified set of discourses and practices" (Clarke and 
Newman, 1997: 84). Rather, it "is enacted in different ways in different 
settings" (Clarke and Newman, 1997: 99). Not only does it take many 
forms, it also "interacts with the existing organisational orders in a variety 
of ways to produce different outcomes in different contexts" (Simkins, 
2000: 330). Factors influencing this variation occupy a range of positions on 
the macro / micro-level continuum. 
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At one extreme, there is the government policy framework affecting the 
whole sector; next, there are subsector differences. For example, Simkins 
(2000) argues that FE colleges have faced a more acute funding crisis than 
schools, and, as a consequence, the need to demonstrate efficiency has been 
felt more keenly by FE colleges than by schools, who, in contrast, have 
directed their efforts towards demonstrating effectiveness to Ofsted 
inspectors. 
Then, after subsector differences, come factors concerning "the relative 
positioning" of a particular institution vis-a-vis the market competition, as 
well as its "cultural starting point", meaning what the institution was like 
before the emergence of managerialism (Simkins, 20000: 330). Finally, 
there are the preferences and styles of particular organisational leaders and 
managers. 
2.4.4 The appropriateness of managerialism in educational contexts 
There seems to be a certain lack of agreement about how far managerialism 
is appropriate to the public sector, in general, and to educational contexts, 
in particular; a divergence of opinion that seems to rest upon the extent to 
which modem managerialism and traditional professionalism are seen as 
either contradictory or complementary paradigms. 
Exworthy and Halford (1999: 125) suggest that professional-managerial 
relations can be understood in three ways, namely abstractly, collectively, 
and individually. The analytical or abstract level deals with ideological or 
theoretical underpinnings; the collective level deals with the collective 
body of managers or professionals; the individual level deals with a single 
human being and their fluctuating self-identity. Exworthy and Halford 
(1999) argue that those who emphasise the co-existence of managerial and 
professional roles within the same person are operating at the collective / 
individual level, while those who emphasise irreconcilable differences in 
values are operating at the analytical level. In this way, they are able to 
account for the apparent diversity of opinion that abounds when different 
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writers discuss the 
professionalism. 
rclationship bctwccn managerialism and 
Alternatively, one could account for the differences by invoking the 
distinction, first made by Trow (1994), between " hard" and "soft" 
managerialism. According to Trow (1994: 11), "soft" managerialists believe 
that HE should remain governed by its own norms and traditions, but that 
I 
the goals the academic community sets itself can be achieved more 
effectively through the adoption of some (primarily "rational") business 
practices. By contrast, "hard" managerialists think that HE is not fit to set 
its own agenda and should be reformed and controlled by funding formulas 
and mechanisms borrowed from commercial enterprises. 
Similarly, Trowler (1998a: 94) argues that: 
hard managerialism elevates the power and role of 
management and the goals of economy, effectiveness and 
efficiency to a paramount position at the expense of many 
traditional stakeholders. Soft managerialism. sees the 
application of 'improved' management practices as 
providing solutions in a difficult environment which will be 
to the benefit of all. 
In the words of Deem (1998: 53), "soft" managerialism recognises the need 
to overcome inefficiency and ineffectiveness through rational mechanisms, 
whilst, at the same time, emphasising the need for explicit collaboration 
and consensus. "Hard" managerialism believes efficiency gains can only be 
achieved through the imposition of reward and punishment systems, since 
employees are basically untrustworthy and incapable of self-reform. 
Pcrsonally, I find Trow's distinction bctwccn "hard" and "soft" 
managerialism more illuminating than Exworthy and Halford's distinction 
between the analytical, the collective, and the individual dimension, 
important though the latter is. It seems that disagreement can persist even 
when two authors are both operating in the analytical dimension, both 
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discussing ideological underpinnings. As we shall see, a minority of 
authors believe that managerialist values and beliefs are quite appropriate 
for educational contexts because managerialism is seen as enhancing 
professionalism, whilst the majority think they are quite inappropriate in 
educational contexts because managerialism and professionalism represent 
diametrically opposed paradigms. One might hazard a guess that the 
'harder' the managerialism, the greater the degree of friction. 
As I said, a small minority of authors see little inherent conflict between 
managerialism and professionalism. Currie and Vidovich (2000: 136) 
suggest many supporters of new managerialism would claim that "an 
ideology of privatisation does not necessarily have to be accompanied by 
an erosion of collegiality". For others, including Tomlinson (1998), 
management by professional managers / non-teaching experts might 
actually enhance collegiality, since it will enable practitioners to devote 
more time and energy to pedagogy, thereby improving the service they are 
able to offer clients, the primary goal of collegiality. Neither Currie and 
Vidovich (2000), nor Tomlinson (1998) distinguish between "hard" and 
66soft" managerialism, but it would seem likely that their conceptualisation 
of managerialism is "softer" rather than "harder". 
By contrast, Randle and Brady's (1997a: 231) conceptualisation of 
managerialism seems "harder' rather than "softee,, when they write of two 
conflicting paradigms (professionalism and managerialism), each having 
different goals and values, key assumptions, and management ethos. 
Similarly, Simkins (2000) contrasts managerialism with what he calls 
bureau-professionalism and finds irreconcilable differences at every level. 
In bureau-professional systems, managers are "socialised" into a specific 
professional field and make decisions by combining bureaucratic rules with 
professional discretion and judgement in order to serve the needs of 
individual clients. In more managerialist systems, managers are "socialised 
directly into the values of 'management' as a generic discipline" and make 
decisions using specialist management techniques in order to achieve 
organisational objectives and outcomes. Whereas bureau-professionalism is 
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concerned with the well-being, needs, and rights of the client, 
managcrialism is concerned with efficiency, organisational performance, 
and customer-orientation. The two systems do not merely use different 
techniques of management; they are based upon diametrically opposed 
paradigms: 
In their normative or ideological form they represent sets of 
values and ideals which provide competing discourses to 
justify and explain particular policy and management 
regimes. In doing this, they embody contrasting assumptions 
about power and legitimacy. 
Simkins (2000: 321, italics added) 
In bureau-professional systems, professionals have primacy, whereas in 
managerialist systems, managers have primacy. 
Likewise, Flynn (1999: 18) believes that "although we should be cautious 
about using grossly simplified concepts of 'management' and 'professions', 
there are fundamentally important contradictions between their values and 
practices ... " (italics added). The same sentiment is echoed even more 
stridently by Pollitt (1993: 25), who declares that "the transfer, during the 
last decade or two, of managerialism from private sector corporations to 
welfare-state services represents the injection of an ideological 'foreign 
body' into a sector previously characterised by quite different traditions of 
thought". 
Given this apparent incompatibility, there are those who would prefer 
managerialism to a previous system they perceive to be fatally flawed. 
Advocates of managerialism in the public sector point to the "the chaos of 
the old regime" with its uncontrolled irrationality, and proliferation of 
ineffective rules (Clarke and Newman, 1997: 66-67). Those in cducation 
write of British schools plagued by "contrived collegiality" or the "adept 
use of micropolitical manipulation" (Brundrett, 1998: 311), for whom 
managcrialism might prove a saving grace. 
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In similar vein, Simkins (2000: 329) notes how supporters of new 
managerialism in Further Education see it as "a modemising alternative, 
offering new opportunities for coherence and efficiency in college policies 
in contrast to the perpetual 'War of the Roses' which arose from 
departmentally-based 'feudal' college structures". 
Nonetheless, wholehearted support for managerialism, remains very rare in 
the literature, both empirical and non-empirical. Much more common are 
harsh criticisms of managerialism, such as those found in Flynn (1999), 
Clarke and Newman (1997) and Pollitt (1993). Managerialism, it is argued, 
lacks coherence and is riddled with internal contradictions. Pollitt 
(1993: 111-113) notes one such contradiction in managerialism's promise of 
both greater delegation / local autonomy and more centralised control. 
Flynn (1999: 32) notes another in the demand for both greater efficiency / 
doing more-for-less and greater consumer responsiveness / increased 
quality. 
Managerialism. is also criticised, severely by Pollitt (1993), somewhat less 
so by Clarke and Newman (1997), for failing to acknowledge fundamental 
differences between most public services and private sector businesses. 
These differences are particularly acute in terms of the market-competition, 
the supply-income relationship, and "the distinctive status of citizenship in 
public-service transactions" Pollitt (1993: 130). In other words, public 
services are rarely allowed to fail -a school might close, but alternative 
educational provision would still be forthcoming; an increase in supply 
rarely means a corresponding increase in income - hospitals do not actually 
want to attract more patients, since this merely results in limited resources 
being spread ever more thinly; and notions of individual duty in the cause 
of the common good find no parallel in the self-centred world of individual 
consumerism. Managerialism is therefore seen by the majority of 
commentators as inappropriate to any public sector, and particularly so 
within the field of education. 
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Similar criticisms of managerialism are also found in numerous empirical 
case-studies, conducted at a variety of educational institutions around the 
world. Some of the issues are practical, relating to time-constraints and a 
narrowing of research focus, whilst others are more ideological, relating to 
values, quality, control, surveillance, and the nature of student-teacher 
relationships. 
Currie and Vidovich (2000) interviewed 156 respondents from three 
Australian universities, and found that two thirds of them felt the demands 
to provide data on quality had gone too far, with the result that people spent 
more time trying to demonstrate excellence and less time actually achieving 
it. "Busy work" was detracting from the "main game". "Perhaps the major 
impact of accountability that may lessen the quality of education for 
students and the quality of research for the community is the time it takes 
away from more important tasks academics perform" (Currie and Vidovich, 
2000: 147-148, italics addcd). 
Randle and Brady (1997b: 133) make the same claim based on their own 
case study of an FE College in the UK. They argue that lecturers regarded 
"most" form-filling and paperwork as "fruitless and irksome", although 
according to their own figures only 54.4% of respondents said such quality 
assurance research was "not beneficial" compared with 28% who were 
undecided and 17.6 % who presumably did find it beneficial. 
As well as taking up too much time, the demand for accountability was also 
seen as leading to a narrowing of research focus, away from what aroused 
curiosity and towards what had commercial application (Currie and 
Vidovich, 2000: 148). In similar vein, Deem (1998) argues that managing 
research performance may actually inhibit intellectual curiosity and 
creativity. Combining issues of both time and quality, Trow (1994: 17) 
asserts that when universities have external quality assessment imposed on 
them, they are likely to see "real quality" decline because they will be 
spending more time on bureaucratic reports, and on "fitting" their activities 
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into the external framework than on real creativity and the "pursuit of 
complex excellence". 
In addition, many authors take issue with managerialism's apparent 
reduction of "complex excellence" to mechanistic number-crunching, and 
technicist performance indicators. Elliott and Crossley (1997: 85) quote 
several FE lecturers lamenting the fact that quality is now reduced to the 
observable facets of student learning, and takes no account of what is 
unpredictable or hard to measure. 
As can be seen from the works cited above, most case-study research 
concludes that people who would classify themselves as teachers and / or 
researchers, at primary, secondary and tertiary level, see managerialism as 
largely inappropriate and unwelcome. In the college Randle and Brady 
(1997b: 130) studied, 80% of respondents to their survey thought that the 
recent organisational changes had not improved the quality of the service 
offered to students, and 95% thought the changes, as a whole, had not 
enhanced student learning. This leads Randle and Brady (1997b: 135) to 
conclude that academic managers have a different value system to lecturers. 
Similarly, in the FE college he studied, Elliott (1996: 8) found evidence of 
Gsa pervasive market ideology, implemented by senior managers who 
seemed to embrace a managerialist culture, but questioned by many 
lecturers who held an alternative and competing democratic ideology 
underpinned by a commitment to a student-centred pedagogic culture". 
Most lecturers felt that the introduction of a "business efficiency model of 
education" was "undesirable", although they did recognise that the college 
needed to improve efficiency and save money in order to survive. 
Likewise, Deem and Johnson (2002: 71) conclude that the Vice-Chancellors 
and Pro-Vice- Chancellors in their study "have a shared community of 
practices and shared values and beliefs which are not comparable with 
those found in academic areas at faculty, school, or department level". In 
other words, faculty and even middle managers within a discipline had 
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quite different values and goals to more senior managers with institution- 
wide portfolios. 
Not surprisingly, the picture is rather different amongst those who would 
characterise themselves as academic managers. Lumby and Tomlinson 
(2000) interviewed eight male principals of colleges in the north of England 
and all of them claimed to share, along with their faculty, the same primary 
commitment to their students. Of course, some of the respondents could 
have been deliberately disguising their views, but extracts quoted by 
Lumby and Tomlinson (2000) show remarkable candour in other areas - 
one principal admitted to replacing the most expensive staff in order to 
maintain curriculum breadth - so this seems unlikely. 
What emerges most strongly from this study is that both senior managers 
and lecturers claim to have the best interests of the students at heart. They 
do not have fundamentally different value systems. Instead, they have 
different perceptions on how their shared values might best be realised. 
Such a position finds resonance in the work of Currie and Vidovich 
(2000: 143), who note that many of their respondents said "they were not 
opposed to accountability per se, but to the form of the current 
requirements". 
2.4.5 Shifting the balance of power - students, teachers and managers 
Regardless of whether or not managerialism. is considered appropriate to 
educational contexts, its emergence has had a profound effect on the power 
relationships between students, teachers and managers, particularly at 
tertiary level, where students have achieved the legal status of adults. 
Now no attempt at analysing power relationships would be complete 
without at least a passing reference to the work of Michel Foucault. In his 
opinion, "Power is not something that is acquired, seized or shared, 
something one holds on to or allows to slip away" (Foucault, 1981: 94). It is 
not possessed by individuals or groups; instead, it becomes apparent only 
when exercised, and it can be exercised in different ways, at different times, 
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by different people, depending on the context (Foucault, 1980: 95-98). In 
this way, "power relationships are mobile, they can be modified, they are 
not fixed once and for all" (Foucault, 1994: 285). 
As we have seen, "hard managerialism elevates the power and role of 
management" (Trowler, 1998a: 94). It affords managers the "right to 
manage" (Randle and Brady, 1997b: 125). It is usually perceived by both its 
supporters and its detractors, as investing the current managers of today's 
educational institutions with far greater powers than those traditionally 
enjoyed by their predecessors in more collegial seats of leaming (Meyer, 
2002: 534). Not everyone would agree that "new managcrialism seems 
intent on tightening the 'control noose' around academics' necks even 
further" (Reed, 2002: 159), but for sure, "managerialism has produced 
forms of university work organisation that increase the power of 
management and diminish the autonomy of professional academics" 
(Winter, Taylor and Sarros, 2000: 282). In this way, managerialism is 
generally thought to have altered the balance of power between the 
manager and the teacher in favour of the manager, at least in theory, if not 
in practice. 
Correspondingly, as was implied by the quotations from Foucault cited 
above, the power relationships between teachers and students, and between 
managers and students have also changed. For Elliott and Crossley 
(1997: 84), managerialism has resulted in the marginalization of students, 
and a consequent reduction in their level of influence. They draw attention 
to "an apparent shift in focus away from the individual student, 
representing a pedagogical orientation, and towards business efficiency, 
representing a managerialist orientation". Individual students are viewed as 
a commodity, being important only insofar as they contribute to the overall 
efficiency of the institution. 
By contrast, Randle and Brady (1997a and 1997b) see managerialism as 
increasing the power of students, in two ways. Firstly, both managers and 
teachers must appease students as never before, because the institution 
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needs their custom: "The lecturer / student relationship has traditionally 
involved notions of common enterprise and mutual responsibilities. The 
customer / supplier notion is beginning to cut across this relationship" 
(Randle and Brady, 1997a: 235). 
Secondly, teachers, especially, must appease students because management 
are now using them as instruments of control. Whereas Foucault (1997) 
writes of "hierarchical observation", in which superiors, quite literally, 
oversee the work of subordinates, Randle and Brady (1997a: 235) write of 
44surrogate surveillance", in which managers use students to keep teachers 
in check: "Marketisation has re-constituted the student as 'customer' and 
encouraged surveillance of lecturers through quality systems and 
complaints procedures" (Randle and Brady, 1997a: 238): 
Taken at face value a formal complaints procedure may 
seem like a reasonable and democratic mechanism, designed 
to protect the student ... . However, the complaints 
procedure as constituted represents a potentially destructive 
instrument that could undermine the authority of lecturers in 
the perception of the student. 
(Randle and Brady, 1997b: 133) 
Unfortunately, and in contrast to the study by Elliott and Crossley (1997), 
, cited 
earlier, no informant quotations are offered in support of this 
assertion, so we are not sure how far it represents the authors' own opinion, 
and how far it is a view shared by the case study participants. Whatever the 
case, Randle and Brady are not alone in suspecting an ulterior motive 
behind the desire for consumer feedback. Clarke and Newman (1997: 62) 
cite two articles showing how information technology can be used for 
"invisible" monitoring, and how customer surveys can be used to 
"discipline" employees. 
Clearly, therefore, the emergence of managerialism in Higher Education is 
shifting the balance of power between students, teachers and managers, in a 
myriad of ways. Undoubtedly, the manager's star is rising, for better or for 
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worse. What this means for the fate of the teacher's and the student's star 
remains to be seen. 
2.4.6 The relationship between managerialism and appraisal 
So far we have discussed appraisal in terms of evaluation and development. 
We have seen that some authors feel these two elements can and should be 
combined, but the majority of the literature highlights the fundamental 
contradictions between them. The same can be said of the relationship 
between managerialism and professionalism -a minority of authors feel the 
two can be comfortably combined, whilst the majority find them mutually 
incompatible, at least at a conceptual level. Of course, some writers, such 
as Pollitt (1987), Walsh (1988) and Hutchinson (1997), simply equate 
managerialism. with evaluative approaches to appraisal, and bureau- 
professionalism with developmental ones, but others, such as Fidler (1995) 
and Poster and Poster (1997), find this neat one-to-one correspondence 
something of an oversimplification. 
Thus, for example, we find Pollitt (1987: 94) distinguishing between 
performance assessment systems that are efficiency-driven, imposed from 
above, and imply a hierarchical structure, competitiveness and "the right to 
manage", and performance assessment systems that are self-driven, more 
oriented towards professional development, more egalitarian, and less 
individualistic. 
The same two extremes of the continuum are highlighted by Walsh 
(1988: 352) when he writes . ..... [we can] distinguish two basic 
forms of 
appraisal; managerial, control -orientated appraisal, which is individually 
focused, judgemental and hierarchical-, and participative appraisal, which is 
collectively focused, developmental and cooperative". 
in the same way, Hutchinson (1997: 158) argues that: 
Generally speaking, it is possible to identify two broad 
emphases in the forms and methods which appraisal 
programmes take: that which is directed towards extending 
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and maintaining managerialist control and accountability, 
and that which aims at the professional development of staff. 
In the former approach, productivity, economy and efficiency gains are 
paramount; there is a competitive system of rewards; faculty are expected 
to accept without debate "hierarchically defined criteria" concerning best 
practice; formal, written records are kept to show how each individual has 
contributed to the work of the organisation; training is offered only when 
staff appear "deficient" in the skills necessary to complete the prescribed 
tasks; and appraisal documents include observational checklists and are 
used for "surveillance and control" (Hutchinson, 1997: 159). 
In the latter approach, by contrast, emphasis is placed on shared 
responsibility and individual contexts, with a view to tackling areas for 
improvement collectively and continuously. Self-appraisal is given 
prominence and "Decisions on the focus and form the evaluation of 
practice is to take are negotiated and enacted collaboratively" (Hutchinson, 
1997: 159). 
Not everyone, however, is content with the bi-polar distinction discussed 
above. Fidler (1995: 97) mentions a tri-partite division, incorporating a 
developmental approach, an evaluative approach and a managerial 
approach. Here, the managerial approach is not simply equated with 
evaluation, but represents a position somewhere between development and 
evaluation, with a focus on reconciling the needs of both the individual and 
the institution. 
Similarly, Poster and Poster (1997: 154-5) outline a four-comered matrix 
(replicated in figure 2.1 below) in which approaches to appraisal are 
labelled developmental, laissez-faire, managerial, or judgemental. Any 
organisation will locate its own appraisal system somewhere on this matrix, 
depending on the prevailing organisational. climate and where its priorities 
lie. 
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Active 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
Individual goals 
LAISSEZ-FAIRE 
Passive 
MANAGERIAL 
Organisational goals 
JUDGEMENTAL 
Figure 2.1 
The managerial approach and the judgemental approach are similar in that 
both are oriented more towards organisational goals, whereas the 
developmental and laissez-faire approaches are both more oriented towards 
individual goals. The managerial approach is based on hierarchical 
authority and aims to maximise organisational efficiency and effectiveness 
through the setting of short-term perfon-nance targets and the use of 
incentives, praise, and reproach. The judgemental approach has a similar 
aim, but seeks to achieve this in a more authoritarian / controlling way, by 
rating individuals against each other and by assuming that the cultivation of 
extrinsic motivation (in the form of systematic performance related pay) 
will be a prerequisite. 
By contrast, the developmental approach is based on collegiality and 
collective authority; it aims to uphold moral, ethical, and professional 
values through peer and self-appraisal; it tries to promote trust, openness 
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and co-operation, with an emphasis on self-directed, intrinsically 
motivated, longer-term personal and professional development. 
The laissez-faire approach is similar to the developmental approach, but 
more emphasis is placed on the individual and less on the professional 
community. Neither the management nor one's peers drive the process - 
everything is left up to the individual, with a resulting lack of systematic 
- focus, direction, and purpose. 
In an area as sensitive as appraisal, within a debate as controversial as 
professionalism versus managerialism, it is easy to polarise extremes and 
caricature ideologies. It is tempting to set up a dichotomy between 
managerialism and bureau-professional ism, and then to match the former 
with evaluative approaches to appraisal, and the latter with developmental 
approaches. However, as we have seen, such dichotomies and one-to-one 
correspondences oversimplify a complex situation. Accordingly, I would 
suggest that Poster and Poster's (1997) matrix does better justice to the 
subtleties of the various positions, even though the friction between them 
may well be the same, regardless of whether it emanates from two sides or 
four comers. 
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ChaDter 3: Methodolo 
3.1 Introduction 
Blaxter et al. (1996: 56) write of research families (quantitative and 
qualitative); research approaches (action research, case studies, 
experiments, and surveys); and research techniques (documentary analysis, 
interviews, observation, and questionnaires). According to this typology, 
my research family (though I prefer the term paradigm) is qualitative; my 
approach is case study; and my principal (data collection) technique is 
interview, with some documentary analysis and observation. Specifically, I 
conducted 38 semi-structured interviews at two different sites in the same 
Middle Eastern country between 1999 and 2002. 
At Rihab University, I interviewed five appraisers / managers, along with 
fourteen appraisees (all EFL faculty members) over a nine-month period. 
Three of the appraisers were middle managers responsible for supervising a 
group of teachers; one was a more senior manager with overall 
responsibility for the department; and one was an academic advisor to the 
Provost with particular responsibility for faculty liaison. The fourteen 
appraisees were divided equally between those who, like me, had joined the 
university at its inauguration, in 1998, and those who had joined at the start 
of the second year. 
Two years later, at Al Fanar College, I interviewed four appraisers / 
managers and fifteen appraisees (all EFL faculty m9mbers) over a four- 
month period. Again, three of these were middle managers responsible for 
supervising a group of teachers; and one was a more senior manager, with 
overall responsibility for the department. The fifteen appraisees included 
people who had varying lengths of service with the college, which at the 
time of the research was five years old. 
In addition to these interviews, I undertook participant-observation, 
keeping detailed field notes for approximately two years at Rihab and one 
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year at Al Fanar, and analysed relevant documents relating to appraisal. I 
also kept a research diary in which I recorded what I was doing and 
reflected upon the research process and its emerging outcomes. 
Undertaking research involves various activities such as identifying the 
focus of the study; deciding on the most appropriate research strategy or 
approach; using particular research techniques to collect data; interpreting 
the data thus collected in the light of previous research; and reconsidering 
the meaning of this previous research in the light of the new data. These 
various activities are sometimes seen as stages in a linear process, whereby 
the focus determines the strategy, which in turn determines the techniques, 
which in turn determine the results, which finally determine the 
conclusions. "Just as it is sometimes argued that your research questions 
should determine your approaches and techniques, so, in an analogous 
fashion, it is often suggested that the methods you use will significantly 
affect the answers you get" Blaxter et al. (1996: 75). 
Yet, to my mind, such a tidy sequence fails to capture the 'messy' reality of 
real-life research, whereby the researcher herself, her focus of study, her 
research strategy, and her methods of data collection and analysis all 
interact over time, to form the different strands of a multi-threaded helix. If 
I am honest, I chose to study faculty appraisal not so much because I 
thought it was a burning, yet under-researched, issue, as because it 
appealed to something in my personality, and related to something in my 
previous experience. Similarly, I chose to investigate the issue using a 
qualitative case study based on semi-structured interviews not so much 
because the logic of the situation demanded it, as because it seemed 
intuitively 'right'. Coffey and Atkinson (1996: 146) acknowledge that 
sometimes "the logic of the research design and the strategies of data 
collection and analysis may well have been defined only after the project 
was substantially complete". This was true in my case but, as I hope to 
demonstrate, my findings are no less significant because of it. 
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3.2 A descritAive / exWoratory case study: the right choice? 
"A consensus has gradually emerged that the important challenge is to 
match appropriately the methods to empirical questions and issues, and not 
to universally advocate any single methodological approach for all 
problems" (Patton, 1999: 1). Undoubtedly, this is true, but should not be 
taken to mean that the focus of the research is the only influence on the 
choice of method. The personality of the researcher and the logistics of the 
situation also play a part, and there seems little sense in denying this. 
Accordingly, I intend to outline the personal and practical factors that 
affected my choice of method, before going on to argue that, in spite of 
their influence, the methods I adopted remain highly appropriate, given my 
research focus. 
If I am honest, I have a personal predisposition towards qualitative rather 
than quantitative research. Eight years ago, as part of a Master's 
programme, I did some quantitative research in the area of sociolinguistics, 
and, although my findings were well-received, I found the experience 
strangely mechanical and unsatisfying. By contrast, I did a qualitative case 
study as part of the requirements for a Master's in Education Management, 
and found the process much more exciting. No doubt this experience 
steered me towards choosing a research focus that could be located within a 
qualitative paradigm. 
Similarly, my choice of a case study approach was partly influenced by 
practical considerations. I had a deadline for completing my research and 
my work commitments restricted my choice of site. The "bounded system" 
(Cresswell, 1996: 36) of a case study, limited in both time and space, 
seemed to fit well with the constraints of a part-time researcher, hoping to 
submit a doctoral thesis in three years time, Thus, from both a personal and 
a practical standpoint, a case study approach seemed most suitable, and, by 
happy co-incidence, theoretical considerations pointed in a similar 
direction. 
My research was concerned with "accessing the unique perceptions of 
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individuals" (Harrisson, 1994: 42) and "reconstructing the social world of 
the participants" (Harrison, 1994: 44). 1 was interested, not so much in 
uncovering some 'objective' representation of what faculty appraisal 'really 
is', as in discovering the range of complex, and perhaps contradictory, 
meanings that participants in this particular social drama gave (or at least 
claimed to give) to their experience of reality. Given this research focus, a 
grounded theory approach would seem to be most appropriate, since 
"Grounded theory methods are suitable for studying individual processes, 
interpersonal relations and the reciprocal effects between individuals and 
larger social processes" (Chartnaz, 1995: 28). 
In addition, I began my research with a range of nebulous ideas about the 
significance and impact of faculty appraisal, rather than a clear hypothesis. 
Such a starting point would again suggest the use of grounded theory 
research where "rather than testing the relationships among variables, we 
want to discover relevant categories and relationships among them; to put 
together categories in new, rather than standard ways" (Strauss and Corbin, 
1990: 49). 
I believed that my area of study was complex and quite sensitive, 
controversial even, and for this reason, I thought it better to concentrate on 
investigating one (or as it turned out, two) small and relatively self- 
contained communities, in considerable detail, rather than surveying a 
larger sample more superficially. Once again, this pointed to the use of a 
case study approach, which "allows the researcher to concentrate on a 
specific instance ... and to identify, or attempt to identify, the various 
interactive processes at worV (Bell, 1987: 8), and in which "the researcher 
does not aim to cover a whole population and extract common factors, but 
to provide an in-depth picture of a particular area of the educational world" 
(Drcver, 1995: 7). 
So, although my decision to adopt a case study approach was partly driven 
by practical considerations and no doubt influenced by my own personal 
predisposition towards qualitative paradigms, it also represented a sound, if 
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slightly inadvertent, choice, from a theoretical perspective. Similarly, 
whilst I did not initially decide to do a descriptive / exploratory case study, 
in retrospect, this best describes the approach I adopted, which seems none- 
the-worse for not having been pre-planned as such. 
According to Yin (1993: 5), there are three different types of case-study: 
An exploratory case study ... is aimed at defining the 
questions and hypotheses of a subsequent (not necessarily 
case) study ... A descriptive case study presents a complete 
description of a phenomenon within its context. An 
explanatory case study presents data bearing on cause-cffect 
relationships - explaining which causes produced which 
effects. 
Given this particuar typology, where "exploratory" seems to imply 'pre- 
cursory', I would say that my case study is more descriptive than 
exploratory. Similarly, given Bassey's (1999: 63) typology, I would say that 
my case study is more "picture drawing" than "theory-seeking" or "theory- 
testing", because: 
picture drawing is predominantly a descriptive account, 
drawing together the results of exploration and analysis of 
the case ... [It] ... should give theoretical insights, expressed 
as a claim to knowledge, but this is more discursive than the 
fuzzy propositions and generalizations of theory-seeking and 
theory-testing case study. 
(Bassey 1999: 63) 
On the other hand, however, using Robson's (1993: 42) typology, I would 
describe my case study as more exploratory than descriptive, since the 
former aims to investigate what is happening; pose questions; uncover fresh 
insights; and assess phenomena in a new light, whereas the latter merely 
aims to provide an accurate portrayal of people, events or situations. It is 
my intention to move from first-order to second-order constructs, from 
"descriptive to theoretical levels of analysis" (Strauss and Corbin, 
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1990: 95), but still I would hesitate to say that my research is theory- 
generating, because of its very small-scale. 
3.3 The criteria for Judging research in a (jualitative Paradigm 
As I mentioned earlier, my research rests firmly within the qualitative 
paradigm. Rather than trying to test a pre-determined hypothesis, it seeks to 
explore the issue of faculty appraisal in an open-ended way; rather than 
superficially surveying a large sample of people on one particular issue, it 
focuses on a small-scale case study, uncovering in considerable depth the 
perceptions of 38 people at two institutions; rather than using numerical 
data, categorised or rated at the point of collection, it works with 
'unstructured' verbal data, recorded during semi-structured interviews. 
This being so, the issues of validity and reliability become more complex 
than is normally the case in quantitative research. "The language of 
positivistic research is not congruent with or adequate to qualitative work" 
(Ely et al., 1991: 95, cited in Cresswell, 1996: 197). "Given that different 
epistemological and ontological assumptions inform qualitative and post- 
positivistic (quantitative) inquiry, it makes little sense to impose the criteria 
used to pass judgement on one upon the other" (Sparkes, 1995: 185). 
Yet, the precise form that qualitative criteria should take is still far from 
clear-cut. Backman (1981), Lincoln and Guba (1985), Hawkins (1990), 
Strauss and Corbin (1990), Robson (1993), Blaxter et al. (1996), Cresswell 
(1996), Boyatzis (1998), Eisner (1998), Bassey (1999), and Silverman 
(2000), all propose slightly different criteria by which one might judge 
qualitative research, some of them clearly owing more to the quantitative 
paradigm than others. 
Thus, for example, Lincoln and Guba (1985: 300) remain quite close to 
quantitative traditions when they suggest replacing internal validity, 
external validity, reliability and objectivity, respectively, with credibility 
(meaning whether or not the findings are 'true'), transferability (meaning 
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whether or not the findings are applicable to different settings), 
dependability (meaning whether or not the findings would be replicated if 
the study were repeated) and confirmability (meaning whether or not 
researcher bias has been minimised). Similarly, Bassey (1999: 75) suggests 
that one should look for "trustworthiness" or "the ethic of respect for truth". 
Other writers are less concerned with external 'truth', whatever that means, 
and more concerned with internal "consistency" (Boyatzis, 1998, and 
Silverman, 2000) or "coherence" (Eisner, 1998). Additionally, Eisner 
(1998) values "agreement amongst experts" in the same way that Robson 
(1993) prizes "intersubjective agreement" and Cresswell (1996) credits 
"peer review". Moreover, some writers, though by no means all, insist that 
qualitative research should have a practical impact. Thus, Blaxter et al. 
(1996) list "significance" as one of four criteria, while Eiser (1998) lists 
"instrumental utility" as one of three criteria. This is clearly related to the 
issue of how far the findings of a case study are generalisable to other 
settings, a key concern that will be looked at in the next section. 
On a more practical level, Cresswell (1996: 201) suggests that worthwhile 
qualitative research should include the following features: "prolonged 
engagement and persistent observation in the field"; triangulation of data; 
peer review; negative case analysis, in which disconfirming evidence is 
actively sought out; clarification of researcher bias; and informant 
validation. All of these features apply to my own research. Thus, for 
example, I was a participant-observer in each of my research settings for a 
period of years; I used interview data along with field notes and 
documentary analysis; I had my tutor and fellow doctoral students 
comment on my work; I systematically reviewed my data for both positive 
and negative elements, as will be demonstrated later; I kept a research diary 
detailing my reactions to the research process and, in writing up, have made 
no secret of the personal circumstances that may have biased my findings; 
and initially I undertook some informant validation, though this was 
discontinued for reasons that will be outlined below. 
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3.4 The uneralisabilitv of a case study a Proach 
Obviously, as was mentioned before, the case study researcher is not trying 
to extract features shared by the whole population (Drever, 1995: 7). "The 
case is studied in its own right, not as a sample from a population" 
(Robson, ' 1993: 5). Generalising from a case study therefore means 
"extrapolating" themes that may prove useful in understanding similar 
cases, rather than merely demonstrating how far a particular instance is 
representative of a larger population (Silvennan, 2000: 111). 
Stenhouse (1985: 267) argues that comparing one's own case to someone 
else's case study allows fresh insights. Similarly, Stake (1995: 69) suggests 
that case studies have interest for readers because they appeal to their "tacit 4 
knowledge", and that, if the experiences they read about are similar to their 
own, this can form the basis for "naturalistic general i sati on". In this way, 
general i sabil ity in qualitative research "is best thought of as a matter of the 
'fit' between the situation studied and others to which one might be 
interested in applying the concepts and conclusions of that study" (Scofield, 
1993: 109). It is incumbent upon the writer to include as much thick 
description as possible so as to provide the reader with "the information 
necessary for an informed judgement about the issue of fit" (Scofield, 
1993: 109), but ultimately, "the problem of generalising ceases to be a 
problem for the author. It is the reader who has to ask, what is there in this 
study that I can apply to my own situation, and what clearly does not 
apply? " (Walker, 1980: 167). 
That said, I would still like to suggest to the reader three ways in which my 
case study might be a point of significant, rather than idle, comparison. 
Firstly, the fact that I investigated two very similar sites has allowed me to 
build up a more cumulative picture, with the result that my "fuzzy 
generalizations" (Bassey, 1999: 62) are rather less tentative than they might 
have been, had I restricted myself to a single site. 
Secondly, the appraisal systems at Rihab and Al Fanar appear to have much 
in common with systems elsewhere, in the West, but the "wider structural, 
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economic and political frameworks" (Grace, 1985: 3) surrounding them are 
quite different, in ways that will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. The 
case study therefore offers one illustration of how appraisal might work in 
situations where employers face very few legal constraints and profess a 
concern for teaching excellence that appears to override all other 
considerations. 
Thirdly, I believe that my reflections on my evolving research methodology 
have yielded insights that could be particularly valuable to other insider 
researchers. Case studies usually concern a single research site. 
Occasionally, they compare two sites, but this is normally from an 
outsider's perspective. I have not yet come across any other case study that 
centres on insider research at two separate but quite similar sites. For this 
reason, I feel justified in claiming that my methodological reflections and 
my comparative findings constitute an original, albeit rather small, 
contribution to the academic community. 
3.5 The insider / outsider continuum 
3.5.1 Definitions of terms 
'Outsider' research is where the researcher is not a priori familiar with the 
setting and people she is researching. "Traditionally, the accepted approach 
to ethnography has been for complete outsiders to learn to be like 'natives', 
all the while retaining a distance and the perspective it provides" (Hockey, 
1993: 201). "Being a stranger, an outsider in the social setting, gives the 
researcher scope to stand back and abstract material from the research 
experience" (Burgess, 1984: 23). By contrast, 'insider' research takes place 
when the researcher has a priori knowledge of the setting and / or is 
investigating her peers. 
Certainly, outsider research has a longer history, and, in the eyes of some 
commentators, a more refined pedigree than insider research. Authors can 
still be found who advise against researching where one works (see, for 
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example Blaxter et al., 1996: 29 and Cresswell, 1996: 114) or else suggest 
that "strangers make the best informants" (Powney and Watts, 1987: 50). 
3.5.2 A continuum, not a dichotomy 
Notwithstanding the above, the amount of insider research has grown 
steadily over the years, and, in any case, "the notion of a dichotomy 
between insider (administrator) and outsider (academic) research, although 
useful in calling attention to the unique problems entailed in each, tends to 
be somewhat overstated" (Anderson and Jones, 2000: 443). Indeed, 
according to Hockey (1993: 201) "the insider / outsider (or auto- 
ethnography / ethnography) dimension is best seen as a continuum rather 
than as a rigid dichotomy". In other words, one can have a varying degree 
of familiarity with the setting one is researching and the people one is 
interviewing. Or else, one can be an insider with respect to one part of a 
subculture, but not another. This has certainly been my own experience. 
At both Rihab University and Al Fanar College, I undertook insider 
research, but there were very significant differences between the two 
processes. At Rihab, I engaged in particularly 'intimate' insider research in 
that I was well known to most of my informants for eighteen months before 
my research began, and had freely expressed my opinions on my research 
topic. By contrast, at Al Fanar, my research was of a much less 'intimate' 
nature because my informants had known me less than a year, and I had 
deliberately chosen not to discuss in any context anything related to my 
research topic. This difference had particular implications for my 
interviewing style, a point to which I will return later. 
Somewhat surprisingly, according to Anderson and Jones (2000: 433), 
"Many of the administrators who did studies within their own settings did 
not perceive their research as different from outsider research". By contrast, 
Hockey (1993: 200) argues that whether one is an insider or outsider 
researcher may affect the whole research process, including site selection, 
sampling, documentary analysis, observation, and the way meaning is 
constructed from the field data. From my own experience, I would endorse 
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Hockey's argument and extend it by suggesting that, even within insider 
research, the various outcomes of the research process are significantly 
influenced by the degree of 'intimacy' that an insider researcher achieves at 
one site compared to another. 
Clearly, conducting insider research is like wielding a double-edged sword. 
What insider researchers gain in terms of access and rapport may also be 
lost in terms of being known prior to the'research (Hockey, 1993: 206). 
What they gain in terms of "their extensive and intimate knowledge of the 
culture and taken-for-granted understandings of the actors" may be lost in 
terms of "their myopia and their inability to make the familiar strange" 
(Hawkins, 1990: 417). The more 'intimate' the insider research is, the 
sharper the blades of the sword, and the more magnified the potential 
advantages and disadvantages become. 
3.5.3 The disadvantages of insider research 
In terms of specific disadvantages, being too familiar with the situation 
may mean one cannot see what would be obvious to an outsider. "This lack 
of 'the new', the relative absence of culture or entry shock (as experienced 
by the more traditional researcher in the role of outsider), may result in the 
researchers 'ignoring commonplace but meaningful behaviour and avoiding 
or subverting treatment of sensitive issues' (Jarvenpa, 1989)" (Hockey, 
1993: 206). 
Moreover, in insider research, it is all to easy to take things for granted, to 
develop myopia and to assume one's own perspective is far more 
widespread than it actually is. An insider's familiarity may help them 
understand the social processes and meanings of a particular world, but it 
may also prevent them from challenging assumptions (Hockey, 1993: 202). 
In this way: 
Confession can probably be made more freely to an insider, 
since shared group membership makes similar experiences 
more likely. For the interviewer, the availability of such 
experience, and of a shared 'public knowledge' tempts to 
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carelessness. Not to accept the point quickly, without 
requiring detailed explanations, can seem pedestrian and 
unintelligent, but may nonetheless be necessary to get clear 
and explicit data .... When it is assumed that norms are 
shared, their rationale and content do not need explanation, 
and thus the data become thinner. 
(Platt, 1981: 82) 
A third disadvantage of insider research concerns the question of 
'respondent bias'. Undoubtedly, "people's willingness to talk to you, and 
what people say to you, is influenced by who they think you are" (Drever, 
1995: 3 1). "Known or expected alignments or loyalties are crucial to the 
way in which an interviewer is perceived ... an additional problem 
for 
participant observers is where involvement in a community is likely to 
distort relationships with informants" (Powney and Watts, 1987: 40). 
Though a certain degree of 'respondent bias' seems inevitable, in all social 
science research, the potential for distortion seems greater in insider 
research, because so much more is already known (or thought to be known) 
about the interviewer's stance. 
A final disadvantage for insider research concerns the difficulty of 
addressing "obvious" (Hockey, 1993: 206) questions to informants who 
believe the researcher already knows the answer because of their shared 
history in the same setting: 
If colleagues know that the interviewer is familiar with an 
event or experience which is the subject of the interview, 
they will be somewhat puzzled if the interviewer stimulates 
ignorance for research purposes. It would be too pedantic 
and stilted then for the interviewer to require a detailed 
explanation of an experience which is well-known to all 
participants through their common membership. 
(Powney and Watts, 1987: 186) 
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3.5.4 The advantages of insider research 
To my mind, the disadvantages of insider research outlined above arc more 
than compensated for by an equally long list of advantages. Clearly, the 
insider researcher does not suffer from 'culture shock', but this need not be 
such a bad thing, since the culture shock experienced by an outsider 
researcher may actually have a negative impact, obscuring the researcher's 
vision and/ or judgement (Hockey, 1993: 203). 
Moreover, access is more likely to be granted to the insider researcher and 
data collection may be less time-consuming. There is no traveling involved 
and more flexibility with regard to interview times. On the other hand, 
Scott (1985: 120) contends that in participant-observation, it is often harder 
to tell where the research stops and the rest of life begins. I certainly felt 
this during my own data collection phase, which very quickly became 'all- 
consuming', since I was 'on-site' eight hours a day, five days a week, 
always on the look-out for incidents to include in my field notes. 
Furthermore, some authors (such as Hockey, 1993) argue that insiders are 
more "invisible" and less intrusive; thereby altering the research process 
less, whereas others (such as Hawkins, 1990) suggest that a participant- 
observer who continues to perform their non-nal role within the institution 
will have more impact on the research than an outside consultant. Hawkins 
was the head of the school he was researching, so his suggestion is 
probably true of his own situation, but less so of mine, since I did not have 
any direct role in the appraisal system (other than being appraised as a 
faculty member). 
Certainly, the insider-researcher is likely to have a better initial 
understanding of the social setting for a number of reasons: 
First, there is an intimate knowledge of the context; 
secondly, a knowledge of contextual features or events; 
thirdly, teacher-researchers are in a position to view both the 
obvious links between situations and events and also to 
understand the more subtle or diffuse links; and finally, they 
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are also in a position to assess the implications of following 
particular avenues of enquiry. 
Griffiths (1985: 211) 
In addition: 
The [insider] researcher knows his / her environment well, 
knows by instinct what can be done and how far old 
friendships and favours can be pressed, just when and where 
to meet up for interviews, what the power structures and the 
moral mazes and subtexts of the company are and so what 
taboos to avoid, what shibboleths to mumble and 
bureaucrats to placate. They are familiar with the 
organisational culture, the routines and the scripts of the 
workplaces. 
Hannabus (2000: 103) 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the insider researcher usually has 
considerable credibility and rapport with the subjects of her study, a fact 
likely to engender a greater level of candour than would otherwise be the 
case. Practitioners might view an outsider researcher with some suspicion, 
imagining him to be an ivory-towered academic on day-release. The same 
cannot be said of an insider researcher: 
In effect, because the wider social structure classifies the 
researcher and informants in a similar or identical fashion, 
this creates greater confidence between the parties ... One of 
the results of this trust and exposure to the most intimate of 
details is that the insider researcher is able to appreciate the 
full complexity of the social world at hand. The result is a 
potentially accurate portrayal, rather than a simplistic 
caricature (Romano, 1968). 
(Hockey, 1993: 204-205) 
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3.5.5 Strategies to maximise the benefits of Insider research 
Obviously, it helps for the insider to stay as mainstream as possible, trying 
not to display too many out-group characteristics and remembering that all 
insider knowledge is only partial. It also helps to choose informants via 
some form of purposive sampling rather than merely relying on self- 
selecting (and like-minded) volunteers, a mistake I made at Rihab, but did 
not repeat at Al Fanar. 
Similarly, the insider researcher needs to find some way "to make the 
familiar strange: to maintain enough distance so as to ensure that the 
analytical half of the insider I outsider coin operates effectively" (Hockey, 
1993: 208). Burgess (1984) suggests this might be achieved through 
continuous question-posing (both to oneself and to others); writing what 
one has observed in as much detail as possible; and regularly reviewing and 
cross-referencing one's findings. Other authors agree on the need to write 
as many field notes as possible, in as much detail as possible, as soon after 
the event as possible. Clearly, the significance of some events can only be 
seen in retrospect, and recollections several weeks after the fact have far 
less value. Accordingly, at both Rihab and Al Fanar, I kept two extensive 
diaries, one in which to write up field notes, and one in which to write 
memos about the research process and its emerging outcomes. I can still 
vividly remember racing up the steps from the cafeteria to my office, 
desperately trying not to forget a word of the hour-long lunchtime 
conversation I had just been a part of I 
Interestingly, Evans (1995) turned her own experiences into fictional 
stories as a way of maintaining distance between herself and her research. 
Likewise, Hawkins (1990) chose to write his field notes in the third person 
in order to maintain a certain detachment from his data, a strategy I 
personally found a little too awkward. For similar reasons, Hockey 
(1993: 210) recommends moving away from the research site when 
analysing and writing up the data. Again, this was not a practical possibility 
in my own case, but, all the same, I did find it impossible to work on my 
doctorate in my college office, even on those rare occasions when I had 
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nothing more pressing to do. And a two-week holiday, spent entirely alone, 
hundreds of miles away from the site of my research, was the only way I 
could free up the necessary 'brain space' to make sense of the reams of data 
analysis I had done previously. 
Finally, in order not to appear hopelessly naYve, it may be necessary for the 
insider interviewer to acknowledge certain realities that are considered to 
be common knowledge by the informants, and to phrase their questions 
accordingly (Hellawell and Hancock, 2001: 4). Berreman (1987), for 
example, found he got a better response from people when his questions 
assumed polygamy existed, than when he tried to find out whether or not it 
existed. On the other hand, this strategy can obviously rebound if the 
meanings the interviewer assumes are shared, in actual fact, are not. In all 
honesty, and with the benefit of hindsight, I think there were definitely 
times at Rihab when I allowed a long shared history and an intimate 
involvement with my informants to inflate the amount of common 
knowledge I inadvertently thought could be assumed. I took care to avoid 
the same mistake at Al Fanar. 
3.6 Research instruments: field notes, research diaries, documentary 
analysis, and semi-structured interviews 
As I said earlier, for two years at Rihab and one year at Al Fanar, I wrote 
field notes of any incidents in which appraisal was discussed. These 
included formal meetings between managers and staff, which I minuted at 
the time, as well as lunchroom chats and passing remarks on the stairs, 
which I usually wrote up immediately afterwards. 
I also kept a research diary in which I recorded my thoughts on the research 
process and my ideas about the emerging data. In addition, I carefully filed 
any documents relating to appraisal. Obviously these included examples of 
the various research instruments (lesson observation feedback forms, 
student evaluation questionnaires, summative evaluation forms, and so on). 
They also included a great variety of internal emails on the subject. These 
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were catalogued, but not routinely analysed in any great depth. Since my 
main research instruments were semi-structurcd interviews, I tended to 
analyse only those documents that appeared particularly relevant to 
something an interviewee had said. 
Lastly, of course, I conducted 38 semi-structured interviews, with both 
appraisers and appraisees. I had intended to interview 20 people at Rihab, 
and then re-interview around six of them at various stages during the third 
year appraisal cycle. I had conducted nineteen interviews (five with 
managers and fourteen with faculty) when I received the entirely 
unexpected news that my contract was not going to be renewed. I 
immediately stopped interviewing, and although I continued to write field 
notes, I later discarded these, believing them to be irredeemably biased. 
Eight months later, I started a new job at a federal HE college, ten miles 
from the original site, and again began recording field notes and keeping a 
new diary. Over a four-month period in the second semester, I conducted 
another nineteen interviews (four with managers and fifteen with faculty), 
enabling me to compare perceptions from both sites. 
3.7 Semi-structured interviews as the main data collection technique 
3.7.1 Rationale 
As I said earlier, I was interested in accessing opinions and beliefs on a 
sensitive topic in as much detail as possible. The issue of faculty appraisal I 
believed was complex, personal, and open to a very wide range of 
interpretation. Semi-structured interviews therefore seemed the most 
appropriate research technique since they "are especially suitable where 
one is particularly interested in complexity or process or where an issue is 
controversial or personal" (Smith, 1995: 10). Moreover, the semi-structurcd 
interview "facilitates rapport / empathy, allows a greater flexibility of 
coverage and enables the interview to enter novel areas, and it tends to 
produce richer data" (Smith 1995: 13). 
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I could also have used a questionnaire but I chose not to, because I felt that, 
no matter how well-written and extensively piloted it might be, it would 
still remain a fairly blunt instrument for uncovering perspectives about a 
subject as potentially sensitive as appraisal. 
I am supported in my decision by Robson (1993: 243), who contends that 
self-completed questionnaires are "necessarily superficial" because "there 
is little or no check on the honesty or seriousness of the responses. 
Responses have to be squeezed into predetermined boxes which may or 
may not be appropriate" and by Scott (1985: 124) who contends that a 
survey approach hides and distorts the true complexity of a situation. 
Furthermore, I noted that Cullen (1997), Gunter (1996 and 1999), Kyriacou 
(1995) and Hellawell (1991) all investigated the issue of appraisal through 
semi-structured interviews, without recourse to questionnaires, thereby 
producing articles that seemed to have greater "verisimilitude" (Hawkins, 
1990: 59) than those produced by Taylor (1997) and Rutherford (1988), 
who each relied on questionnaires. Indeed, Hellawell (1991: 16) specifically 
argues that the issues surrounding appraisal are "sensitive and complex 
enough to suggest that questionnaire responses would be inadequate even if 
they were forthcoming". 
Similarly, Currie and Vidovich (2000), Deem (1998), Elliott (1996), Elliott 
and Crossley (1997), Hellawell and Hancock (2001), Lumby and 
Tomlinson (2000), Shelley (1999) and Trowler (1998a) all investigated 
faculty perceptions of managerialism through interviewing alone, while 
only Randle and Brady (1997a and b) used both interviews and 
questionnaires. 
Interestingly, the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research at 
Rihab approved my application to interview faculty, without asking to see 
my interview schedule, but were quite insistent that I would need specific 
prior approval for any questionnaire I might wish to distribute. Although I 
was not intending to use a survey, this was just one more reason not to, as I 
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would not have wished my choice of questions to be constrained in any 
way by the university management. Similarly, at Al Fanar, management 
gave but then rescinded approval for a fellow researcher's questionnaire, a 
setback I was happy to avoid. 
3.7.2 Sampling 
"Sampling not only affects, but to a large degree, determines the degree of 
reliability and validity attainable" (Boyatzis, 1998: 54), and is therefore a 
key consideration in research. In my own study, sampling was not an issue 
with respect to appraisers since I interviewed all of them at both sites. With 
regard to appraisees, however, I made the initial mistake of asking for 
volunteers at Rihab. This resulted in fourteen self-selected (and quite 
possibly like-minded) interviewees, most of whom happened to be female. 
To try and correct this bias, I deliberately conducted two further interviews 
with male faculty whom previous informants had recommended for 
inclusion in my sample. 
I was careful not to repeat the same mistake at Al Fanar. Instead, I devised 
a system of purposive sampling whereby all of the English faculty were 
subdivided into four groups, according to the programme they taught and 
the manager they worked under. From each of these four groups, I decided 
to interview four people, ensuring, as far as possible, an equal balance with 
regard to gender and length of service. To this end, I had the Personnel 
Officer colour-code the faculty directory, highlighting those who, like me, 
were in their probationary year, and those who were 'old hands', having 
completed more than three years service at the institution. In two of the 
four groups, achieving the gender and length of service balance meant there 
was no room for manoeuve, and, luckily, all four of the people I had to 
approach agreed to be interviewed. In the other two groups, I began by 
approaching people in strict alphabetical order to try and avoid any bias on 
my part. This system broke down slightly on two occasions. In the first 
instance, a potential informant agreed to be interviewed, but declined to be 
recorded, and rather than proceed with the interview, I approached the next 
person on the list. In the second instance, I deliberately interviewed only 
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one of the three people who 'failed' probation, even though two of them 
appeared at the top of my initial list. I was able to interview about a third of 
the total number of English teachers and it therefore seemed more 
representative to include only one of the 'failed' probationers in the sample, 
as well as one person denied a contract renewal. 
3.7.3 Place of the interviews 
All but two of the faculty interviews were conducted in empty, classrooms 
in order to ensure some privacy, away from the open-plan faculty areas. 
The other two faculty members were interviewed in their own private 
offices, and in retrospect I regret this because in both instances, the 
interviewees pulled documentation out of their filing cabinets and refered 
to it during the interview, something other faculty members were not able 
to do. This experience supports Smith's (1995: 15) contention that the 
location of the interview has an impact on the data collected, and ought 
therefore to be as standardised as possible. 
The management interviews at Rihab were conducted in their offices, 
which meant they were sometimes subject to interruptions. It also meant 
the status quo was maintained with regard to any preconceptions the 
interviewees and I might have had about the power-relationship between 
us. Having realised the drawbacks of my initial stategy, I decided to ask the 
managers at Al Fanar to move to an empty classroom I had set up in 
advance, an approach that seemed to work much better. 
3.7.4 Timing of the interviews 
Just as the place of the interview can affect the data collected, so too can 
the timing of the interview, often in ways the researcher cannot control. In 
order to minimise the effects of external events, I tried to conduct all my 
interviews as close together as possible, whilst still leaving enough time to 
reflect on (if not fully transcribe) one before beginning another. 
Unfortunately, this did not work out entirely as planned because part-time 
researchers, with heavy work commitments, trying to meet colleagues, with 
equally heavy commitments, do not have the luxury of planning their own 
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timetable. 
So, at Rihab, the interviews were rather more spread out than I would have 
liked, with seventeen being completed during the five months from 
February to June 2000, and a further two being completed soon after the 
summer holidays. At Al Fanar, I was able to conduct all nineteen 
interviews within a four month period, from March to June 2002, though 
this meant that I sometimes conducted more than one a week, and once 
even conducted two on the same day, something I would never like to 
repeat. 
Unfortunately, but unavoidably, some interviews were clearly influenced 
by a recent event that I had not been able to anticipate when fixing the time 
of the interview. For example, at Rihab, one interview was conducted on 
the day when staff were sent a memo informing them that, contrary to 
previous communication, they would be expected to work on a forthcoming 
public holiday. The interviewee referred to this several times and it 
obviously influenced some of her responses, particularly with regard to her 
view of management, a fact I noted but could do nothing about. Similarly, 
another interview took place on the day that the student evaluation results 
were given to faculty, and the initial part of our interview was dominated 
by this fact to such an extent that, in the end, I explicitly asked the 
interviewee to add her thoughts on other aspects of the appraisal system. 
The issue of interview timing was even more critical at Al Fanar. After I 
had interviewed two people, it became clear (through the grapevine) that 
three probationers had been asked to leave, and this fact seemed to 
dominate the interviews conducted shortly afterwards. Unfortunately, I 
have no way of knowing whether the strength of feeling certain 
interviewees expressed at that time lessened as the semester continued. If I 
were seeking to uncover an 'objective, unchanging truth' this would be a 
problem. Since I am not, it is enough for me to be aware of these factors, 
and make sure I am not over-using (or indeed under-using) material 
gathered at this time. 
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3.7.5 Recording 
All but one of the interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. 
According to Smith (1995: 18), the advantages of using a tape-recording so 
outweigh the disadvantages that he would never consider conducting a 
scmi-structured interview without one. I entirely agree, and, that being so, 
when one of my potential faculty intervicwees agreed to be interviewed but 
not recorded, I diplomatically substituted her with the next person on my 
list. Such a strategy was not possible with the appraisers, since I was 
aiming to interview all of them. Accordingly, when one of them asked not 
to be recorded, I went ahead with the interview and took notes instead. This 
particular interview took almost three hours and undoubtedly the data I 
collected were somewhat different in kind to the other data I collected via 
my recordings. I had to be selective in what I was able to write and when I 
returned my notes for validation, the interviewee made some substantial 
changes, deleting all of her expletives and toning down some of her more 
strident statements. I was unhappy about the extent of the changes she 
made but decided to accept them for the sake of consistency, since all the 
previous interviewees had been given the opportunity to validate their 
transcripts. Luckily, the situation did not arise again, although I 
subsequently discontinued the practices of respondent validation, for 
reasons outlined in a later section. 
3.7.6 The interview schedule: how flexible is too flexible? 
With regard to interview schedules, some authors (such as Brenner, 1981) 
set great store by sticking to the exact wording and order of each question 
in an attempt to achieve uniformity. I also think this approach ensures that 
all of the questions get asked, and facilitates very close 'question-by- 
question' data analysis. Still, it can feel constricting for both parties, and 
some authors, such as Smith (1995: 15), acknowledge that a more 
interactive / conversational approach may yield more extensive data, 
accepting a certain amount of digression and reordering of questions in the 
interests of establishing rapport. 
All the same, most authors still caution the interviewer very stronglY 
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against revealing any of her own thoughts. Powney and Watts (1987: 42) 
are typical of this stance when they write: 
By bringing in the interviewer's personal viewpoint, the 
respondent is not only distracted but may be in danger either 
of being acquiescent or of being prey to a self-fulfilling 
prophecy and giving the kind of information that coincides 
with what the interviewer apparently wants. 
Similarly, Cresswell (1996: 133) wams against sharing experiences with 
infonnants, since: 
This sharing minimises the 'bracketing' that is essential to 
construct the meaning of participants in phenomenology and 
reduces infort-nation shared by informants in case studies 
and ethnography. 
Likewise, Platt (1981: 77) writes of the need to resist the temptation: 
... to contribute discreditable stories about oneself in 
anticipation and legitimation of return, to appear to get the 
point quickly without requiring explicit statements, and to 
treat the interview situation as one no different from other 
conversations and so contribute one's own quota of gossip 
and comment to the discussion. 
On the other hand, Hawkins (1990: 417) felt that the minimal responses 
used by ethnographers to elicit further information could be misinterpreted 
as a lack of interest. He also found that sometimes he had to give 
information in exchange for what he wanted from informants (Hawkins, 
1990: 416). 
Taking this a stage further, Oakley (1981) argues that the interviewer ought 
not to withhold her own views or resist friendship and involvement because 
sharing experiences and attitudes helps to develop trust. Likewise, Griffin 
(1985) recounts how the young women in her study often turned her 
questions around by asking how she, herself, felt about leaving school and 
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getting her first job. "A positivist approach might treat these questions as 
irrelevant or unwanted intrusions, or as potential sources of 'data 
contamination' but I saw them as part of the reciprocal nature of the 
research process" (Griffin, 1985: 102). 
I am more inclined to agree with Hawkins (1990), Oakley (1981) and 
Griffin (1985) than with Powney and Watts (1987), Cresswell (1996) and 
Platt (1981), but all the same, I fear, that at Rihab, I may have been a little 
too 'chatty', particularly when discussing the student evaluation of 
teaching. Certainly, there were times when my interviewing style was 
overly 'interactive' with the result that I sometimes asked leading questions 
or provoked people into saying what they may not have meant. 
After careful consultation with my tutor, I discounted any instances where I 
subsequently felt that I had put words into people's mouths. Having seen 
the er-ror of my ways, I deliberately tried to be less conversational at Al 
Fanar and found to my pleasant surprise that, if I waited long enough and 
smiled encouragingly enough, people most often completed their sentences 
with the very phrases I had been itching to supply during the intervening 
pause. I also become more adept at deflecting personal questions during the 
interview, though I still allowed considerable digression from the interview 
schedule. 
3.7.7 Respondent validation of transcripts and the status of 
interview data 
As well as modifying my interview technique, I also altered my stance on 
respondent validation of interview transcripts.. At Rihab, I sent verbatim 
transcripts and summaries to all my informants and allowed them to make 
whatever changes they liked. Such a commitment to respondent validation 
is endorsed by Murray and Holmes (1997), and Robson (1993: 34). It is also 
explicitly advocated by Bassey (1999: 76), when he writes: 
It is good practice after the interview to take the reports of 
the interview back to the interviewee to check that it is an 
accurate record and that the interviewee is willing for it to be 
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used in the research. Sometimes people realisc that they 
have not said what they meant to say and this provides an 
opportunity to put the record straight. 
Interestingly, as it turned out, very few respondents made any changes at 
all, perhaps lending support to Edwards and Furlong's (1985: 27) 
contention that readers have neither the time nor the inclination to rewrite 
the account unless they are seriously misrepresented. A few people 
corrected typing errors, incomplete sentences or mishearings, but only two 
people made any kind of substantial change. The first instance, as 
previously mentioned, concerned the appraiser who toned down her strong 
language. The second instance concerned another appraiser who altered 
something she said because I had clearly been putting words in her mouth. 
At Al Fanar, however, I decided not to allow respondent validation because 
I was won over by the arguments of Drever (1995: 64), Anderson and Jones 
(2002: 444), Silverman (2000) and Holliday, A. (personal communication, 
17 March 2002) to the effect that respondent validation merely adds to your 
data without increasing their veracity. "Rather than commenting on the 
accuracy of your summary, they [the informants] are liable to want to 
expand and explain their answers, thereby introducing their own subjective 
bias into the interview record" (Drever, 1995: 64). 
Silvennan (2000: 35) raises the question of "whether interview responses 
are to be treated as giving direct access to 'experience' or as actively 
constructed 'narratives' involving activities which themselves demand 
analysis". He argues convincingly that informants' responses are not so 
much factual statements describing their experience of reality, as 
contextual ly-embedded narratives with a rhetorical force (Silverman, 
2000: 125). In other words, "Practitioners' accounts of their reality are 
themselves constructions of reality and not reality itself" (Anderson and 
Jones, 2000: 44). They neither uncover some 'objective truth', nor reveal 
people's 'true' perspectives, firstly, because feelings, thoughts and 
emotions, by their very nature, are rarely static and clear-cut, and secondly, 
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because the researcher has no way of knowing how well the descriptions 
people give her correspond to their actual perceptions. The same person can 
have multiple understandings of reality, depending on the situation, and 
their verbal descriptions of these various understandings (be they 'genuine' 
or consciously contrived) will be different at different times and with 
different people. Accordingly, validation is "a flawed method" (Silverman, 
2000: 177) because it does not verify your data; it merely increases them. 
3.7.8 Summaries versus 'cleaned up' transcripts 
Initially, at Rihab, I based my data analysis on respondent validated 
summaries, taken from verbatim transcripts. These provided a useful 
shortcut to coding and could be read far more often than the transcripts, 
which were about five times as long. Naturally, I was meticulous in always 
going back to the original transcription and checking whether a code 
assigned on the basis of the summary was still appropriate. Nonetheless, as 
time went on, the use of summaries seemed less and less satisfactory, 
because of the inescapable degree of bias in the selection process (Drever, 
1995: 64). 
Consequently, at Al Fanar, I worked only from 'cleaned up' transcripts, 
which had had some of their incomplete sentences, half-formed words and 
conversational fillers removed. To give just one example of what is meant 
by 'cleaned up' transcripts, one of my respondents was asked why she had 
said that we had low morale, and her exact response was as follows: 
I wouldn't peg it, I mean, since this is an interview about 
the evaluation system, I wouldn't say that that's -I thin [sic] 
that that's symptomatic. The disease is really bad decision- 
making by the administration. " 
V- For the sake of clarity, this was rendered as: 
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since this is an interview about the evaluation system ... I 
think that that's symptomatic. The disease is really bad 
dccision-making by the administration. " 
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My background in linguistics made me a little uneasy about tampcring with 
the 'sanctity' of the spoken word in this way, but in the end I decided my 
aim in transcription should be maximum intelligibility, rather than 
complete accuracy. Powney and Watts (1987: 147) contend that "any 
transcription is an interpretation by the transcriber of what is being said. 
What is written down is inevitably selective". This being the case, I 
eventually decided not to worry too much about omitting natural 
performance errors in order to make what was said more intelligible to a 
later reader. 
3.8 Ethics I 
Powney and Watts (1987: 147) argue that research benefits from 
interviewees being "fully informed from the start of what the researchers 
and the interviewees are trying to establish". For Silverman (2000: 200), the 
issue is less clear-cut because researchers may "contaminate"' their study 
"by informing subjects too specifically about the research questions to be 
studied". For Platt (1981: 80), the dilemma is particularly acute when 
interviewing one's peers: 
Thus, it seems offensive not to give some honest and 
reasonably full account of the rationale and purpose of one's 
study to such respondents [who are equals] and the account 
cannot be one that is intellectually condescending. However, 
it is difficult to do this without inviting discussion of the 
study rather than getting on with the interview, and without 
providing so much information that it may bias the course of 
the interview. 
After my experience at Rihab, I realised how easy it is to bias one's data 
collection, entirely inadvertently, and, therefore, I was deliberately much 
more vague at Al Fanar, telling people who asked only that I was studying 
an aspect of 'education management'. Indeed, this was the phrase I used 
when I approached people to request an interview, preferring to use the 
word 'appraisal' only at the start of the actual recording. 
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3.8.1 Field notes and overheard conversations 
Griffiths (1985: 210) describes how she chose not to use data from informal 
staffroom chats, or meetings with restricted access because the collection 
of these data had not been negotiated: "To release such data would be a 
betrayal of trust and an abuse of access. Herein probably lies another key to 
the research position, and that is the need for an understanding of the 
difference between research and voyeurism". Campbell (2002: 41) felt 
somewhat the same, prefering to use only data from direct personal 
conversations, rather than anything he overheard by chance. 
I, however, like Pollard (1985) and Scott (1985), decided not to adopt such 
an approach, partly because, unlike Campbell, I did not hold any position of 
responsibility in either institution I researched, and partly because I had no 
intention of making my findings available to anyone at my place of work. 
As it turned out, I used very few field notes directly, and none that involved 
overheard conversations. 
3.8.2 Interviews: confidentiality and contradictions 
I was in two minds about how much anonymity to give my informants. 
Obviously, Rihab and Al Fanar are pseudonyms. I could also have referred 
more specifically to my individual informants by allocating each of them a 
suitable pseudonym. If I had done this, the reader would have been able to 
see more clearly exactly who said what, and perhaps build up a better 
picture of each individual's perspective. On the other hand, this would also 
have enabled people from each institution to identify each other, since 
some of my informants, such as 'the head of department' or 'male 
supervisor', held a unique position. 
A number of my informants made reference to the fact that they were 
telling me things in strictest confidence, and one of them even said she 
thought she would be "removed from the college immediately" if 
management heard what she had told me. For this reason, I thought it 
necessary to protect their identities as much as, possible by being 
particularly vague. Accordingly, I have not attributed quotes to specific 
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people-, I have distinguished between middle and senior management only 
where I thought this was particularly significant; and I have used the female 
pronoun throughout to disguise an informant's gender. 
Another ethical dilemma centred on how to address contradictions in what 
people said. Sometimes someone said something in one part of the 
interview, and then seemed to contradict herself at a later stage; sometimes 
people said things that seemed contrary to my own experience; and 
sometimes they said things that were contrary to what other informants had 
told me. In the first case, I usually suggested I had misunderstood what they 
first said and asked for clarification. In the second case, at Rihab, I told 
people my own contrary experience, which I now realise was probably an 
unnecessary distraction. In the third case, I tried to suggest that other 
people thought or behaved differently, without being too specific. 
This was particularly delicate when management at Al Fanar discussed the 
probationers who had been asked to leave. One of the managers had said, 
"it's our job to ensure that ... nothing is a surprise at any stage 
in the 
evaluation process at all". I had already interviewed one of the 'failed' 
probationers who did express considerable surprise at her dismissal, and 
several other interviewees who had similarly claimed that some, if not all, 
of the probationers had no idea they were not performing at the right 
standard. The following extract from the transcript shows how I tried, fairly 
unsuccessfully I fear, to challenge her assertion: 
[Me] Coming back to something you said earlier about there 
should be no surprises in terms of the appraisal system; 
now, other people have expressed considerable surprise at 
some of the things that have happened. How do you square 
that with, in your opinion, there should not be any 
surprises? 
[Manager] Can yon tell me - can you give me a specific 
example that I can like 
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[Me] Okay, a number of people have been surprised at the 
non-passing - certain people did not pass probation and 
other'of my interviewees have expressed surprise at that. 
[Managerl Have they been surprised because they were 
appraised of aU the facts through the entire process, or are 
theyjust on-lookers? 
[Me] They're on-lookers. 
[Manager] Well, that's because they've not been part of 
the process. The individuals who were involved in the 
situation that you've just described should have had it 
made clear to them that there were concernsfiroin as close 
to the beginning as possible and those concents should 
have been addressed and dealt with its the manner that I 
described to you earlier. And therefore the individuals 
concerned should not really have beets surprised about the 
final outcome. Anybody outside of that loop may or may 
not be surprised - it's really - it's not a factor, Im afraid, 
because, you know, it's personal and it's confidential, what 
went on between the [middle manager] or the [senior 
manager] and the individual. 
In fact, as I said, one of my interviewccs was more than just 'an on-looker', 
but had I revealed this to the manager, I would have been betraying her 
confidence, and I think the conversation may then have become too 
personalised, and the manager might have become distracted by trying to 
work out which of the 'failed' probationers I was referring to. So, although 
my challenge to her rhetoric was frustrated, I felt it more important to 
maintain confidentiality. 
Slightly later in the interview, I feel I was more successful at drawing out 
an opinion that made reconciliation of these apparent contradictions 
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possible. I had steered the conversation around to another surprising 
appraisal decision, which I knew about outside the context of the 
confidential research interview. Someone in the same teaching team as me 
had been asked to leave and she had had some chats about it with various 
people (including me) in the staff-room. When asked about this situation, 
the manager said: 
[Manager] At the end of the day, the [middle managers] or 
the [senior managers] dont make the final decisions its 
these processes. There re, what I've described before can f9 
go on (pause) yet because the final decision isn't in the 
[iniddle managers] or the [senior manager's] hands, 
(pause) that is, I think, as close to answering your question 
as I ant gonna go. 
Obviously, in view of what I have already said about the status of interview 
data, I would hesitate before calling this extract more 'truthful' than the 
earlier one, but I do think it represents a deeper level of honesty, and 
illustrates how, very occasionally, an interviewer may be able to confront 
contradictions in such a way as to yield richer data. 
3.9 Data analvsis and arounded theorv 
Strauss and Corbin (1990: 24) define the grounded theory approach as "a 
qualitative research method that uses a systematic set of procedures to 
develop an inductively derived grounded theory about a phenomenon". The 
researcher aims to build, rather than test, theory through an iterative three- 
part process in which "data collection, analysis and theory stand in 
reciprocal relationship with each other" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 23). 
"This scanning and refining process, moving backwards and forwards 
between the raw evidence of the transcript and the developing analyses, is 
the classic constant comparison method of qualitative analysis first put 
forward by Glaser and Strauss (1967)" (Powney and Watts, 1987: 105). 
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According to Strauss and Corbin (1990: 23), the procedures followed during 
this process of constant comparison should be both "precise" and 
"rigourous". My own experience of grounded theory suggests that precision 
and rigour are laudable but well nigh unachievable aims! Data analysis is 
far more messy and subjective than Strauss and Corbin (1990) seem willing 
to admit. They do write of the need to balance science and creativity 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 45) but I think the phrases "chaos as a seed-bed 
for creativity" (Nias, 1991: 162-3) and "moving from chaos to order, and 
from order to chaos, often simultaneously" (Blaxter et al., 1996: 173) do 
betterjustice to the realities of grounded theory data analysis. 
Similarly, I was struck by Maruyama and Demo's (1992: 111) suggestion 
that once "all the instruments have been administered and returned ... we 
just need to take care of data coding, data entry, data analyses and data 
interpretation and we will be finished" (italics added). This, to me, gives an 
entirely false impression of what is an immensely complex and challenging 
process. 
In my own case, this process was made even more complicated (but 
potentially more fruitful) by the fact that I conducted interviews at two 
different sites in two distinct phases. Strauss and Corbin (1990: 205) suggest 
that: 
Once data collection begins, the initial interview or 
observational guides .... give way to concepts that 
emerge from the data. To adhere rigidly to initial 
guidelines throughout a study ... hinders discovery 
because it limits the amount and type of data that can be 
gathered. 
Similarly, Charmaz (1995: 34) argues that "data analysis drives subsequent 
data collection". Having to change my research site after two years felt very 
disruptive at the time, but, in retrospect, it provided an ideal opportunity for 
me to analyse the data collected at my first site very thoroughly, and then 
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devise a much more focused interview schedule for my second site, further 
details of which can be found in the following chapter. 
I began my analysis of the Rihab data by rereading all of the transcripts and 
summaries over a period of two days. Gilham (2000: 33) suggests reading 
no more than two transcripts a day, but I disagree because if one's reading 
becomes so spread out, one is more apt to forget what one read a week 
earlier. I then spent several days rereading the literature about 
managerialism and appraisal. With this background reading in mind, I 
finally embarked upon "open coding", described by Strauss and Corbin 
(1990: 62) as "the naming and categorisation of phenomena through close 
examination of data". 
I coded all the summaries on the same day, using very broad, mostly 'in 
vito' codes, and a code I labelled 'other' for instances where people said 
things which seemed significant but which did not yet fit into any other 
code. I sometimes assigned as many as four codes to the same line of 
summary, and I tended to assign more and more multiple codes as time 
went on because I began to see more and more connections between what 
various people said. Sincie Strauss and Corbin (1990: 181) suggest "open" 
coding should aim to discover as many potentially relevant categories as 
possible, I was not at all perturbed to find that I had allocated 40 codes. 
Sometimes I was coding the same opinion (even the use of the same word 
such as "perfunctory") but sometimes I was just grouping under the same 
code linked but contradictory themes. Sometimes two people would use the 
same word (e. g. "hoops") but the context was sufficiently different to 
suggest that they were not actually saying the same thing. And conversely, 
two people would use different words, but from the context they appeared 
to be saying the same thing. 
After an overnight break, I recoded. my transcripts blind, and was pleased to 
see there was a great deal of overlap between my first and second round of 
"open" coding. Where there was a discrepancy, I allowed the extract to be 
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coded in both ways. I then began "axial" coding, defined by Strauss and 
Corbin (1990: 97) as " [putting] those data back together in new ways by 
making connections between a category and its subcategory". I decided, for 
example, that 'elements' and 'instruments' were in fact the same category; 
I also decided, for instance, that 'benefits' needed to be subdivided into 
'management benefits', 'faculty benefits' and 'student benefits', and that 
many categories, such as 'faculty involvement', 'sense of shared 
ownership' and 'lack of time', needed to be cross-referenced. 
I then used the cut and paste computer facility to build lists of the extracts 
relevant to each code. I went through these with a fine toothcomb, 
reorganising them, cross-referencing them, and meticulously rcfering back 
to the transcripts for each summary extract in order to be sure I was not 
misrepresenting what was said. 
As an insider researcher, I was particularly concerned about avoiding 
perceptual bias, a pitfall I feel Strauss and Corbin somewhat underestimate. 
To be fair, they do recognise that: 
Each of us brings to the analysis of data our biases, 
assumptions, patterns of thinking, and knowledge gained 
from experience and reading. This can block our seeing 
what is significant in the data, or prevent us from moving 
from descriptive to theoretical levels of analysis. 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 95) 
And they do emphasise the need to avoid presumption by constantly testing 
a priori literature-derived concepts and relationships against the specific 
data collected. But nowhere is there any statement as open as the 
acknowledgement, by Miles and Huberman (1984: 22) that "[while] ... 
'Final' conclusions may not appear until data collection is over ... they have 
often been prefigured from the beginning, even when a researcher claims to 
have been proceeding 'inductively"'. In similar vein, Eisner (1998: 98) 
writes that "In fact, much of perception is at its inception interpretive". 
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Throughout the coding stage of my data analysis, I was conscious of the 
fact that I was engaging in a great deal of interpretation, and that, given my 
rather extreme circumstances, I might be finding only those negative 
elements I was subconsciously looking for. 
As a corrective, I took heed of the advice suggested by Strauss and Corbin 
(1990: 109), Eisner (1998: 110) and Blaxter et a]. (1996: 197), and 
specifically tried to seek out and then account for disconfirming evidence. 
Thus, for example, I systematically went back over all fourteen Rihab 
faculty responses to the question on the interview schedule, "Has your 
experience of appraisal had any effect on your relationship with the 
university management? ", looking specifically for any positive notes. In 
this respect, I was following the example of Cresswell (1996: 302), who 
found that "Because of the human cognitive bias towards confirmation 
(Mahoney, 1991), an active search for disconfirming evidence was essential 
to achieving rigout". I really do feel that I have genuinely looked for 
positive elements in the data, though, of course, without the benefit of a 
second researcher carrying out a parallel analysis, I can never be sure how 
successful I have been. 
I engaged in a similar process of data analysis at Al Fanar, although, as I 
have already mentioned, this time I worked only from transcripts and not 
summaries. Because the interview schedule at Al Fanar was more focused, 
it was tempting to short-cut the coding process by simply relying on 
question-by-question analysis, but I decided against this because often I 
found people said things relevant to a particular interview question in a 
variety of different places. 
I decided to code the Al Fanar transcripts 'blind' without reference to the 
codes I had devised for Rihab, because I was still concemed about how 
much my Rihab data analysis may have been negatively influenced by the 
non-renewal of my contract. 
Having done "open" and "axial" coding on both the Rihab and Al Fanar 
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data, I began a final round of "selective" coding, described by Strauss and 
Corbin (1990: 217) as "the integration of concepts around a core category 
and the filling in of categories that need further development and 
refinement". I reviewed all of the material from both sites, trying to adopt a 
more neutral stance with regard to the interpretation of the Rihab data, and 
extracting themes that would make sense of what was said in both places, 
and relate in some way to previous studies. The unique circumstances of 
federal employment in the country in question was a recurring theme and 
seemed to me to be the "core category" or "central phenomenon" (Strauss 
and Corbin, 1990: 124) to which all other categories were in some way 
related. Once I had arrived at this conclusion, I set about finding some way 
of externally validating my own interpretation of the data. 
3.10 Validation and trianaulation of findinus 
Just as opinion is divided over the value of letting respondents alter their 
transcripts, so too is there controversy over the value of revealing one's 
findings to the reseach participants. For Edwards and Furlong (1985: 33) the 
issue is clear-cut: "The major criterion of external validity is still the idea of 
presenting the researcher's account back to the researched. To be valid, an 
account must have convergence with the experience of the researched". 
Unfortunately, such a stance fails to take account of the fact that the 
experience of, an individual informant may alter over time, or else be 
ambivalent. In other words, feelings expressed during data collection may 
have been genuinely felt, at that time, but may have changed significantly 
in the intervening period before the data validation stage. This was 
particularly true at Al Fanar, where some unexpected decisions were taken 
with regard to probationary faculty, right in the middle of my interviewing 
cycle, no doubt altering some of the faculty's perspectives on the process. 
Validation in such circumstances would have been rather meaningless. 
Similarly, some writers, such as Robson (1993), and Patton (1999), set 
great store by triangulation or "structural corroboration" (Eisner, 
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1998: 110), whilst others, most notably Hodkinson (1998: 17), Silverman 
(1993 and 2000) and Sofaer (1999), arc less convinced. For Robson 
(1993: 383): 
Triangulation in its various guises (for example using 
multiple methods, or obtaining information relevant to a 
topic or issue from several informants) is an indispensable 
tool in real world enquiry. It is particularly valuable in the 
analysis of qualitative data where the trustworthiness of the 
data is always a worry. 
For Silverman (1993), quoted in Maggs-Rapport (2000: 220-221), 
however: 
Using data to adjudicate between accounts forces the 
researcher to undercut one account with another. In effect, 
this ignores the context-bound and skilful character of 
social interaction. If accounts are context-bound, they 
cannot be verified by generating data in multiple ways 
and from multiple sources. Such data cannot be added 
together to produce a more complete picture, it is an end 
in itself. 
Sofaer (1999: 4) takes a middle line, implying that triangulation might be 
valuable, but can never yield the complete truth: 
Qualitative researchers often use the tenn 'triangulation' 
to describe the process of examining different 
perspectives in order to identify at a minimum what all 
informants seem to agree took place, or what it means ... 
This is almost as if we assume that the truth exists only in 
the space where multiple Venn diagrams converge. 
Perhaps it is more honest to admit that some of the truth 
may be found in the places in the diagram where the 
circles do not converge. 
Accordingly, I have not reported my findings back to my participants (not 
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least because I thought this would affect how candid they wished to be), 
and I have used triangulation, somewhat sparingly. As I said earlier, 
interviews were my primary source of data, and I used official documents 
and field notes only in so far as they seemed to support or contradict my 
interpretation of what interviewees had said. Where possible, I drew out a 
consensus from what the majority of my informants had told me, trying to 
ensure that dissenting voices were still heard. At other times, where it 
seemed impossible to reconcile conflicting perspectives, I simply reported 
them. 
I also took note of the five alternatives to validation and triangulation 
Silverman (2000: 177) suggests one might use in order to increase the 
criticality of one's work. He recommends that, firstly, one should try to 
refute one's initial findings; secondly, one should constantly compare 
elements of the case study; thirdly, one should treat data comprehensively 
rather than selectively; fourthly, one should actively seek out and analyse 
deviant cases; finally one should tabulate or count one's data to ensure they 
are not misrepresented. All of these processes have featured in my own 
research. As I mentioned earlier, I deliberately sought out positive elements 
to try and counter the effects of my own negative personal experience; I 
was able to compare data from Rihab and Al Fanar throughout; and I have 
consistently used numbers to indicate how many of my respondents shared 
the same opinion. As a result, I feel justified in claiming that my findings 
have value, even though they were not subject to extensive informant 
validation or triangulation. 
In addition, my findings have been further strengthened by extensive peer 
review, both from my doctoral supervisor, and from other doctoral students 
working in the same area. Obviously, these people are not in a position to 
gauge the accuracy of my raw data, but they can and have judged whether 
the data I have cited are sufficient to bear the weight of the conclusions I 
have drawn. 
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3.11 Endnote: transparencv in the research process 
I have endeavoured to describe my research process as accurately as 
possible, although I am aware that much published material does not 
display the same degree of detail and transparency. Most often, we are 
presented with "antiseptic accounts" (Measor and Woods, 1991: 59) that 
give the impression of a seamless pre-planned progression from pilot study 
to final publication. I suspect that, in truth, this is rarely the case, unless the 
researcher is exceptionally skillful and / or exceptionally fortunate. 
Research, it seems to me, is an inherently complex, 'messyt process, and 
the research community, as a whole, would be better served by greater 
acknowledgement of this fact. Mistakes, of one kind or another, are 
inevitable, and should therefore be viewed as valuable learning 
opportunities, not only for those directly involved, but also for subsequent 
readers, since it is possible to learn as much from other people's mistakes 
as it is from one's own. For this reason, I am convinced that the research 
community stands to gain far more from the opportunity to read about what 
went wrong and evaluate how well it was rectified than it does from the 
pretence that nothing untoward or unexpected ever happens in our 
particular neck of the woods. 
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Chapter 4: Interview Schedules: The Generation of 
Ouestions and Answers 
As has been mentioned earlier, I conducted my first round of faculty and 
staff interviews at Rihab between February and October, 2000. At this stage 
of the research, my intention was to investigate perceptions about faculty 
appraisal in a quite open-ended way. I was aware, from my preliminary 
reading, of potential links between the introduction of HE appraisal and the 
rise of managerialism. I was also interested in the management of change 
and how far participant involvement in policy formation was a pre-requisite 
of successful policy implementation (a focus I subsequently dropped). 
Accordingly, the interview schedule used with faculty at Rihab contained 
sections on the aims and objectives of the scheme; the extent of faculty 
involvement in the development and implementation of the scheme; the 
methods adopted; and its effects on management, faculty and students. The 
complete schedule is listed in Appendix I. I. 
The schedule for management at Rihab contained the same sections as the 
schedule for faculty, as well as two additional sections about the nature of 
appraisal feedback and the level of co-ordination between different 
ap praisers within the same department. The complete schedule is listed in 
Appendix 1.2. 
After carrying out further reading and preliminary analysis of the Rihab 
data, I made a variety of changes to the interview schedules. Following the 
advice of Smith (1995: 15), 1 decided to begin each interview with a more 
general question about the interviewee's overall experience of appraisal. 
I also decided to alter the section on aims and objectives slightly. When 
staff at Rihab were asked if the appraisal scheme was primarily evaluative 
or developmental, some of them gave ambiguous answers, or else said 
things that seemed to contradict assertions made elsewhere in the interview. 
So, at Al Fanar, instead of asking interviewees to make a bi-polar choice, I 
asked them to plot the college's position on an evaluative / developmental 
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continuum, thereby allowing them a better opportunity to expand on their 
perspective, and make more finely-grained distinctions. 
I also asked them to comment on the assertion by Walsh (1988: 357), 
written on a cue-card, that "the debate about appraisal is a debate about 
accountability, quality, competence, and professional autonomy". This 
enabled me to separate what interviewees thought about appraisal in 
general, from what they thought about the specific system in use at Al 
Fanar, and to investigate how far accountability models of appraisal were 
acceptable, in principle, to an academic community. 
The section on faculty involvement was dropped completely, since the 
management of change was no longer a major area of interest, and this 
section had not generated data that were readily generalisable. Instead, I 
expanded the section on methods, to include a question about the 
appropriateness of the assessment criteria. This was done in order to 
explore how far appraisal was perceived by faculty as focusing on 
minimum standards of technical competency, as opposed to 'best practice' 
standards of creative adaptation, a key concern in the works of Peaker 
(1986), Turner and Clift (1988), Troman (1996), and Elliott and Crossley 
(1997). 
I also added an entirely new section on time because this had been 
identified as a major issue in many similar studies of appraisal (such as 
Turner and Clift, 1988; Kyriacou, 1995: Cullen, 1997; and Randle and 
Brady, 1997a and 1997b). Appraisal was widely reported as very time- 
consuming and therefore I wanted to know how much time interviewees 
actually devoted to the appraisal process, and whether they thought this 
time was well-spent in view of the outcomes. 
With regard to the section on appraisal effects, I realised that it was less 
confusing to ask six, rather than two, separate questions about management 
benefits, faculty benefits, student benefits, 'management drawbacks, faculty 
drawbacks, and student drawbacks. I also realised that, since "the order of 
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your questions affects what people have in mind when they answer each 
one, and this can influence what they say" (Drevcr, 1995: 22), it would be a 
good idea to alternate the parts about benefits and drawbacks, beginning 
with benefits in some interviews, and drawbacks in others. 
In addition, since three interviewees at Rihab had spontaneously mentioned 
the issue of grade inflation as a result of student evaluation of teaching, I 
decided to include a question about this on the Al Fanar faculty interview 
schedule. I also added a general question about the effect of the appraisal 
system on student-teacher relationships in order to discover, in what I 
hoped was a suitably subtle way, how far teachers felt under surveillance, 
as so strongly reported in the work of Randle and Brady (1997a and 
1997b). Full details of the resulting changes can be found in Appendix 
Two. 
It is a central tenet of grounded theory that previous data collection and 
analysis is used to inform subsequent data collection and analysis (Strauss 
and Corbin, 1990: 205). This has most certainly been the case in my own 
study, whereby the data collected and analysed from my first site was used 
to inform the data collected and analysed from my second site. 
Accordingly, what started out as a very general and somewhat tentative 
enquiry into perceptions about faculty appraisal evolved, over a period of 
years, into a tightly-focused, in-depth investigation of the seven key 
research questions listed in my introduction and repeated in table 4.1 
below. 
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1. How is appraisal, in general, perceived byfaculty and 
managers? Howfar are accountability models acceptable to 
either group? 
2. Is appraisal perceived to have any effect on the quality of 
student learning? 
3. What connections, if any, do teachers make between student 
evaluation of teachers and grade inflation ? 
4. How much time dofaculty andmanagement devote to 
appraisal? Do they consider that the time devoted to appraisal 
is time well-spent? 
5. To what extent is appraisal said tofocus on either basic 
technical competencies orflexible, creative practices? 
6. Howfar is the specific appraisal systent at each institution 
perceived as developmental andlor evaluative? Howfar is it 
seen as embodying a paradigin ofprofessionalisin and /or 
managerialisin? 
7. To what. extent do teachers suggest theyfeel under surveillance? 
Table 4.1 
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Chapter 5: Appraisal at Rihab and A] Fanar 
5.1 Contexts and Conridentiality 
I suggested earlier that researchers should provide as much thick 
description as possible, so that readers could decide for themselves how far 
the results of any particular case study might be generalised to other 
contexts. Obviously, it is neither necessary nor desirable for researchers to 
include every single minute detail about their cases. They must make 
judgements about what is most significant, highlighting those features of 
the context they feel are potentially relevant to others, and leaving out those 
features they feel are completely unworthy of note. 
Researchers must also protect the anonymity and confidentiality of their 
informants to whatever degree has been agreed between them. This is 
particularly important in cases where the focus of the research is deemed to 
be sensitive, or even controversial, in the eyes of either the researcher or the 
informants. Faculty appraisal seems to me to be an inherently controversial 
topic, and, as mentioned earlier, several of my informants spoke of the need 
to respect their confidence and protect their anonymity, one even going so 
far as to end our interview with the words, "very interesting discussion and 
I trust it will be anonymous". 
Given this inevitable tension between offering the external reader thick 
description and promising the internal informant confidentiality, I would 
err on the side of caution. To me, it is more important to uphold the highest 
standards of confidentiality and anonymity, and thereby secure the 
continued support of research subjects willing to engage in candid 
discussion, than it is to provide the outside reader with intimate details. My 
aim, therefore, has been to try and ensure that my colleageues at Rihab and 
Al Fanar could not identify each other; and that external readers could not 
identify Rihab and Al Fanar. Accordingly, I have deliberately avoided 
naming the institutions and the country in which they are located. 
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Suffice it to say that Rihab and Al Fanar are both f6derally-funded higher 
education instutions offering a variety of qualifications to female 
undergraduates, entirely free-of-charge. The students are all citizens of the 
country in question and most of them have come straight from single-scx 
government schools, at the age of eighteen. The teaching staff arc both 
male and female, in more-or-less equal proportions, and generally come 
from English-speaking countries such as Britain, Ireland, USA, Canada, 
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. 
5.2 Backuround to the am)raisal svstem at Rihab 
Rihab University was established in September 1998, in order to provide 
four and five-year Bachelor degree programmes in six disciplines, namely, 
Information Technology, Arts and Sciences, Communication and Media 
Studies, Business, Education and Family Sciences. During the first year, 
one teacher of English out of approximately 40 did not pass her one-year 
probation and left in the summer. During the second year, all the newly- 
appointed teachers passed their probation, and no-one else was asked to 
leave. As all the university contracts were for an initial period of three 
years, no contract renewal decisions were made during the time of the 
research. 
Seventeen of my interviews were conducted during the second semester of 
the second year, whilst the final two were conducted very early in the third 
year. Most of my interviewees talked about the appraisal instruments used 
during the second year, but some who had joined the university at its 
inauguration also refered to the instruments used during the first year, 
which were not quite the same. For this reason, I have chosen to describe in 
some detail the appraisal instruments used in both the first and the second 
year of Rihab's existence. 
5.2.1 The appraisal system at Rihab: Year one - 1998-1999 
In the first year at Rihab, four appraisal instruments were used; namely, a 
pecr evaluation fonn, a student evaluation of tcaching (SET) questionnaire, 
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a lesson observation form, and a teaching and service dossier. Examples of 
these can be found in Appendix Three. 
The peer evaluation form was handed out at the end of the first semester 
and each faculty member was asked to find a colleague to fill it out on their 
behalf. This was the only time the peer evaluation form was used. No 
official reasons was ever given for its discontinuance, but the manager 
responsible for its introduction said, in a later interview, that it had not 
worked as well as she had hoped, "because I think that people were very 
conscious of the fact that everyone was on probation and they were afraid 
to be candid about their colleagues". Indeed, one faculty member said she 
gave top marks acroýs the board to the colleague she appraised and the 
colleague did the same for her. This was also my own experience of peer 
appraisal. 
In the first year, the SET questionnaire was administered on paper to every 
class towards the end of each semester. Students were asked to tick boxes 
numbered one to four, according to how far they agreed with a variety of 
statements about their teacher and their course. The responses were 
anonymous and the form was completed in the presence of a teacher other 
than the one being evaluated. The results were taken in a sealed envelope to 
central administration and made available to faculty only after final grades 
had been turned in. Most faculty members taught two or three classes and 
therefore received two or three sets of results, together with a summary of 
all the scores. 
Classroom observation by a manager was intended to happen every 
semester, but in reality, many people, including myself, had only one 
observation in the first year. The observer used a feedback form on which 
she recorded a score (one to five) for various aspects of the teacher's 
performance. The form also included a space for comments. 
The teaching dossier was introduced, somewhat unexpectedly, in March of 
the first year. According to a subsequent memo from the Dean, the teaching 
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dossier was meant to serve "two primary purposes: providing the 
opportunity (and necessity) for you to reflect on your work thus far at 
[Rihab] and to help your [managers] better understand your goals, needs, 
and contributions". Faculty were expected to answer a series of questions 
about their philosophy of teaching, their view on the roles of students and 
teachers, their perceived strengths and weaknesses, and their goals for the 
future. They were also asked more practical questions about the classes 
they taught and the materials they produced. 
In the first year, faculty did not receive any forin of surnmative feedback, 
except a standardised letter in late May, congratulating them on passing 
probation. 
5.2.2 The appraisal system at Rihab: Year two - 1999-2000 
During the second year, several changes were made to the appraisal system. 
Examples of the revised instruments can be found in Appendix Four. As 
already mentioned, the peer evaluation form was dropped. The SET 
questionnaire was modified slightly and administered on-line. The lesson 
observation form categories were altered somewhat and the numbering 
system changed. Whereas in year one, the observer had to give a score out 
of five (with one being "needs improvement" and five being "does well"), 
in year two, the observer had to give a score of either one ("needs 
improvement") or two ("does well"). One of the managers I interviewed 
said this change had come about because she, and other colleagues, had 
found the five-point scale hard to use. She said: 
As an evaluator, I found it extremely difficult to work with 
one to five, especially with the wording as it was ... I 
remember the sentences to me just did not lend themselves 
to be able to split it up into a one, two, three, four, rive 
category. 
Similarly, another manager said it had been changed because "it was not 
possible to make finely graded judgements on the behaviours that were 
described". 
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Finally, the teaching dossiser was simplified and shortened. It was limited 
to two pages, and should include a list of classes taught, samples of 
materials prepared, a list of non-classroom contributions to the institution, 
and a list of scholarly or creative achievements. 
In contrast to the first year, faculty, in May of the second year, received a 
more personalised three-paragraph letter from their Head of Department, 
listing some of the things they had done during the year and thanking them 
for their contribution. 
5.3 Background to the amraisal system at Al Fanar: 2001-2002 
Al Fanar was established in October 1997, as the latest addition to a 
nationwide system of vocational colleges, the first of which opened in 
September 1989. It offers a variety of undergraduate programmes, most of 
which are sub-degree level, lasting between two and four years. 
As has been previously mentioned, in the year in which the research at Al 
Fanar was conducted, three people 'failed' their one-year probation, and 
were asked to leave at the end of the second semester, and at least one 
person who sought to have her three-year contract renewed was refused. In 
this respect, the situation at Al Fanar was quite different to that at Rihab, 
even though the appraisal system itself was quite similar, containing, as it 
did, the same three elements of student evaluation, lesson observation and 
self-evaluation. 
At Al Fanar, students completed an on-line anonymous evaluation of their 
teacher towards the end of every course. This involved giving a numerical 
rating to their teacher in response to a number of questions (usually 
between twelve and twenty). Unlike the system at Rihab, there was no 
opportunity for students to write comments. Appendix 5.1 contains an 
example of the feedback that faculty received. Interestingly, at Rihab, 
faculty were quite deliberately handed the results of the student evaluations 
only after they had submitted their final course grades, whereas, at Al 
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Fanar, the results were made available to faculty as soon as they had been 
collatcd, usually before the end of the semester. 
Faculty in their probationary year, and faculty who wished to have their 
three-year contract renewed had a formal lesson observation by their 
manager, twice in that year. Other faculty who were not on probation, and 
not up for contract-renewal were observed just once a year. The feedback 
forms used for this observation varied slightly from manager to manager, 
but all required the observer to rate various aspects of the lesson on a four 
or five-point scale. An example of a completed feedback form is given in 
Appendix 5.2 
In addition, faculty were also asked to complete a self-evaluation form in 
two parts (see Appendix 5.3). Soon after the beginning of the year, they 
completed sections one to four, outlining their personal and professional 
goals for the coming year. They then met with their manager, ostensibly to 
discuss this document. Towards the end of the year, they completed 
sections five to seven, detailing their achievements during the year and 
indicating to what extent their goals had been met This process has no 
parallel at Rihab, where the teaching dossier was handed in only once, in 
April, without any formal discussion. 
At the very end of the academic year, faculty received a quite detailed 
summative performance evaluation from their manager (see Appcndix 5.4) 
including information about their student evaluations, their lesson 
observation, and their overall contribution to the college, as well as 
suggestions for goals in the following year. Again, such a document had no 
real parallel at Rihab, 
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Chapter 6: Findings 
In chapter four, I included a series of more detailed questions that relate to 
my research hypothesis that much can be leamt about the appropriateness 
of managerialism in HE from studying people's perceptions of appraisal 
systems. 
These questions came about partly as a result of rereading much of the 
literature on appraisal and managerialism, and partly as a result of doing 
preliminary analysis of the initial study. I have chosen to present the 
findings as 'answers' to these questions, although some answers, I feel, are 
more tentative than others. Answers two and three (about changes in 
classroom practice and grade inflation) seem to me to be the most 
substantive because the questions are quite narrowly focused and because 
question three was specifically asked of all respondents at Al Fanar. By 
contrast, answer one (about accountability models, in general) and answer 
six (about professional and managerial paradigms) seem to be the ]cast 
substantive because these questions are much broader and much more 
complex than those relating to classroom behaviour and grade inflation. 
Consequently, I feel these findings are much more provisional at this stage, 
and will probably always remain very "fuzzy" (Bassey, 1999: 62), however 
much further analysis is done. The other answers lie somewhere between 
these two extremes. 
In reporting my findings, I have tried, as far as possible, to use nufribers 
rather than more vague terms such as 'some', 'several', 'many' or 4 most'. 
In interpreting these numbers, it is necessary to remember that between 
February and October 2000,1 conducted nineteen interviews at Rihab, five 
with managers involved in appraising teachers, and fourteen with faculty 
members. Of the five appraisers, three were middle managers (the direct 
line-managers of the appraisees), and two were more senior managers. Of 
the fourteen appraisees, seven were faculty in their first year, and seven 
with faculty in their second year. 
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At Al Fanar, I also conducted nineteen interviews, between March and June 
2002. Fifteen interviews were with faculty members being appraised; and 
four were with management doing the appraisal. Six of the fifteen faculty 
members were in their probationary year, and one of them had already been 
told that she had 'failed' probation and would have to leave at the end of 
the semester. The other seven who were no longer on probation included 
one person who was voluntarily leaving at the end of the semester and one 
person who had been told her contract was not being renewed after six 
years. 
With regard to the four management interviews, three were with middle 
managers carrying out appraisals on the faculty members they line- 
managed; and one was with a more senior manager, who was not directly 
involved in the appraisal process, except in cases where managers 
recommended that a faculty member did not pass probation or did not have 
her three-year contract renewed. 
In order to preserve anonymity as much as possible, each informant will be 
referred to as 'she', although, of course, many of them were in fact male. 
6.1 How is appraisal, in general, perceived by faculty and managers? 
How far are accountability models acceptable to either P-rotin? 
6.1.1 Findings from Rihah 
Interviewees at Rihab were not asked any questions about appraisal, in 
general, as opposed to the specific system being implemented at their 
particular institution, a rather unfortunate oversight that was corrected on 
the Al Fanar interview schedule. Nonetheless, several interviewees, did talk 
more generally about appraisal, either comparing Rihab with other 
educational institutions, or else comparing academia with business. All of 
those who talked in this way suggested that, in principle, appraisal was an 
acceptable facet of academic life, though two were keen to stress that 
business models were not applicable to educational institutions. 
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One interviewee told an anecdote of how, in the past, she and her fellow 
university students had used the student evaluation of teaching 
questionnaire to address what they saw as sexist behaviour on the part of a 
newly-arrived Brazilian teacher. She concluded the story by saying: 
I think, in the big picture, it [appraisal] is a good idea ... As 
a teacher, I'd rather not go through it. It's kind of like going 
to the dentist. But, it probably is good, overall. 
Similarly, another interviewee suggested that appraisal was "a necessary 
evil" since "without appraisal, when you've got a large staff, you really 
don't know what people are doing because you can't be everywhere ... to. 
A third interviewee contended that appraisal was "necessary - for any 
institution to function, it has to have some system of evaluation". A fourth 
interviewee went into more detail, pointing out that: 
People get evaluated in their jobs all the time ... I'm not a 
business person at all. I fought it my whole life. But we're 
all accountable for our job, for what we do ... in every other 
job on earth, if you don't do your job well, you probably 
don't keep the same job. 
These sentiments from faculty were also endorsed by one of the managers 
who suggested that, "[it] is a general requirement everywhere now that we 
evaluate the way that everybody is working ... to try to make them as 
effective as possible", a requirement she did not appear to consider 
onerous. 
That said, two interviewees did highlight the dangers of importing business 
models of accountability into education. The faculty member who 
described appraisal as "a necessary evil" added that, although appraisal had 
originally come from business, sales people and teachers were completely 
different: 
You can say to a salesman, I want you to sell ten more cars 
this month. It's impossible'to say to a teacher, I want you to 
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pass ten more students this month, because you cannot 
control learning ... You can persuade people to buy 
something, but when they are learning a different language, 
and a different culture, and everything that that gives to 
people, it's just not the same. 
One of the managers who had previously worked for many years in 
business agreed, saying: 
I don't think the two [business and academia] should be 
married. I really don't. I think they're two separate ways of 
running an organisation. You have two completely different 
mind-sets -a business person is intent on a particular goal 
for a large organisation and teachers have more finite goals 
that they're working towards in the classroom ... I'm not 
sure that it's a good idea to import a system entirely. There 
might be some things that you could learn from business, but 
giving value for money? Oh, I would hate to put it in those 
narrow terms. 
Thus, it would seem that interviewees at Rihab were not opposed to the 
principle of appraisal, per se, as long as the inherent differences between 
business and education were taken into consideration. 
6.1.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
Having realised the need to separate perceptions about apprasial in 
principle from opinons about the specific system in place at a particular 
instituiton, I modified the interview schedule at Al Fanar accordingly. This 
time, I began by asking each intcrviewcc a very general question about her 
experiences of appraisal to date, and a little later, asked for her reaction to 
the statement by Walsh (1988: 357) that "the debate about appraisal is a 
debate about accountability, quality, competence, and professional 
autonomy". 
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Without exception, all Al Fanar interviewees agreed that an educational 
institution has the right to appraise the teacher's performance to determine 
competence and quality. One manager said she could not imagine how an 
organisation could possibly maintain any kind of quality without some kind 
of appraisal system, whilst another thought appraisal was necessary "if we 
are to regard ourselves as a profession". Similarly, one faculty member 
asked, "Why shouldn't an institution have an appraisal system to ensure 
quality among teachers? Why shouldn't it? " whilst another suggested, 
"there has to be some way of knowing if a teacher is completely wacko". A 
third faculty member referred to a previous job at a private language school 
without any formal appraisal, saying: 
I suppose I feel quite strongly about the fact that if the 
management becomes run down, and it's left up to just 
individual teachers, it just doesn't happen and it's dropped. 
And, although we may not like it, it's better for the school, 
the college and the teachers concerned that those measures 
are put in place, because otherwise, well, I thought I started 
to become unprofessional, because it didn't matter. 
The general sentiments expressed by many interviewees were unwittingly 
summed up by the one faculty member who said, "most people I know 
don't have a problem with whether there should be an appraisal or not; it's 
about how it is conducted". 
Indeed, whilst everyone concurred on the need for appraisal, they disagreed 
on the best way to judge quality; the extent to which teachers should be 
held accountable to different parties; and the amount of professional 
autonomy they should be afforded. With regard to quality, three faculty 
members drew attention to the same perceived difference between business 
and academia that had been previously mentioned by the two interviewees 
from Rihab. One of the Al Fanar faculty members said, "We are not a 
factory producing - where you can do your nice little production 
management studies, and efficiency schedules and time surveys. You can't 
quite do that. Teaching doesn't work like that". The other two drew 
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distinctions between companies "selling widgets" or "making cars" and "an 
academic institution" in particular, or "a service industrý' more generally. 
One of these two teachers then went on to insist that pass rates were a poor 
indicator of teacher quality, agreeing with Turner and Clift's (1988: 98-99) 
contention that "Examination results are a measure of a long-term process 
and ... a very crude reflection of an individual teacher's input". By 
contrast, a different faculty member said that teacher appraisal should be 
based on test scores, as this was more "objective" and less "political" than 
other methods, such as the manager's summative report. 
Most interviewees focused quite narrowly on the quality of the teacher. 
However, one faculty member did suggest that such a narrow focus, though 
very prevalent, was actually unhelpful. In her eyes, appraisal: 
should be about the quality of everything ... the quality of 
the materials you have ... the quality of the managerial 
support you have ... the quality of the appraisal even. But, it 
doesn't seem to be about any of that. It often comes down to 
the quality of the teaching and the quality of the teacher. 
Exactly the same point is made by Walsh (1988: 365). He suggests that any 
appraisal of an individual teacher should take into account the context in 
which she is working. He also suggests, however, that very often this is not 
done, precisely because the appraiser is partly responsible for creating the 
working environment out of which inadequacies may have arisen, and 
would rather blame the teacher concerned than admit partial culpability. 
In the same way, some faculty members seemed comfortable with making 
teachers accountable to the institution, whilst others said teachers should be 
first and foremost accountable to the particular students they taught. One of 
the managers made explicit reference to this dual interpretation of 
accountability, speaking of a "personal accountability to students" that 
"most teachers feel everyday of their lives", and contrasting this with an 
accountability to the values, goals and rules of the institution. She 
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highlighted how these two kinds of accountability often conflict, 
particularly in relation to institutional rules on things like attendance and 
exam resits: 
It's kind of the personal and the institution. You know, 
youlve got the two at war in a sense, when you're looking at 
appraisal. 
opinion was also divided on the question of how much professional 
autonomy was desirable; how much professional autonomy teachers at Al 
Fanar actually had; and whether any perceived curtailment of professional 
autonomy was part of a global rise in accountability, or merely the result of 
working in a particular Arab-Islamic context. Several faculty and three 
managers spoke of the need to trust teachers as competent professionals. 
However, two faculty members mentioned how the notion of professional 
autonomy could be misused by teachers. One said it was trumpeted by 
"people who don't like to be appraised [even though] you should open 
yourself up to other opinions". The other remarked on how "they call it 
professional autonomy, and what they really mean is 'I want to do exactly 
what I want to do. And you Lve no right to tell me what to do"'. 
Likewise, the senior manager suggested "too much professional autonomy 
leads to a whittling down of standards" particularly in relation to exam pass 
rates. 
One faculty member and one manager mentioned the considerable freedom 
they thought teachers at Al Fanar enjoyed in terms of curriculum delivery, 
though not curriculum content. By contrast, three faculty members said 
they had less freedom at Al Fanar than they had had at previous 
institutions, but only one of them attributed this to the need for greater 
institutional accountability. 
To sum up, it seems that neither the faculty nor the management of At 
Fanar were opposed to appraisal in principle. Nor were the perceptions of 
faculty and management in obvious conflict. Undoubtedly, opinions 
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differed considerably on how to measure quality, and how to balance 
accountability and professional autonomy, but these differences were not 
split along partisan lines. 
6.1.3 Comparison with the literature 
The findings outlined above only partly concur with previous research. In 
studies conducted in the public school sector, almost all teachers are 
reported to have accepted the principle of appraisal. According to the work 
of Fitzgerald (2001: 12), cited earlier, 98% of respondents agree that some 
form of teacher appraisal is essential to raise standards of teaching and 
learning. Likewise, 80% of the people in Middlewood's (2001: 131-132) 
study saw appraisal as "essential for teachers' accountability" leading 
Middlewood to conclude that "the case for some form of assessment of 
teachers is accepted by the profession". 
The position in Higher Education, however, is less clear-cut. Many studies 
in this sector point, not to the widespread acceptance of appraisal on the 
part of teachers, but to deep-seated divisions between faculty and 
management over the issue of professional accountability. According to 
Randle and Brady (1997a: 232), "85% of respondents believed that the 
college management did not share the same educational values as stafr 
Elsewhere, they write of "a conflict of paradigms" (Randle and Brady, 
1997a: 237) and "the emergence of a new type of manager in FE operating 
with an apparently different value system from that of the academic staff' 
(Randle and Brady, 1997b: 135). 
Similarly, the case study by Elliott and Crossley (1997: 89) is said to have 
highlighted "a fundamental difference between lecturers and senior 
managers over the definition of quality, value, and improvement". The 
same point is made, albeit less stridently, by Deem (2000: 15), whose own 
case studies threw up "some sharp contrasts between more optimistic 
stories of achievement and change told by manager-academics, especially 
at senior levels, and the more pessimistic accounts given by some support 
staff, Students Union sabbaticals, and ordinary academics". Such a sharp 
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dichotomy between the educational values of managers and faculty finds 
very little resonance in my own research. On the contrary, the range of 
opinion expressed by managers and faculty is almost as wide within each 
group as it is between each group. 
6.2 Is appraisal perceived to have any effect on the Quality of student 
learnini! 9. 
6.2.1 Findings from Rihab 
All fourteen faculty interviewees were asked about possible benefits of the 
appraisal system for the students, and whether the appraisal system had had 
any effect on their classroom behaviour. Four of the five managers also 
offered an opinion on the subject, even though they were not specifically 
asked about it. Two managers said the faculty were very capable, 
professional, and experienced, and, as a consequence, the purpose of the 
appraisal system was just to confirm their abilities rather than suggest 
improvements. By contrast, two other managers both suggested the 
appraisal system should lead to improvements in student learning. One of 
them was reported by faculty to conduct more than the one observation per 
semester prescribed in the official documentation and seemed to view 
observation as a way to improve pedagogy. In her words, the purpose of 
observation was "to see methodology in action and classroom interaction, 
with a view to identifying features of our approach which could be 
generalised and areas which we may need to refine and develop"'. 
The other manager suggested that improvement might come, not so much 
from observation, as from student feedback, because "hopefully, it (the 
SET questionnaire) would point out at least some obvious areas that might 
need improvement, and that would benefit future students". 
With regard to the faculty, one of the teachers reported having a very 
thorough (and helpful) post-observation debriefing, and said that aspects of 
her classroom behaviour had changed as a consequence. The other thirteen 
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teachers said their classroom behaviour had not changed as a result of the 
classroom visit, although four of them went on to say they wished they had 
received more detailed post-observation feedback, and would have 
welcomed the chance to try out any suggestions for improvement. 
Two teachers reported changing their classroom behaviour as a result of 
feedback from the formal SET questionnaire. One had "changed a little bit" 
and the other had "made some changes". A third teacher said she changed 
"slightly" as a result of informal on-going feedback she had solicited from 
students. 
So a total of four teachers at Rihab said they had tried to improve their 
teaching as a result of some aspect of the appraisal system. A further seven 
teachers said the appraisal system had not had any effect on their classroom 
behaviour, the strongest sentiment coming from someone who said, "I've 
learnt nothing about my teaching from the whole process ... so, in itself, 
it's useless for me". Interestingly, the remaining three teachers suggested 
that the SET questionnaire had actually had a negative rather than a 
positive effect, in that they now concentrated on keeping the students happy 
rather than helping them learn. One of these teachers, for example, 
recounted how she was "more focused on trying to please the students 
rather than trying to teach them English", making sure she did more 
computer work, more library visits, more videos, and fewer grammar 
exercises, even though this was not what she thought they really needed. 
These three teachers also admitted inflating their grades in a effort to boost 
their student evaluation scores, something that will be discussed in more 
detail in section 6.3. 
6.2.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
The fifteen faculty members were all asked, firstly, if the appraisal system 
had had any effect on their classroom behaviour, and, secondly, whether it 
had had any effect on their relationship with students more generally. At a 
later point in the interview, they were also asked whether the appraisal 
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system had any benefits for the students. This last question was also asked 
of the four managers. 
Ten faculty members said that the appraisal system had had no effect on 
their classroom behaviour, although one of these suggested the detailed 
observation feedback she had received after one particular class visit, 
several years ago, may have improved her classroom teaching at that time. 
Of the remaining faculty members, three claimed it had had a negative 
effect on their teaching. One mentioned that all the non-teaching 
commitments she felt compelled to undertake paradoxically left her with 
less time and energy to devote to her students: 
I think that it [the appraisal system] affects how prepared I 
am for lessons, very often. And the fact that I often go to 
class tired and stressed, I think, it translates into the way I 
react towards my students. I don't maybe put the extra 
energy into developing a rapport with them, maybe, the way 
I should. 
Another reported that she had become much less engaged with her students 
and much less inclined to challenge. thern to work harder because she feared 
what would happen if they complained. A third, who had not passed 
probation, spoke of teaching in a more natural way, once this decision had 
been finalised, implying that while this decision was still under review, her 
teaching had been somewhat strained. 
By contrast, one teacher explained how her teaching had changed for the 
better as a result of feedback from the student evaluation of teaching: 
In the past, yes it has. I did notice consistently, that I ranked 
lower on [the SET category] "classes are interesting", and 
now, I really do make an effort to just move things around, 
juggle things around, break things up - so I do take those 
things on. 
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A second teacher said her teaching had also improved, though not directly 
through observation or student feedback. Rather, she had identified on her 
self-evaluation forrn a particular training course she wanted to run, and 
having been allowed to offer this course, she said that her own classroom 
teaching had improved as a result. 
The evidence from this study therefore suggests that appraisal is not usually 
perceived as having any effect on a teacher's classroom behaviour, and 
even in those rare cases where a change is discernible, it is not always for 
the better. However, it is still possible that appraisal could be seen as 
having a positive impact on learning, not so much by improving the already 
adequate practices of most teachers, as by targeting the shortcomings of the 
failing minority. This was a view endorsed by ten of the interviewees, 
including three of the four managers, when asked about benefits of the 
appraisal system from the students' point of view. For example, one faculty 
member commented that, "if somebody was doing a crap job, they could be 
gotten rid of, or they could be taught, theoretically". Several others talked 
about the appraisal system as a kind of "quality control" that "ensured a 
high calibre of teaching and teacher". Similarly, one of the managers 
commented that "through the system of appraisal, it's kind of obvious if 
somebody has not been pulling their weight and that's how the students 
benefit". 
6.2.3 Comparison with the literature 
The findings cited above contrast quite sharply with the theory, so often 
expressed in the literature, that appraisal ought to improve leaming, or, at 
the very least, teaching, more-or-less across the board, and certainly not 
just in the case of failing teachers. Thus, for example, Powney (1991a: 172) 
contends that "improving the quality of the learning process is surely 
central in the objectives of the appraisal of teachers". Similarly, Mortimore 
and Mortimore (1991: 127) argue that "appraisal ought to have an impact on 
the quality of student learning as well as the organisation skills, planning, 
and teamwork of the school staff', while Fidler and Cooper (1992: xiv) 
claim that appraisal "should lead to improvement in the learning 
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experiences of pupils and students". The same point is made in the 1991 
DES Regulation, cited in Cullen (1997: 181), which states that "appraising 
bodies should aim to improve the quality of education for pupils". A little 
less ambitiously, Magennis (1993: 235) links appraisal to improved teaching 
rather than learning, writing that, "whatever the origin or stated purpose, 
the only reasonable justification for the existence of an appraisal system is 
the enhancement of the quality of teaching". 
Nonetheless, my own research, in which 23 out of 29 teachers reported no 
change in their teaching, is by no means the first to point out a potential 
mismatch between the reality and the ideal of appraisal-driven classroom 
improvement. Turner and Clift. (1988: 173) write that "there was no 
shortage of evidence to suggest that little or nothing tangible seemed to 
have resulted [from the apprasial systern]". Indeed, "it is clear that in many 
cases, appraisals did not seem to have much direct relevance for teaching 
techniques" (Turner and Clift, 1988: 179). Other studies concur, suggesting 
that for a significant number of teachers, appraisal does not have any direct 
impact on teaching, let alone learning. Campbell (2002: 160) cites two 
studies (one by Bennett, 1999, and the other by Wragg ct at., 1996) in 
which 35% and 51% of teachers, respectively, reported that appraisal had 
no effect on their classroom practice; the figure for Campbell's own school 
was three out of eleven. Similarly, Kyriacou (1995: 112) reports that "about 
two-fifths of the teachers felt the process had led to changes in their 
classroom practice", implying that 60% felt it had not. Cullen (1997: 196) is 
more vague about the actual percentage, but her point, with reference to 
headteachers, is the same: "When asked about the effects of their own 
appraisal on the quality of teaching and learning in school and more 
generally on children, many of the heads thought that their own appraisal 
had little direct impact" (Cullen, 1997: 196, italics added). 
Thus, it would seem that, contrary to much of the rhetoric on appraisal, the 
causal link between monitoring teacher performance and enhancing student 
learning remains tenuous at best. Winstanley and Stuart-Smith (1996: 68), 
cited in Campbell (2002: 176), argue that, "There is no conclusive evidence 
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that the use of performance management systems results in improved 
performance". This certainly reflects the findings of my own study, where 
only about 20% of teachers reported any change in their classroom 
behaviour as a result of appraisal. 
6.3 What connections, if any, do teachers make between student 
evaluation of teachers and grade innation? 
6.3.1 Findings from Rihab 
Although teachers at Rihab were asked about the effect of appraisal on their 
classroom behaviour, they were not specifically asked about its effect on 
their grading of student work. Nonetheless, three teachers referred to this 
spontaneously. The first explained how, during double-marking, she and 
her colleagues would decide beforehand to give all the students A or B 
grades, even those who should have failed, because: 
You want to get good [SET] grades from your students 
because it has a major impact on whether ... you can stay in 
the country and work; if you can stay in the institution. So, 
in a way, you go out of your way to please the students. And 
you give the students what they want, and you give students 
inflated grades. You don't want students to fail and give you 
a bad evaluation. 
Another teacher recounted how she had been reprimanded by management, 
ostensibly because she had been slated in her SET evaluations, after giving 
some of her students lower midterm grades than they had been expecting. 
Subsequently, she had inflated her marks, a policy she argued was covertly 
endorsed by the management, particularly in the case of students from well- 
connected families: 
And we were strongly given the message that the students' 
grades were going to have to be higher ... so that the 
students wouldn't be complaining ... so, I now started to get 
the feeling that if I wanted to survive at [Rihab] I would 
ill 
have to give higher grades, especially to the girls [with royal 
sumames]. 
The third teacher had also received what she considered to be a negative 
evaluation and had then started "giving more opportunities for extra credit 
and feel-good things ... [allowing] a lot more leniency on tardiness and 
absences ... [and accepting] homework extremely late". 
6.3.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
As a result of what these three people had said at Rihab, I decided to 
modify the interview schedule at Al Fanar so that all faculty members were 
specifically asked if the appraisal system had had any effect on their 
grading of student work. All but one of them said quite categorically it had 
not. Interestingly, two of these people mentioned how it was not an issue 
for them, personally, but might be an issue for other people. One said, "in 
the States, they say that appraisal has begun to affect grading, and I think 
that it's an issue here, as well", whilst the other said, "non-Western staff [at 
Al Fanarl particularly have an awful lot to lose and might be tempted". 
The one faculty member who did admit inflating 'discretionary classwork' 
or PDA grades said she did this because she had been told by her 
colleagues and even her manager that she would have some serious 
explaining to do if she gave a student low PDA marks (ones and twos) 
when all her other teachers had given her high PDA marks (threes and 
fours). Naturally, it could be the case that none of the teachers who 
allegedly told her to inflate her PDA grades were amongst my other 
interviewees. On the other hand, it could also be the case that they were, 
but chose to tell me one thing (that they did not alter their marks) and her 
another (that she should not give ones and twos). Obviously, I have no way 
of knowing which of these two scenarios is 'true', but this incident does 
serve as another illustration of the 'constructed' nature of interview data, 
and the way in which any conclusions drawn from them relate to reported 
perceptions of reality, rather than any notion of 'objective truth'. 
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6.3.3 Comparison with the literature 
The literature on student rating of teachers is huge, particularly in the 
United States. It can be divided into two types. The first includes empirical 
studies that use statistical analysis of SET results and student grades in 
order to highlight correlations between the two. The second includes 
studies (both empirical and non-empirical) that use interviews, surveys and 
/ or personal reflection in order to interpret these correlations. 
The consensus from the first group is that students who achieve higher 
course grades give more favourable evaluations. Greenwald and Gillmorc 
(1997: 1210) point to "the widely observed phenomenon that course grades 
are positively correlated with course evaluation ratings". 
The consensus from the second group is that this correlation exists because 
teacher effectiveness influences both student grades and teacher ratings. 
(See, for example, Marsh and Roche, 1997, and d'Apollonia and Abrami, 
1997). In other words, good teachers are given better scores precisely 
because they help students learn more, and student ratings are a generally 
unbiased, valid and reliable guide to teacher performance "Dozens of 
scholars in the United States and abroad have agreed for years that student 
evaluations are a good measure of a teacher's skills. Nearly 2,000 studies 
have been completed on the topic, making it the most extensive area of 
research on higher education" (Wilson, 1998: 2). 
There are, of course, a few notable exceptions to this consensus, whose 
disconfirming claims are worthy of further investigation. Greenwald and 
Gillmore (1997), for example, offer three alternative explanations as to why 
higher student grades so often correlate with more favourable evaluations. 
Firstly, they suggest, student motivation (either in general, or in respect of a 
specific subject) could influence both grades and ratings. In other words, 
enthusiastic students might tend simultaneously to achieve high marks, and 
feel well-disposed towards their teachers, regardless of how well they 
actually teach. Secondly, students may infer that low marks are indicative 
of poor quality teaching, and, thirdly, they may 'reward' lenient grading 
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with high ratings. In these last two scenarios, grade-satisfaction is the 
critical intervening variable, rather than instructional quality or student 
motivation. 
At the University of Washington, three studies on student evaluation were 
conducted using data from over 200 courses in each of several semesters, 
during the academic year 1993-1994. Based on statistical manipulation of 
the results, Greenwald and Gillmore (1997) concluded that the correlation 
between teacher evaluation scores and student course grades is best 
explained by grading leniency: 
Giving high grades, by itself, might not be sufficient to 
ensure high ratings. Nevertheless, if an instructor varied 
nothing between two course offerings other than grading 
policy, higher ratings would be expected in the more 
leniently graded courses. 
(Greenwald and Gillmorc, 1997: 1214) 
Greenwald and Gillmore argue an elegant case, but theirs is still very much 
the minority voice, a fact that reflects my own research data, where 14 out 
of 29 faculty categorically denied inflating grades, and eleven made no 
reference to it. Obviously, the motivations of the four teachers who did 
admit to grade inflation are worthy of further study, but for our present 
purposes, it is enough to conclude that my study, like much of the 
literature, provides little evidence that student evaluation of teaching is seen 
as leading to grade inflation. 
6.4 How much time do faculty and management devote to appraisal? 
Do they consider that the time devoted to appraisal Is time well-spen 
6.4.1 Findings from Rihab 
Unfortunately, interviewees at Rihab were not asked these two questions 
directly, so it is difficult to be sure how far they felt the demand for greater 
accountability was taking time away from other more important tasks, a 
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key faculty perception reported in much of the literature. Nonetheless, a 
number of faculty and managers did refer to the amount of time spent on 
various aspects of the appraisal system, and whether or not they felt the 
time was well-spent. 
With regard to the teaching dossier, three faculty mentioned completing it 
"quickly", whilst another took "four hours" and a fifth took a weekend. A 
different faculty member mentioned how some of her colleagues "spent 
two or three weeks suffering" over the teaching dossier even though for her 
"putting the whole thing together maybe took me thirty minutes. It wasn't a 
lot of agony". 
Several respondents (including both faculty and management) mentioned 
that the teaching dossier in the first year was more time-consuming to 
compile than the one in the second year, because the former asked for a 
statement of educational philosophy, while the latter required just a list of 
classes, achievements, and teaching materials. Some respondents said they 
thought the first year version was better because it "provided more valuable 
information"; whilst others said they preferred the second year version 
because it was simpler, more straightforward and quicker. 
From a personal point of view, some members of faculty reported that the 
dossiers were useful, as tools for recording what they had done, reflecting 
on practice, and / or keeping up their CV. From a management point of 
view, however, four faculty members said they were "a waste of time" 
because the information they contained was unlikely to be read, let alone 
acted upon. Two of these faculty members mentioned how a colleague in a 
different department had deliberately submitted her first year dossier on a 
damaged / unreadable floppy disk and not been discovered, prompting one 
of them to ask, "Why should I waste my time writing something that no- 
one's going to read? ". Whether or not management would endorse this 
sentiment is not clear, but the senior manager to whom the dossiers were 
turned in did admit that she was unable to review them in any great detail 
because there were 105 of them to be read every year. 
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In summary, it seems that faculty did not spend a great deal of time on the 
appraisal system, but, even so, there was a certain amount of resentment 
over the small amount of work that was required, because management 
were seen as ignoring the data they demanded. This sentiment is best 
summed up by the following faculty comment: 
I think that preparing dossiers and other kinds of hoops that 
we've been asked to jump through by the administration, in 
the name of evaluation, and assessment and whatever, has 
impinged on our time, but it's usually anywhere from an 
hour to a week of preparation. You know, it's not too much 
to ask, if they're used properly, but I haven't really seen that 
they've been used. Like I said, when the rehire decisions are 
made, then I guess we'll have a better idea of the thing being 
used. But I don't have much faith that they're going to be 
used. 
With regard to the managers themselves, two of them admitted that whilst 
the appraisal system took up a great deal of time, it was not particularly 
effective, and yet, paradoxically, making it more effective would take up 
even more time. The first said: 
For something which is not very standardised, not 
standardised enough to draw any general conclusions across 
the university or even across the unit, it takes up an 
inordinate amount of time. On the other hand, to make it 
more worthwhile, it would have to take up even more time. 
If we're going to do it properly with interviews and 
consultations and so on, it does take up a long time. 
And the second said: 
The drawbacks are just the paperwork. With 105 faculty, 
think of the hours ... I guess I just don't see it as terribly 
meaningful. If I had ten faculty members, fine, that'd be 
great. I could spend a lot of time and go and talk and things 
like this. But there are so many people in this case, you 
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know ... so, it's fairly mechanistic, if you will. I suppose ... 
[it could function more effectively] ... if the instruments 
were better, and more time were spent with the individual 
teachers in talking and discussing ... [but] any hours not in 
class, you really have to justify, and so, more hours spent on 
these kinds of things means more hours out of class. 
Both respondents suggested that this allocation of additional time was 
unlikely to happen because appraisal was not a priority, in the institution's 
second year, when so much else was still at the developmental stage: 
I think, at the moment, it's a token effort. The authorities 
realise that they need to have some system of staff appraisal 
and most organisations these days do have some system of 
appraisal intended in a general sense to make the 
organisation as efficient as possible. But to do that in the 
ideal world is going to take far more time than we've got. 
And the present system is a stopgap, and I think it's 
recognised that it's inadequate but as I said before, it's not a 
high priority when we've got a lot of work to do on 
curriculum and standards and all the rest of it. 
This lack of priority was also referred to by another manager, rather 
poetically, over lunch one day. According to my field notes, in the contcxt 
of a discussion over appraisal, she recalled how, in the university's first 
year, "water" was used "to put out the fires in the administration blocV, 
rather than "to tend to the flowers in the garden". 
Management therefore seemed to be aware that the appraisal system might 
be taking up more time than its impact justified, but were allowing this to 
continue, at least in the short-term, because other issues were more 
pressing. It remains to be seen whether this situation changes as more of the 
university's inaugural work on curriculum and assessment becomes 
routinised. 
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6.4.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
After analysing the data from Rihab, and identifiying time as an important 
aspect of appraisal, I modified the interivew schedule used at Al Fanar so 
that interviewees were specifically asked, firstly, how much time they had 
devoted to the apprasial system, and, secondly, whether they considered 
this time well-spent. The first of these questions threw up an interesting 
range of answers because some faculty defined the appraisal system quite 
narrowly in terms of the class observation, the student evaluation of 
teachers, and the completion of a self-evaluation form, whereas others 
interpreted the appraisal system more widely, and included in it time spent 
in professional development workshops, time spent "thinking about my 
work while I'm watering my flowers at home", and even "anything that you 
do apart from the bare necessities of our job, which is preparing lessons and 
delivering lessons". 
The time spent filling in the self-evaluation forms, preparing for the class 
visit, and reading the results of the student evaluation of teachers was 
generally defined in terms of a few hours, and considered by almost all 
faculty to be "very little" or "not much". 
With regard to management, all three middle managers mentioned how 
time-consuming it was. One had even given up two weeks of her holiday in 
order to complete the summative evaluation forms on the teachers she 
managed. The senior manager also commented on the fact that although the 
appraisal process was not particularly time-consuming for her, it was 
"bloody time-consuming" for her middle managers. Many of the faculty 
members also recognised this. One probationer mentioned how she had 
only been observed once, not twice, because her manager was so busy; and 
another commented on how "people feel it [appraisal] is the right thing to 
do, but it's always given to the people who are busiest, supervisors, middle 
managers 
In response to the second question, nine of the fifteen faculty members 
reported that the time they spent on appraisal, whichever way they 
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calculated it, was time well-spent, either because they "enjoyed" doing it, 
they felt it provided their manager with useful information, or it helped 
them to "take stock" and reflect on their own practice. One of these nine 
did mention, however, that although she regarded her own PD activities as 
worthwhile, she thought some of her colleagues were devoting energy to 
"projects that aren't necessary and are a waste of time and effort", just 
because they felt under pressure to set and achieve some goals each year. 
She noted the importance of linking one's own professional goals with the 
needs of the institution, adding that she had worked at another college in 
the system and felt that people there, in contrast to Al Fanar: 
certainly produced reams and reams of booklets and 
exercises that no-one ever cracked open again. It was just 
wasted paper really. But they said they were going to do it, 
and they just had to produce something at the end of the 
year. 
This need to marry the goals of the individual with the needs of the 
institution was also mentioned by two of the managers, one of whom sent 
out a list of departmental goals at the same time as people were asked to 
complete the goal-setting section of their self-evaluation forrn. 
By contrast, four of the faculty members suggested that the time spent on 
appraisal was "a waste" because they did not learn anything as a result; it 
was perceived as just another "admin task we have to do". The remaining 
two faculty members answered the question in such a way that it was not 
clear whether they thought the time was well-spent or not. 
Obviously, it is hard to compare Rihab and Al Fanar faculty reactions on 
this point because the fon-ner group were not specifically asked about it, but 
my sense is that faculty at Al Fanar were generally happier with the time 
they devoted to the appraisal system, because the majority of them said the 
time was well-spent, and the four people who did say it was a waste of time 
did not express these sentiments as strongly, nor at such great length, as the 
four people at Rihab. 
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With regard to the management at Al Fanar, all four interviewees stressed 
how important appraisal was and there was no suggestion that they resented 
the amount of time that had to be devoted to it. The senior manager, having 
noted it was "bloody time-consuming" for middle managers, added "but 
that's fine ... it's a very important part of their job, if not the most 
important part". Similarly, the middle managers themselves called it 
"hugely important", "incredibly important" and "one of the things we 
should be spending time on". Two of the managers were even planning to 
devote yet more time to it in the coming year, one because she wanted to 
make it "less clinical", and one because she wanted to make it "more 
developmental". 
One of the managers did comment on how appraisal always gets relegated, 
"to the bottom of the pile" behind student problems, grade issues, and 
exams, but, in general, the managers at Al Fanar reported a rather stronger 
commitment to the appraisal process than those at Rihab, perhaps reflecting 
the fact that Rihab was only two years old and still very much in the 
process of developing curricula and assessments, whereas Al Fanar was 
five years old, and part of a well-establi shed system more than ten years 
old. 
6.4.3 Comparison with the literature 
The findings cited above, particularly from the faculty members, are 
somewhat at odds with much of the literature, where considerable concern 
is expressed over the amount of time that appraisal requires. Many teachers 
in the study by Turner and Clift (1988) complained that not enough time 
was allocated to appraisal, with the result that other activities had to be 
curtailed. Likewise, amongst teachers in Kyriacou's (1995: 114) study, "the 
most common complaint" was that appraisal was "very time-consuming", 
whilst in Campbell's (2002: 161) study, "lack of time was regarded as the 
most difficult obstacle to overcome". 
Similarly, amongst the headteachers interviewed by Cullen (1997), "the 
overwhelming majority" (Cullen, 1997: 191) "found the appraisal process 
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very time-consuming, and as a result experienced some stress as well as 
concern that time was being taken away from other important school 
activities" (Cullen, 1997: 200). 
In Higher Education, the same concern is even more apparent, though here 
it is most often linked to accountability in general, rather than appraisal 
systems, per se. Trow (1994), Randle and Brady (1997b), Elliott and 
Crossley (1997), and Currie and Vidovich (2000) all mention the increase 
in bureaucratic procedures, burdensome paperwork, and form-filling that 
has come about as a result of managerialism, more specific details of which 
have already been discussed in the section on the relationship between 
managerialism. and bureau-professionalism. 
In comparison to the studies cited above, the data from Rihab and At Fanar 
appear rather more complex. The system of appraisal at At Fanar was 
considerably more elaborate than at Rihab, involving, as it did, individual 
faculty interviews and summative reports. Nonetheless, managers at both 
institutions mentioned how very time-consuming appraisal was, and, in this 
respect, my own findings concur with much of the previous research. With 
regard to faculty perceptions, however, the position is somewhat different. 
In the literature, both managers and faculty seem equally concerned about 
the amount of time appraisal requires, whereas, in my own study, this was 
mentioned far more often by managers than by faculty. Indeed, very few 
faculty made any reference to the time-consuming nature of the appraisal 
process, and those that did were concerned, not so much because they had 
more important things to do, a common complaint in other HE studies, but 
because they believed very little use was being made of the information 
asked for. 
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6.5 To what extent is appraisal said to focus on either basic technical 
competencies or flexible, creative practiceq? 
6.5.1 Findings from Rihab 
Although none of the interviewees at Rihab was asked directly about this 
dichotomy, all the managers were asked why the specific appraisal methods 
used at the institution had been chosen, and all the faculty were asked 
whether they agreed with the methods adopted. Opinion was very much 
divided over whether any of the three appraisal instruments (the teaching 
dossier, the lesson observation, and the student evaluation of teaching) 
were of any value, but there was certainly no consensus that the instruments 
focused on mechanistic number-crunching or technicist performance 
indicators. 
Two of the five managers said the teaching dossier was the most 
"important" or "valuýble" element in the appraisal process, although a third 
called it "a formalised waste of time" because it was written during two 
weeks in April instead of being an on-going process throughout a teacher's 
period of employment. One of the managers said she preferred the dossier 
from the first year because it required a detailed statement about teaching 
philosophy, rather than a "perfunctory" list of classes taught, whereas 
another said she preferred the scaled-back version because it was less time- 
consuming for faculty to write and appraisers to read. 
Faculty, likewise, were divided over whether the dossier was worthwhile, 
and whether the first or second year version was better. One faculty 
member said she preferred the earlier version because it was "more 
personal and more teacher-specific", whilst another said the "simplified" 
version was a less "ambiguous" improvement. Four faculty suggested it 
was a waste of time because it was not going to be read and would have no 
impact on their future employment. Two of these faculty recounted the 
anecdote, mentioned earlier, about someone in another department who 
deliberately submitted her dossier on a damaged unreadable disk and was 
never asked for another copy. Six other faculty noted how, in the second 
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year, at least, the dossier had been read by someone, since they had 
received a letter from their Head of Department that made some reference 
to the material contained within it. Interestingly, two faculty maintained 
that the dossier would only be read in detail if a manager were looking for 
evidence to use against a faculty member. Regardless of whether or not 
management read the dossiers, five faculty said it was personally useful for 
them to have compiled theirs, either because it helped them update their 
CV, or because it made them feel good about all they had achieved during 
the year. 
The general consensus therefore seems to be that the teaching dossier was a 
potentially useful document, particularly if it were read by management and 
used to inform their decision-making. As was suggested earlier, with one 
possible exception, faculty did not seem to consider the dossier either 
mechanistic or technicist. 
Similarly, although most faculty said they gained little, if any, benefit from 
the classroom visit, there was no suggestion that the categories on the 
lesson observation form were inappropriate. 
Two faculty members described the classroom visit as "perfunctory", and 
another recounted how her observer had spent half the time checking her 
email. A fourth faculty member recalled how her observed lesson had been 
entirely taken up with student presentations. The same thing had happened 
during one of my own lesson observations, and in my case, the observer 
had justified this kind of class visit by saying that lesson observation "was 
just a formality". 
Despite the fact that pre- and post-lesson discussions are usually considered 
an integral part of lesson observation, at least according to the extensive 
literature on appraisal, no-one mentioned having a prc-lesson discussion, 
and only one manager and three faculty members mentioned having a post- 
lesson discussion. One of the managers said she did not have time for post- 
lesson discussions and felt some teachers would resent them. Interestingly, 
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this sentiment was not reflected in what the faculty themselves actually 
said. Understandably, none of the teachers said they would resent a post- 
lesson discussion, but, more surprisingly, four of them said they actually 
wanted such a discussion, and were unhappy about not getting it. 
With regard to feedback, one of the managers openly admitted that she only 
ever gave top marks and wrote positive comments on the feedback form, 
because anything else "could so easily be misinterpreted" at a later stage. 
She might make suggestions for improvements orally, but these would not 
be included in the official form because "developmental practices, I feel, 
are better done, off paper". Two of the other managers said that they did 
use a mixture of ones ("needs improvement") and twos ("does well"), 
though, according to faculty responses, very few ones were ever recorded. 
Indeed, all but one of the faculty who talked about their numerical feedback 
said they got top marks in every category. For one person, this was a fair 
reflection of an experienced, well-qualified staff. In her words, "we're 
qualified, experienced teachers, we should get twos across the board". For 
many others, however, this strategy was unhelpful. Five faculty complained 
about the fact that they had not received any kind of detailed feedback, 
saying they would have positively welcomed suggestions on how to do 
things differently. Their sentiments are best summed up by the faculty 
member who commented: 
Basically you get a score of one, two or zero, and everyone 
just gets two, two, two, two, two. And I've never seen 
anybody that hasn't. And that's completely useless, as far as 
I'm concerned, because, when I do a lesson, and I'm 
observed, I don't want to be told that that was a perfect 
lesson, and I got two, two, two, two, two. I want to be told, 
okay, what the observer thought went well, but areas where 
they thought I might want to work on. There are always 
trends that you can work on. 
One member of faculty did rccognisc how observers might be reluctant to 
note down areas for improvement on the official form, because it became 
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part of your permanent record. In this case, she suggested they give faculty 
members a second sheet of handwritten notes detailing what they really saw 
and thought could be improved. 
There was just one instance where a faculty member said her lesson 
observation had been a valuable experience. In her case, the observer had 
conducted an extensive post-lesson discussion and had given her a 
feedback form that contained a list of strengths and weaknesses, rather than 
specific numbers. 
Thus, it seems fair to conclude that whilst faculty generally found the 
numbers on the classroom visit form unhelpful, they were not unhappy with 
the focus of the observation, just the lack of constructive feedback. 
The picture was a little less clear with regard to the student evaluation of 
teaching (SET). Four of the five managers downplayed the importance of 
the SET questionnaire (and the fifth stressed this in a memo sent to all 
faculty, though not in her interview). One said she "disregarded them", and 
another said: 
I don't take it terribly seriously given the way it is, the way 
it's conducted and everything else. I should, I suppose, and I 
suppose people above me would be appalled if I said - but I 
have said this in meetings, that student evaluations I don't 
take seriously at all. No-one here, at least in one year's time, 
would ever be dismissed, as far as I'm concerned, because 
they had poor student ratings. 
When asked why she had come to this conclusion, she replied: 
These students aren't used to doing things like this at all. 
And I look at the comments they make and so forth and 
they're very echoic. They say the same things and I think 
they're essentially meaningless. 
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Later, she added that student evaluation results would only catch her 
attention if a person consistently got the lowest ratings of any teacher over 
a period of three or four years. This need for cumulative evidence was also 
stressed by two other managers. One suggested questions should be asked if 
a person received negative student evaluations "over three consecutive 
semesters", while the other expressed the same sentiments, though she was 
less specific about the time-frame: 
I think the student evaluation over time would probably give 
a good impression, but for teachers who've only got two 
classes in each semester, maybe four classes in the year, it's 
going to take a while for a realistic picture to appear, 
because it's inevitable that you'll get classes that you don't 
get on with particularly well. So I think it's more important 
for the students that they feel they have a chance to 
comment on the teachers and I think on the whole they do it 
quite responsibly. 
Faculty opinion was more divided on the issue. Six faculty members 
mentioned how important it was to allow the students to give feedback, and 
one of them went as far as to suggest that their feedback was the most 
valuable, firstly because they saw the teacher every day whereas the 
manager visited just once or twice a year, and secondly because: 
They're our clients. So that's who we should be doing things 
for. If they're not happy, then we're doing something wrong. 
At the other end of the spectrum lay several faculty who argued that the 
SET questionnaire was not a valid instrument, either because it was badly 
designed or because the student population was not sophisticated enough to 
use it properly. One teacher complained that: 
because the student questionnaire evaluates the course at the 
same time as the teacher, you get negative evaluations based 
on things that are completely out of your control. 
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Two other teachers suggested that some of the questions, particularly one 
about setting homework every day, were not relevant to what a good 
teacher does. 
A further two teachers said some questions on the SET questionnaire were 
far more important than others, even though they were all given the same 
weighting. One of them then went on to express concern that the figures for 
all the questions were averaged to yield an overall numerical rating for each 
teacher: 
I think that it [the SET questionnaire] is appallingly ill- 
designed, and very often provides wrong information, I 
mean, at the most basic level. I give you one example - 
questions are averaged, so you get a one, two, three, four, 
five. And answers are assumed to be good or bad. Like your 
teacher gives you homework every day is assumed to a good 
thing. But certainly in the programme that I've been 
working on 50% of the teachers would never give 
homework, because their job has been specifically to 
supervise the homework that is given by another teacher. So 
you can't possibly get any meaningful information from 
that. And when that is averaged, and you get a 2.1 or a 1.2 or 
whatever the number is they're looking for at the end, it just 
skews things and the whole thing just becomes meaningless. 
In addition, four other teachers argued that the students did not complete 
the questionnaire appropriately because they were too "finicky", 
"whimsical" or overly influenced by how well they were doing on the 
course. 
Several faculty complained that the SET results were just handed to staff 
without any discussion. They argued that the numbers in themselves "don't 
seem to mean very much" and classroom behaviour "is not going to 
[change] if you don't get any kind of feedback other than a few numbers". 
Two faculty members had taken it upon themselves to address this concern 
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by soliciting their own on-going qualitative feedback from students. 
According to one of them: 
I'm not really very interested in the forin-filling evaluation. 
I'm much more interested in the student evaluation of our 
work together, and I get lots and lots of feedback on a 
regular basis. I mean, I do talk to my students, daily, weekly, 
about how WE are doing, about how WE are learning 
together. I talk to them about how they want to learn, what 
they want to learn, why they want to learn. 
Overall, it seems that the faculty were quite dissatisfied with the current 
SET instrument, for a wide variety of reasons, some of which relate to a 
perceived over-emphasis on numerical values and behaviour that is easily 
observable but not necessarily indicative of good teaching. Interestingly, 
the SET questionnaire was redesigned in its third year and my pcnultimate 
interviewee mentioned how she thought the latest version was better 
because it focused systematically on enthusiasm, rapport and organisation, 
which, in her eyes, were much more relevant to effective teaching than the 
giving of homework. 
6.5.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
At Al Fanar, faculty were asked whether they agreed with the methods of 
appraisal that had been chosen, and whether they thought the instruments 
focused on appropriate criteria. In general, the faculty at Al Fanar spoke of 
a need to judge people according to explicit criteria, in order to be as 
objective and therefore as fair as possible. In the words of one middle 
manager, "it can't be subjective, vague or wobbly". In the words of 
another, it needs to be "objective ... [and] ... evidential". Somewhat 
surprisingly, the most senior manager asserted that the process should rely 
90% on what is observed and 10% on "gut reaction", suggesting that if it 
were 100% objective, it might not be so good. 
With regard to the specific criteria for appraising faculty, seven of the 
teachers at Al Fanar said they were happy with the methods used, which, in 
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their words, were "fairly standard", "fairly professional", "fairly carefully 
thought-out", "quite good", "fair" and "okay". Four of the remaining 
faculty mentioned the importance of considering the methods of appraisal 
within the wider context of the organisation. In other words, the appraisal 
methods used at Al Fanar had the potential to yield useful information, but 
this potential would be realised only if the general atmosphere was one of 
openness and trust. In the words of one interviewee: 
I think that some of the things may or may not be valuable, 
but if you haven't got confidence that there are procedures 
that are to be followed with everybody equally, and 
decisions are open to public inspection etc. etc. - if none of 
these factors are there, it doesn't really matter what 
procedures you use. 
A further two faculty mentioned how the appraisal system created "a 
veneer" of following "best practice", even though nothing much changed. 
Almost all faculty said that when they were being observed, they tried to 
give a lesson showing themselves in the best possible light. "People do get 
the impression, rightly or wrongly, that it's a fon-nulaic lesson they are 
looking for. " Indeed, one new faculty member recounted how, after giving 
"a performance lesson" for her first observation, she had given "a regular 
lesson" for her second observation, and been told this was not quite right. 
The manager observing her had asked for a more detailed lesson plan, and 
other faculty had told her, "You're not supposed to do regular lessons. 
You're supposed to do performances ... when you are being observed you 
do a special observation lesson. It's not what you normally teach". 
This emphasis on performance was also apparent in the comments from 
managers, one of whom said she told her faculty "it'll go in your 
evaluations, so yes, do an all-singing, all-dancing [lesson]". Similarly, the 
senior manager likened a class observation to hosting a dinner party where 
"I'm not going to bring out my broken crockery and cups - I'm going to get 
the best stuff' meaning that observed teachers should give their best 
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possible performance. Clearly, neither teachers nor observers saw the class 
visit as an opportunity to engage in action research. 
There was much less of a consensus over the appropriateness of the criteria 
used to evaluate the observation. One person maintained that the form was 
good because it focused on "how you are as a teacher rather than how you 
were in that particular lesson". Four other faculty disagreed, saying the 
form needed to be "more general" or "more flexible" so it could be used 
with a wider variety of lessons, and branding some of the categories 
"dingbats, daft, simplistic" and "ludicrous". A further two faculty members 
mentioned how the form seemed to place too much emphasis on what was 
currently "fashionable" in English language teaching. One faculty member 
suggested that the criteria were "insultingly simplistic" and should be done 
away with, although then "they [the observers] could stand accused of 
being too subjective". 
One faculty member distinguished between "surface" criteria such as 
66classroom control and neatness" and "significant" criteria such as "is the 
teacher attending to all the different levels of students involved in the 
classroom". She said the current form contained a mixture of surface and 
significant criteria. This distinction between what was easily observable 
and what was really significant was also mentioned by two of the 
managers. One argued that the criteria "didn't really focus on important 
classroom skills. They tended to focus on peripheral things, such as writing 
up the objectives on the whiteboard". The other made a similar point, 
saying: 
It's got these horrible boxes ... the form itself is actually 
veryjudgemental ... it's such an obvious ticklist. You know, 
so how many ticks did you get, or how many fives did you 
get equals a good lesson, you know. So, I mean you could 
have a robot in there, couldn't you? You know, wrote up the 
objective on the board, you know, stated the objective 
clearly, got them to do the work and then left. Like, where 
was the interaction, where was the communication? Where 
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was anything in that? So, yeah, it's very basic, it brings it all 
down to a very basic level. I find it really nasty. 
On the other hand, both of these managers were aware of the danger of 
being seen as "subjective" in their judgements. 
Accordingly, both faculty and managers seem to perceive the classroom 
visit as focusing, at least in part, upon those features of the lesson that arc 
most easily observable, but only in order to reduce the apparent subjectivity 
of the process. In other words, it was not accountability, per se, that led to 
an emphasis on basic technical competencies; it was, instead, a desire to 
ensure as much objectivity as possible. 
Some faculty appeared happy to receive a numerical rating for their lesson 
observation because "being given a ranking happens everywhere" and "you 
expect to have your skills ranked". Others felt rather more uncomfortable 
with this because "it's hard to make people into numbers". One of the 
managers, in particular, was adamant that "actually having to give a 
number to what somebody is doing in the classroom" was "quite difficult" 
and "not particularly constructive". 
Similarly, one of the teachers recommended that student pass rates be used 
to determine teacher effectiveness, whilst another argued the exact 
opposite. The first teacher said student pass rates were more "objective" 
and less "political" than other methods, such as the manager's summative 
report. By contrast, the second teacher said "it's really hard to measure 
efficacy in teaching and learning numerically" because students might 
make "a great deal of progress, and a lot of growth, and a lot of personal 
development" even though this was "not reflected in the pass rate". 
With regard to the student evaluation of the learning environment (SELE), I 
found the same spectrum of opinion as at Rihab. One teacher suggested that 
student feedback was the most valuable kind because they saw you 180 
days a year"; many other faculty members dismissed the results as 
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"rubbish", "a mess", "bizarre", "nonsensical", "a beauty contest", $'a farce", 
and "worthless". Amongst this group were three teachers who each recalled 
having a public disagreement with a particular student in class and then 
being slated in their SELE shortly afterwards. Between these two extremes 
lay a few faculty who said student feedback could be useful if the questions 
were suitable, and the students were given sufficient time and training to 
allow them to respond constructively. Two of the managers concurred with 
this viewpoint, and suggested that comments from students were more 
informative than mere numbers. 
One of the managers argued that the latest SELE version was "less 
subjective, and ... less [of] a tool to attack a teacher" whereas another 
maintained that it was still fairly unhelpful because it focused on peripheral 
things, like teacher punctuality, when "there are more important things we 
want to know". 
So again there is some suggestion that the SELE does indeed focus on the 
most easily observable facets of teacher behaviour, but again, this is seen as 
a legitimate attempt to limit the subjectivity of the instrument, an 
apparently prudent precaution, given how many teachers complained of 
students acting on a "whim" or holding "a grudge". 
The final element in the appraisal process at Al Fanar was the annual 
setting of individual goals, something that had no parallel at Rihab. Three 
faculty said they welcomed this as an opportunity to take stock and inject 
some direction into their careers. On the other hand, a couple of faculty said 
self-evaluation could not be completely honest at Al Fanar because people 
wanted to protect themselves, rather than admit to a genuine weakness. One 
of them remarked how: 
when you have an organisation that you feel completely safe 
in, then I think those scif-evaluations can be particularly 
enlightening. But, what happened with us was we got all 
these rumours, ... that a bunch of people were going to be 
laid off, not make probation, so that takes you away from 
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being particularly honest into being sort of protective. I 
suggest that everybody wrote stuff, not because they were 
doing self-evaluation, but they were trying to answer the 
questions correctly so that they would be able to continue 
here. 
A third faculty member also suggested that the self-evaluation process 
encouraged people to engage in activities just for the sake of it. In her 
opinion, some of her colleagues, particularly at another college, were 
wasting their time on unnecessary projects, just so they had something to 
write on their sclf-evaluation form. In this case, the need for greater 
accountability may well have led to some spurious developmental activity, 
though, of course, such an opinion is hardly representative of what the 
other fourteen faculty members thought. 
6.5.3 ComParison with the literature 
A number of authors have commented on how most appraisal schemes are 
competency-based and as such limit teaching to a narrow set of observable 
skills. According to Peaker (1986), appraisal procedures in the US 
encourage "safe" rather than creative, flexible teaching, focusing on highly 
specific competencies at the expense of a more holistic assessment of a 
teacher's overall contribution to the institution. Similarly, Wragg (1984) 
and Elliott (1983), cited in Turner and Clift (1988), suggest that 
competency-based appraisal in the UK ignores the need for imaginative and 
reflexive skills. More recently, Troman (1996: 22) has argued that 
contemporary definitions of a 'good' teacher place greater emphasis "upon 
the technical competencies that facilitate the administrative and 
management aspects of the ... teacher's work" with the result that "teacher 
quality is now defined in terms of technical competencies as opposed to 
personal qualities". Quality is reduced to observable facets of student 
learning and only the predictable and measurable is valued, making what is 
non-observable, non-quantifiable or unintended irrelevant (Elliott and 
Crossley, 1997: 84). The more teacher appraisal is concerned with 
"managerial control", the more quality will be "defined in terms of minimal 
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competencies ... [meaning] ... the most generic of technical skills" (Ko, 
2001: 35). 
Without doubt, aspects of the appraisal schemes at Rihab and Al Fanar 
were said to focus on basic technical competencies. Particularly at the latter 
institution, the observed lesson was described as an opportunity to perform 
at one's best rather than as a chance to engage in collaborative 
experimentation. There was also some concern on the part of both faculty 
and managers about the reduction of the complex teaching process to a 
series of numbers. However, for the most part, teachers suggested this was 
preferable to anything more nebulous and open to subjective interpretation, 
and there was certainly little evidence that teachers linked either the use of 
numbers or the focus on basic technical competencies to a desire for greater 
managerial control. 
With regard to student evaluation of teachers, the degree of diversity found 
at Rihab and Al Fanar is also present in the literature. Some authors, such 
as Pollitt (1987: 96), place considerable value on the judgement of learners 
they label "consumers". In their eyes, consumer accountability can 
complement professional development, and empowering students in this 
way can only enhance the work of teachers. Similarly, Mortimore and 
Mortimore (1991: 131) suggest that "clients" have valid opinions and 
perspectives, although they do acknowledge that they may not always be in 
a position to make informed judgements about a teacher's work. By 
contrast, authors such as Trow (1994: 15) and Trowler (1998a: 105) argue 
strongly against demand-lcd teaching, which they believe short-changes 
rather than empowers students, because it is a teacher's job not merely to 
furil students' expectations, but to challenge, modify and extend them. 
Many of the teachers at Rihab and Al Fanar agreed with the principle of 
allowing students to have their say, but disagreed with the particular 
instrument that was used. A similar dichotomy between theory and practice 
has also been noted by Boyd et al. (1994: 12), who write that: 
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A large majority of professors in most countries agree that 
student opinion should be used in the evaluation of teaching 
effectiveness ... Still, we find widespread dissatisfaction 
with faculty evaluation. Replies from all countries 
overwhelmingly indicate that better ways are needed to 
evaluate teaching performance. 
Such dissatisfaction with student evaluation of faculty has also been 
previously noted at tertiary level in the country in question. According to 
the results of a survey conducted by Richards (1999), 23% of faculty at a 
sister institution to Al Fanar were dissatisfied with SELE as a means of 
evaluating their performance, and 38% were very dissatisfied. Many 
teachers in this study said students at the college were too immature to 
make an objective judgement about their teachers; they expressed concern 
about students holding grudges; they mentioned how students confused 
popular and good teachers; and they suggested stricter teachers got lower 
ratings; all of which echoes the findings of my own research. 
Moreover, with regard to target-setting, Campbell (2002: 75) reports that 
many of the teachers in his study found this to be the most difficult aspect 
of the appraisal process to get right. This does not seem to have been the 
case in my own study, although a couple of people did mention a certain 
reluctance to admit to weaknesses, and a third person suggested target- 
setting might lead people to engage in 'busy work' for its own sake. 
Finally, the tension between objective and subjective criteria, mentioned by 
several managers and faculty, has been widely discussed in the literature. 
On the one hand, objective criteria, applied to everyone equally, may be the 
only way to ensure the evaluative element of appraisal is fair, rather than 
biased; on the other hand, subjective criteria, tailored to individual 
circumstances, may be the only way to ensure developmental appraisal is 
meaningful, rather than trivial. 
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Accordingly, the primary school heads in Hellawell's (1991: 34) study 
reiterated the need for both standardised procedures to ensure equity, and 
differentiated procedures to ensure individual development: 
In essence, the majority of heads appeared to be saying that 
they wanted universality of procedure to some extent to 
ensure parity, but they also wanted particularistic treatment 
to ensure their own peculiar circumstances were taken into 
account. 
(Hellawcll, 1991: 35) 
Similarly, Gleave (1997), cited in Campbell (2002: 21), suggests precise, 
objective assessment is necessary when performance appraisal focuses on 
accountability, whereas flexible, subjective interpretation should be utilised 
when perfon-nance appraisal focuses on development. Would that it were 
that simple. In reality, many schemes focus on both evaluation and 
development, and many seemingly objective criteria are actually a matter 
of interpretation, because "judgements of performance are necessarily 
value-laden" (Simons and Elliott, 1989: 189). 
Interestingly, both management and staff at City University of Hong Kong 
spoke of the need not to limit academic appraisal to quantifiable outputs 
(Ko, 2001). Amongst both groups, there was said to be support for 
subjective judgements, provided these were not used to make too fine a 
distinction between the performances of different faculty members. The 
senior management, in particular, "seemed to have a shared view that it was 
not only impracticable, but also undesirable" to restrict measurement to 
what is "quantitative, precise, or predictable" since this "would mean that 
performance would be mediocre, and not creative enough" (Ko, 2001: 156, 
italics in original). In other words, "one had to accept subjective 
judgements in assessing academic work ... [because there was] ... no better 
way to assess academic work7(Ko, 2001: 156). 
Very little support for this kind of subjective judgement was found in the 
current study (with the possible exception of the senior manager and a few 
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faculty members at Al Fanar). On the contrary, the need for objective 
criteria and clear evidence was repeatedly cmphasiscd, and the lack thereof 
repeatedly criticised -a situation that may well be related to the lack of job 
security and prevalence of politicking mentioned by many interviewces, 
and discussed in more detail in sections 6.7 and 6.8 below. It seems 
reasonable to assume that at institutions where fairness and parity are major 
bones of contention, staff are likely to prefer the protection seemingly 
afforded by transparently objective criteria and extensively documented 
evidence; at institutions where staff already feel secure and equitably 
treated, they are likely to accept, and even embrace, the developmental 
possibilities seemingly facilitated by more subjective, i ndi vi dual ly-tai lorcd 
criteria. 
6.6 How far is the specific appraisal svstem at each institution 
perceived -as 
developmental and / or evaluative? How far is it seen as 
embodvint! a naradim of mofessionalism and / or manaurialism? 
6.6.1 Findings from Rihab 
In relation to this question, interviewees at Rihab were asked firstly, if they 
thought the appraisal system at the institution was primarily evaluative or 
developmental, and, secondly, whether they thought it was possible and / or 
desirable to separate these two aspects of appraisal. Analysing the results of 
this section was particularly difficult, partly because some respondents 
appeared to answer these questions in ways that contradicted assertions 
made elsewhere in the interview, and partly because merely equating 
development with professionalism, and contrasting this with evaluation / 
managerialism fails to do justice to the intricate relationships between these 
four elements. 
Certainly, the great majority of interviewees reported that the present 
system was more evaluative than developmental. This was the view 
expressed by three managers and eleven faculty members, although five of 
this latter group then went on to say that, in reality, it was neither 
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evaluative nor developmental because nothing was done with the 
information collected. In the words of one interviewcc, "There's no 
purpose to this. It's just an exercise, because there's no feedback. It's just 
something they have to go through". Another interviewee commented, even 
more pointedly, that: 
The two main functions, in my opinion, of faculty appraisal 
- number one would be for the administration to figure out 
who to retain, and number two, would be for the faculty to 
improve themselves. And on both counts, I don't see our 
appraisal system really having much bearing ... It doesn't 
seem to have much impact. There don't seem to be any 
decisions being made based on the information ... . 
In similar vein, various other interviewees labelled all or part of the 
appraisal system as "perfunctory", "fairly mechanical", "window-drcssing" 9 
"a waste of time", "quite, quite shallow", "ad hoc" and "very, very 
limited". 
Interestingly, although many of the interviewees were unhappy with the 
current system, they did not express any objection to evaluation, per sc, and 
nor did they point out any inherent contradiction with combining both 
evaluative and developmental elements within the same system, contrary to 
much of the literature on appraisal. To be fair, one manager did say that 
appraisal could be either evaluative or developmental, but not both 
simultaneously. By contrast, two managers and seven faculty members said 
that even though the current appraisal system was primarily evaluative, it 
would be better if it also included more developmental opportunities. 
Several faculty members reported that they would prefer more detailed 
feedback, particularly after the classroom observation, in order to develop 
professionally. 
One talked about "missed oppportunities for development" and another 
said: 
I feel like I have a lot to leam from people who have more 
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experience than me. And if I have to go through the pain of 
observation, I'd a lot rather actually get something out of it. 
Rather than a piece of paper that says everything is fine and 
one verbal comment that says well, it wasn't the most 
exciting lesson I've ever seen, but it was okay. 
Somewhat surprisingly, just over half the faculty members (but none of the 
managers) said that as well as failing to provide opportunities for 
professional development, the appraisal system was also very negatively 
skewed. Four of them claimed that it offered no positive recognition of 
achievement, and a further four suggested that it was used only as a tool for 
getting rid of people. Their comments included the following: 
Some of the teachers here in particular, I think, are doing a 
fantastic job; they don't get any kind of rewards for that. 
There's just no recognition whatsoever, certainly no positive 
recognition of anything anyone does. Presentations at 
conferences, papers published, other kinds of professional 
advancement, there's no recognition at all. 
You [the management] say - we're just trying to check that 
you're not doing something bad. We're not looking at, you 
know, what are you doing that's good. 
I have never heard of, or seen anything, that showed any sort 
of positive reinforcement if one does well .... it's just a 
negative. 
And the feeling -I think it's a pretty general feeling - is that 
any appraisal of you that happens only matters if they want 
to get rid of you. If they want to keep you, nobody is rcally 
going to pay any attention - it's not going to help you. 
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In addition, six faculty members spoke disparagingly of a management that 
are "downright incompetent"; that are "horrible and mean and spiteful and 
lacking in trust"; that lack knowledge of basic management principles; that 
send emails "full of shif' and make "asinine pronouncements [every] two 
or three days"; that "stomp on everybody to keep them down"; and use 
teachers as "cannon folder to shore up the various holes that appear every 
time they have a new idea". 
One, when asked what effect the appraisal system had had on her 
relationship with the university management, replied that it had, "continued 
to confirm my opinion that they do not know what they are doing". Rather 
more strongly, another described the faculty appraisal system as "just 
another policy ... more outrageous bullshit coming down the pipe [from the 
administration building]". 
Obviously, given my own situation, I feel very negatively about the 
appraisal system at Rihab. Throughout the data analysis stage of my 
research, I was very conscious of the need not to let my personal 
experience prejudice the results, and not to focus unduly on comments that 
reflected my own feelings. For this reason, I systematically re-analysed the 
data in this section, specifically looking for any positive notes. I found 
none, and therefore feel justified in claiming that the negative comments 
cited above are a fair representation of the views expressed by around half 
the faculty. In section 6.1, it was argued that faculty are not opposed, in 
principle, to accountability models of appraisal. Accordingly, it would 
seem that those who spoke negatively about appraisal at Rihab did so, not 
so much because they saw it as primarily evaluative, but because they 
described it as being poorly administered by a management they did not 
respect. Such a stance was explicitly adopted by two intcrviewces who 
commented that: 
I do think it's a necessary evil. I just think it's done badly 
here. 
And: 
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I think it's necessary - for any institution to function, it has 
to have some system of evaluation. But that doesn't mean to 
say that I approve of this one. 
6.6.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
In order to try and elicit less confusing data, the interview schedule at Al 
Fanar was modified slightly. Instead of getting interviewces to make a bi- 
polar choice between evaluation and development, I asked them to plot the 
college's position on an evaluative / developmental continuum, thereby 
allowing them a better opportunity to expand on their perspective and make 
more finely-graded distinctions. I also asked them how the Al Fanar system 
compared with any appraisal system they might have experienced 
elsewhere, in an attempt to separate opinions about appraisal in general, 
from perspectives on the specific system in place at Al Fanar. 
Overwhelmingly, faculty placed the system towards the evaluative end of 
the spectrum. Only one said it had been developmental, in that she had 
written an area of interest on her self-evaluation form and subsequently 
been allowed to concentrate on that area. Two other faculty members said 
that although it was currently evaluative, in the past, with different 
managers, it had been much more developmental, as they had been given a 
more detailed critique of the observed lesson containing suggestions for 
improvement. They both thought the precise balance between evaluation 
and development was more a function of a particular manager's approach 
than a function of the system itself, echoing Cooper and Fidler's 
(1992: 359) contention that "An appraisal system is only as good as the 
managers who have to operate the system". 
The rest of the faculty members placed it firmly towards the evaluative end 
of the spectrum, eight of them suggesting it was mostly evaluative, and a 
further three suggesting it was "wholly" or "95V evaluative. Two of the 
managers placed it firmly "in the middle" whilst the third said it was "fairly 
high towards the evaluative and Judgemental" end of the spectrum, 
especially when compared to the very developmentally-focuscd system she 
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had used the previous year in her former institution. She went on to say, 
somewhat hesitantly, that she suspected senior management would not like 
publicly to admit how evaluative the system was because they were aware 
that this was not considered "best practice" in education. Interestingly, 
within the context of the confidential interview, the senior manager had no 
hesitation in declaring the apprasial system "90% towards the evaluation 
and judgement end, overwhelmingly so" because the institution was judged 
by their exam results and could not afford the luxury of letting 120 people 
engage in their own kind of professional development. Whether or not the 
manager would have publicly admitted to such an evaluative system 
remains unclear. 
As at Rihab, some interviewees expressed a desire for a more 
developmental system. Amongst this group were two managers and five 
faculty members. This perspective was somewhat counter-balanccd 
however, by three other faculty members, one of whom questioned whether 
the working week allowed any time for professional development, and two 
of whom questioned whether there was much more for such a well- 
qualified and experienced staff to learn. 
Similarly, there was only one person who saw any problem with combining 
evaluative and developmental elements within the same system, though in 
contrast to Rihab, the lone voice at Al Fanar came from a faculty member 
rather than a manager. She began by stressing that appraisal should be 
separate from "evaluation and assessment ... [and] whether you are going to 
pass your probationary year". She continued by asserting that: 
I don't think you should be able to fail an appraisal. 
Somebody shouldn't come out of an appraisal session 
feeling, ah, I think I said the wrong thing. I think you should 
be able to say what you want, and your manager should be 
able to explore why you said certain things or why you feel 
certain things. But I think nothing that you say in your 
appraisal should count against you. 
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Very significantly, one faculty member took issue with the developmental / 
evaluative continuum and wanted to introduce a second dimension which 
she called the political / humanitarian because she thought "there arc 
political purposes; there are manipulative purposes; there are organisational 
systemic things that don't fit on this [developmental / evaluative] line". 
During the interview, she drew figure 6.1 below. Her argument was that the 
appraisal system could be developmental or evaluative in terms of data 
collection, but the use to which that data was put could be humanitarian or 
political. So, in a heavily political setting, exactly the same data could be 
interpreted positively or negatively, depending upon whether management, 
for entirely different reasons, wanted to retain or reject a teacher. 
Political 
Evaluative Developmental 
Figure 6.1 
This "political" dimension of the appraisal system was also mentioned, at 
great length, by the faculty member who did not get her contract renewed, 
and by the person who 'failed' probation. More surprisingly, it was also 
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Humanitarian 
referred to by the senior manager. She described a person whose teaching 
was excellent, but whose public criticism of the director had cost her her 
job: 
On the teacherTm talking about who left a few months ago, 
there was nothing in her file negative at all, at all. Not one 
word was there negative. Other people have been rehired for 
a three-year contract, and their file is that thick with 
complaints from managers and colleagues. But they get 
rehired or fired at the whim of the director. ' 
None of the managers at Rihab made any similar statements, but, as 
discussed earlier, four faculty members did say the appraisal system might 
be used to gather evidence to support a dismissal decision made on other 
grounds. Moreover, a different Rihab faculty member made a less explicit 
reference to the kind of diagram shown above, when she suggested that: 
If people want to use them in a judgemental way, [appraisal] 
results will be interpreted how people wish to interpret them 
... You can use a hammer to put a nail in the wall, or crack 
someone's head. 
This "political" dimension to appraisal, explicitly mentioned at Al Fanar, 
and implicitly refered to at Rihab, does not figure prominently in the 
literature, but may well be the key to explaining why many teachers at both 
places seemed able to accept evaluative appraisal, in principle, whilst 
remaining deeply dissatisfied with the particular process they had witnessed 
at their own institution. Teachers at both sites reported that they were not 
averse to being judged, nor to seeing management remove people judged to 
be poor teachers. But they were averse to seeing colleagues they said were 
good teachers, and even "good team-players", removed for other reasons. 
This was mentioned specifically by nine faculty members at Al Fanar. The 
comments from three of them are quoted below: 
I could do excellent lessons from now until my end of my 
contract, but if there was a reason to get rid of me, I don't 
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think the lesson observations would make any difference 
whatsoever. 
There is also a sense that appraisal operates on the basis of 
reaction to your opinions and your ideas, and not simply to 
how well you do yourjob. 
I find it morally objectionable that teachers can have a good 
track record and be laid off without good cause, and often 
not told the reason, or told they don't fit. You know, it's just 
to me morally wrong. 
Somewhat surprisingly, in view of the above, many faculty members still 
said the predominantly evaluative, and somewhat political appraisal system 
at Al Fanar was an improvement on the appraisal they had experienced in 
other organisations. Two people reported that they had not had any kind of 
appraisal in previous institutions and considered this a failing. Two other 
people with wide experience in the Middle East said the system at Al Fanar 
was more professional and more thorough than those they had experienced 
elsewhere. Similarly, one of the managers said she had "always 
experienced far less well-structured appraisal systems", both elsewhere in 
the Middle East and in the UK. She also spoke rather proudly of the fact 
that a colleague who was a headteacher in Britain had borrowed elements 
of the Al Fanar system for use in her own school. 
In total, five faculty members and two managers said the Al Fanar system 
was better than any system they had experienced elsewhere, even though 
three of them expressed concern that in the year the research was 
conducted, some seemingly good teachers had not passed probation. By 
contrast, five faculty members and one manager said the Al Fanar system 
was worse than their previous appraisal systems. Two faculty members and 
one manager expressed a preference for their previous system because it 
had been more developmental, although both faculty members noted that 
the institutions in question had been much smaller than Al Fanar. The other 
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three faculty members said they preferred their previous systems because 
they thought the Al Fanar system was used unfairly. Not surprisingly, the 
person who 'failed' probation and the person who did not get her contract 
renewed accounted for two out of the three people in this group. 
6.6.3 Comparison with the literature 
Again, these findings tend to agree with studies of state school teaching 
more than studies of tertiary institutions. As we saw in the literature review, 
many commentators point to the apparent contradiction between an 
appraisal system that is simultaneously evaluative and developmental, 
whilst many empirical studies, such as those by Peaker (1986), Fitzgerald 
(2001) and Middlewood (2001), as previously discussed, report no such 
tension in the eyes of school teachers. In this respect, the findings of the 
current research concur with these school-based studies. 
They also concur, in part, with Currie and Vidovich's (2000: 143) study of 
Australian university faculty, where it is reported that "Many respondents 
made the point that they were not opposed to accountability per se, but to 
the form of the current requirements". Certainly, interviewees at both Rihab 
and Al Fanar reported no objection to evaluative appraisal, in principle, 
whilst, at the same time, around half of them (though not perhaps "many" 
of them) spoke out strongly against aspects of the specific system used at 
their institution. 
Where the current findings diverge from previous HE studies is in rclation 
to the apparent conflict between the educational values of management and 
faculty. This was discussed in considerable dctail in section 6.1, where the 
findings of Randle and Brady (1997a and 1997b), Elliott and Crossley 
(1997) and Deem (2000) were examined. The dichotomy between 
management and faculty perceptions, reported by these writers, finds very 
limited support in my own research, either with regard to appraisal, in 
general, or with regard to the specific systems in place at Rihab and Al 
Fanar. 
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At both institutions, managers and staff agreed that the same appraisal 
system could be simultaneously evaluative and developmental; and at 
Rihab, management and staff disagreed equally amongst themselves over 
whether the current system was better or worse than what had been 
experienced elsewhere. There was some disagreement between 
management and faculty over whether the specific system in use was 
predominantly evaluative or developmental, with most faculty saying it was 
evaluative, and about half the management saying it was both evaluative 
and developmental. However, given the fact that only five managers were 
interviewed at Rihab and only four interviewed at Al Fanar, this difference 
is hardly indicative of a clear management / faculty divide. 
There was also some disagreement between faculty and management over 
how far the specific system at each institution was negatively skewed, or 
open to misuse. At both places, around half the faculty made very negative 
comments about elements of the system, whereas none of the management 
were quite so openly critical. Here again, though, it is not clear how far this 
finding reflects a genuine difference of opinion, between the management 
and staff, and how far it is merely indicative of differing levels of 
interviewee candour. I suspect the latter scenario is more likely. 
6.7 To what extent do teachers sue2est thev feel under surveillance? 
6.7.1 Findings from Rihab 
Not surprisingly, teachers were not specifically asked if they felt under 
surveillance. Rather, all of them were asked to comment on their 
experience of the student evaluation of teaching (SET) questionnaire, and 
on whether the appraisal system had had any effect on their level of stress. 
Of the fourteen faculty members, nine said the appraisal system had had no 
effect on their level of stress, although three mentioned that they had found 
other aspects of university life (such as their classes or managing their 
workload) stressful. One of the remaining five teachers said: 
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Writing the [teaching] dossier adds one more thing to my list 
of things to do. In that sense, on a short-term basis, it does 
get me stressed out, because I don't have time to waste in 
such piddling little details. 
Similarly, two other teachers mentioned being stressed when they received 
the results of their SET questionnaires: 
The student evaluation caused stress when I got the results. 
When I looked at it, there were really nice comments, which 
I sort of passed over really quickly, and then there were very 
negative comments, which I dwelt on for days. 
I received a bad evaluation from one class and that was quite 
stressful, but I went to my line-manager who said, 'Don't 
worry about it'; she got a worse one. 
The remaining two teachers found the appraisal system extremely stressful 
for reasons they explained at length and with visible emotion. In one case, 
the teacher related how her Dean had tried to get her fired on the basis of a 
single set of poor evaluations from some well-connected students. She 
added, however, that the Dean may have been using this as an excuse to get 
rid of her because she had been heavily involved in a curriculum proposal 
that the Dean had not taken up, but which was attracting favourable 
attention from more senior management. On the morning that she had been 
invited to discuss her proposal with one of the Vice-Chancel I or's advisors, 
she related how: 
The morning in question [the Dean] was waiting for me in 
[my manager's] office ... and basically threatened to fire me 
on the basis that my student evaluations weren't good ... 
She had never observed my class, and neither had [my 
manager]. They had never set foot inside of one of my 
classes. My evaluations were high [the previous semester] 
... and without having observed me, and on the basis of no 
other information than the student evaluations, and the fact 
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that [an advisor to the Vice-Chancellor] wanted to see me 
about the curriculum proposal, she said, quote unquote, that 
I must be neglecting my classes because I had time to write 
proposals. And therefore, that explained the negative student 
evaluations. 
The other teacher had had a similarly negative experience. She said that the 
appraisal system had had an "extreme" effect on her level of strcss in the 
semester in which the interview was conducted. She had been "totally 
paranoid ... that anything I did would be taken negatively". This was the 
result of a poor SET rating ("some of the comments ... were quite positive 
but the numbers were extremely low") and a "relentlessly negative" post- 
observation feedback session with a manager. Clearly fighting back tears, 
she explained how: 
It was an extremely negative experience because the person 
did not have anything good to say. It was all relentlessly 
negative. And I left in tears, because it was so bad. And I 
don't think I'm a bad teacher and I don't think it was a fair 
evaluation. I don't think it was called for. 
The teacher thought she had received a low student rating partly because 
some of her students had received low marks and partly because the student 
questionnaire did not distinguish between the teacher and the course. This 
opinion was repeated several times in the interview and the extract below 
represents just one instance: 
The way the current document is, it's not a clear evaluation 
of the teacher, it does not separate teacher from course. So, 
if the course is poorly designed which is not something the 
teachers have much control over, the teachers get marked 
down. 
Clearly, these two teachers had very negative appraisal experiences, and the 
strength of their feelings cannot be ignored. Nonetheless, they represent 
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only two of the fourteen respondents, the majority of whom did not appear 
to find the appraisal system stressful, per se. 
Opinion was more divided over whether the appraisal system might be used 
by the management to dismiss faculty. Although several intcrviewees said 
that in theory the appraisal system should highlight people not doing a good 
job, no-one gave any specific examples of this happening in practice. 
Indeed, two faculty members said they thought it quite unlikely that anyone 
would suffer any kind of censure as a result of the appraisal system. One 
said that in order not to pass probation, a faculty member would have: 
To be doing something really silly, I think, something to be 
noticed in other ways, 'cos I don't think the [appraisal] 
instruments will necessarily show that. 
Similarly, the other said: 
I don't really feel like I'm going to be fired. And I don't feel 
like they're likely to fire anybody really over the whole 
dossier evaluation thing. Maybe if there were other reasons, 
combined with bad student evaluations, but I don't think bad 
student evaluations would be cause for them to fire anybody, 
at this point. So, I don't feel like my job depends on it. 
In addition, two other faculty members recalled how management had 
ignored consistently low SET marks, showing that the results of the 
appraisal system were not being acted upon. In the words of one of them: 
People sail through their probationary period, even though 
they get trashed by every student they teach. 
In a field note, I recorded exactly the same point being made by two of my 
own students, a few months earlier. They had come to get their exam 
results and mentioned that despite getting 'A' grades in most of their 
subjects, they had failed one particular subject, taught by a "hopeless" 
person their friends had complained about the previous semester. Most 
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pointedly, one of them asked if anyone ever read the student evaluations, 
because nothing had been done about it. 
If the comments of these students and teachers are to be believed, there is a 
strong suggestion that the appraisal system is seen as ineffective, because 
very often it does not identify poor teaching, and without exception it does 
nothing to correct it. This does not mean, however, that faculty think it 
difficult to lose their jobs. On the contrary, two managers and four faculty 
members mentioned how they felt a teacher could quite easily be 
dismissed, but for reasons that were not related to the formal appraisal 
system. One of the managers, who had worked in the country for many 
years at a variety of federal HE institutions, commented: 
Occasionally there may be problems in the classroom - the 
style of teaching just does not fit with the philosophy of the 
teacher, the philosophy of the organisation or the institution, 
but most of the time, when people are asked to leave, or 
when the individual is not renewed, it's because of some 
interpersonal problems that they're having. 
Somewhat surprisingly, all four of the faculty members who expressed a 
similar opinion went on to say that they were not worried by the fact that 
they could be dismissed at any time for any reason. Three of them 
commented as follows: 
I mean the kind of culture that it is here - people can get 
sent home any day for any reason. The appraisal system 
would give one piece of evidence, but they could do 
anything - they could send us home for traffic fines. So I'm 
not concerned about that. It's no worse than any other 
particular piece of paper we generate here ... Last year, when 
I had a particularly stressful semester teaching the repeaters, 
I came to the realisation I don't care. (Laughter) ... If they 
put me on the plane, I'll go back home, and I won't be 
missing anything here. So, I will teach here as long as I'm 
welcome, and when they're tired of me, IT go home. 
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I'm not worried about it ... but the simple fact of it is that 
you can lose your job here for more reasons than 
professional competence, and you may never know what 
those reasons are and it's not going to be any different the 
day after I pass probation than it was the day before. 
Faculty, staff and administrators routinely leave or they arc 
fired, and it doesn't seem to have any relationship 
whatsoever to faculty appraisals by students or anyone else 
... I think that the hiring, rehiring, and firing processes from 
the administration's standpoint are so capricious that they 
really don't matter that much. I know that I'm not doing 
anything routinely that is contrary to the university policy in 
the classroom, and so I'm not worried about my evaluations 
leading to my getting fired. 
In addition to these four faculty members, there were another four teachers 
who suggested that the appraisal system could be (mis)used as 'an excuse' 
in cases where management wanted a person dismissed for reasons 
unrelated to the appraisal system criteria. The first of these faculty 
members had had the extremely negative experience with her Dean 
outlined above. She suggested that one management benefit of the system 
was that it provided them with "an endless supply of material to use to get 
rid of somebody, if someone has been an annoyance in some way, even 
unintentionally". 
The other three faculty members focused specifically on how the results of 
the student evaluation might be used as an excuse to dismiss someone who 
had attracted unfavourable attention for other reasons. One of them 
commented: 
It [the SET questionnaire] is something that if they want to, 
the administration could possibly use against you, if they 
want to ... I've a feeling that if, for any reason, they didn't 
wish to renew somebody's contract, then they could look 
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rather closely at this, and find possible reasons based on 
student evaluations. 
This perception by faculty that anyone could be dismissed at any time was 
also mentioned by three of the managers, although one of them thought the 
university was not unique in this respect, and another thought this 
perception might be a distortion of reality. The strongest statement came 
from a manager who said: 
I think this is a very uncertain place to work in. I have never 
been in a place where I think there is so much uncertainty ... 
it [overnight dismissal] can happen and everybody knows an 
example of when it did, and so therefore it just makes 
everybody uneasy. 
Two other managers were more muted in their comments. One said: 
There is nothing unique about the feelings engendered by 
the system at Rihab, although here it can be more extreme, 
quicker, and more brutal in that administrators, but not 
faculty, have been dismissed overnight. A high percentage 
of the fear amongst faculty may be self-manufactured, but 
understandable in the context. No faculty member in English 
has been dismissed because they got a bad evaluation. 
The other said: 
There's a sense here that nobody is ever safe. Those whove 
completed their probation, some of them are still worried. 
When asked to elaborate on what she meant by "nobody is ever safe", she 
continued: 
I said that's a perception. I wouldn't say it was necessarily 
true ... [It came about] ... because there have been so many 
sackings in the last year. But not, to be honest, sackings of 
faculty, very few faculty here have been fired. 
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On the basis of these data, I think it is fair to say that most faculty members 
at Rihab do not feel directly under surveillance as a result of the appraisal 
system, in general, or student evaluation, in particular. Many do believe 
that they could be dismissed at short notice, for a wide variety of reasons 
unrelated to their teaching, but most do not seem worried by this. 
6.7.2 Findings from Al Fanar 
As at Rihab, faculty at Al Fanar were asked to comment on their experience 
of the student evaluation of the learning environment (SELE), and on 
whether the appraisal system had had any effect on their level of stress. 
With regard to stress, the results were quite similar. Twelve of the faculty 
said the appraisal system had had very little, if any, effect on their level of 
stress. Some of the more long-standing teachers remembered it being more 
stressful in their probationary year, but five probationers were actually 
included in this group of twelve. By contrast, three other people described 
the process as "incredibly" or "extremely" stressful. Of these three, one 
teacher was in the first year of her second three-year term; one had just 
passed probation; and one had sought and been denied a third three-year 
contract. As at Rihab, these three people spoke at length and with obvious 
emotion about their experience. Notwithstanding this, their perspective did 
not seem to be shared by the other twelve faculty. 
Opinion was much more divided over the importance management attached 
to the SELE results. As at Rihab, the managers themselves tended to 
downplay its significance. One said it could be "very, very informative", 
but it could also be "judgemental", and was "not in any way indicative of 
whether a teacher is doing a good job or not". According to my field notes, 
another told a meeting of faculty that they looked for "themes" and 
66pattems" in the SELE results rather than making decisions on the basis of 
one set of results. She reassured faculty that they took account of the type 
of students each teacher was working with, and told an anecdote about 
teaching a class of multiple repeaters in her first year at the college and 
having her manager tell her that if they did not give her a bad evaluation, 
she was obviously not doing her job properly. A third manager said student 
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"feedback" (the word she preferred over evaluation) was "useful" but less 
important than her own observations. The fourth manager reported that 
student evaluations would only be used to confirm what she already 
thought about a teacher. Bad evaluations about a teacher she thought was 
good would be ignored; bad evaluations about a teacher she thought was 
not doing a good job would be seen as agreeing with the "expert and 
professional". At a faculty meeting, she called it "one tool of many" and 
said "no-one had ever lost their job on the basis of student feedback alone". 
Interestingly, despite what the managers told me in their confidential 
interviews, and, more importantly, what they said publicly in faculty 
meetings, only a minority of staff appeared to believe them. Four people 
reported that, in their view, management did not attach much importance to 
the results, unless they were consistently low. One of them recalled how a 
manager had become concerned after students had complained a number of 
times about a particular teacher and had therefore done a couple of extra 
lesson observations. In her words, the manager had described the second 
observation as "a perfect lesson" and "that was the end of the story. These 
students kept complaining about her [the teacher] but she [the manager] 
was absolutely convinced it was the class's problem not the teacher's". 
On the other hand, seven faculty stated that a great deal of attention was 
paid by management to SELE results, and that student opinion, however it 
was expressed, carried a great deal of weight. One put it most succinctly by 
saying "if a student complains, they could sack me", whilst another 
described two occasions in the last five years where teachers she thought 
were competent had been attacked by students behaving "like a lynch mob" 
with the result that "those people lost theirjobs". 
Another faculty member mentioned how student evaluation was used 
elsewhere to improve teaching, but at Al Fanar, it was "used to judge a 
teacher and to piece together evidence in order to decide who to keep and 
who to let go". In other words, SELE results formed the basis of contract 
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decisions. By contrast, a different faculty member suggested that SELE 
results were used to support contract decisions made on other grounds: 
Look at the way the student complaints are dealt with. I 
could name three members of staff, serious student 
complaints made against them, a series over the last four 
years, and nothing has been done about these complaints. 
They are made; they are routinely filed. On the other hand, if 
there is a member of staff whom management wishes to 
eliminate, usually for political reasons or because that 
person is a perceived dissident, then those student 
complaints don't go into the file, they become the basis of 
disciplinary action. 
Wherever the truth of the matter might lie, it seems clear from the data 
cited above that, despite management reassurances to the contrary, the 
student was indeed seen by many Al Fanar faculty as "a surrogate 
surveillance device" (Randle and Brady, 1997b: 133). 
6.7.3 Comparison with the literature 
Cullen (1997: 189) writes of a concern amongst commentators "that 
appraisal would be used as a means of surveilling and controlling educator 
behaviour". The headteachers in her study seem to have overcome this 
concern and speak very positively of the experience. Their reported 
enthusiasm for the process and their professed belief that appraisal was not 
being (mis)used in this way finds considerable resonance with the views 
expressed by the management in my own study. 
With regard to faculty, however, the Picture is rather different. We saw 
earlier, in the section on shifting power relationships, how, according to 
Randle and Brady (1997b: 132-133), "notions of common enterprise, co- 
operation and mutual responsibilities" have been usurped by "surrogate 
surveillance", and how a formal complaints procedure may seem like "a 
reasonable and democratic mechanism designed to protect the students", 
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but is, in fact, "a potentially destructive instrument that could undermine 
the authority of lecturers in the perception of the student". 
It is unclear whether the faculty in my own research ever enjoyed the 
"traditional" kind of lecturer / student relationship described by Randle and 
Brady, (1997b: 132), but undoubtedly, many of them were now very 
concerned about the amount of power apparently wielded by the student 
population. Randle and Brady (1997a: 238) attribute this development to the 
process of "marketisation", but, in the country in which I conducted my 
research, all public HE is free for nationals, and therefore, other factors, 
relating to the specific social, political, economic, and cultural context, 
seem to be a more likely cause. When discussing appraisal in general, or 
the power of the students, in particular, respondents from Al Fanar made 
reference to the fact that the great majority of the population are 'temporary 
expatriate residents' and only a very small minority are nationals, whilst 
respondents from both Rihab and Al Fanar made reference to the fact that 
the employment market is very tightly controlled by the concept of 
&sponsorship'. These two factors make the situation in the country in 
question very different to that in Britain, North America, Australia or New 
Zealand, and an understanding of their influence is essential in determining 
how far the findings from this study are generalisable to other contexts. For 
this reason, they are explained in more detail below. 
6.8 The wider context 
6.8.1 Demographics and the power of the student 
Rihab and Al Fanar are located in a Middle Eastern country where only a 
minority of residents are indigenous citizens having an unlimited right of 
abode. Exact figures are hard to come by but one source (The Economist 
Intelligence Unit, 2001) estimates that 20% of the population fall into this 
category, while another source (The World Factbook, 2001) puts the figure 
at 35%. The remaining 65-80% of the population are foreign 'guest 
workers' and their dependents, who have been invited to work in the 
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country by the private or public organisation that sponsors them. At the 
time of the research, foreign guest workers were not allowed to become 
permanent residents, even though some of them had lived and worked in 
the country for several decades. 
As has been mentioned previously, only a very few faculty at Rihab said 
students had any power to influence a teacher's future prospects at the 
institution. By contrast, just under half of the faculty at Al Fanar suggested 
students, on occasion, had the power to get teachers dismissed. One faculty 
member said she thought the situation here and in the States was similar in 
that "If you run afoul of your students, you could lose your job both there 
and here". Several other faculty members, however, suggested that students 
here had considerably more power than they would have elsewhere. One 
faculty member remarked how: 
Students have a lot of power here, I think. And a lot of 
teachers are afraid of that ... in Western countries, if a gang 
of students went and complained to a head or a director, 
about a certain teacher, and say, for example, that head fired 
that teacher, well, there's recourse, there are legal 
ramifications, and there are ways to see justice done ... but 
here, we don't have that security, so that's where the fear 
comes in. 
When asked why she thought the situation here was different to that 
in Western countries, she replied: 
There's a culture here of 'we own this land, we are the 
citizens, we are the locals, and therefore, we get anything we 
want'. And basically that attitude, even though they might 
not voice it that way, but basically you see that attitude in so 
many things, in their daily life. 'We deserve anything we 
want', they have that kind of feeling. So if things aren't the 
way they want it around the college, they feel they have the 
right and the power to do something about it, and actually 
they do. 
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Similarly, another faculty member "speculated" (her word) that students 
with wasta (meaning socio-political connections) "could" exert an 
influence not normally encountered elsewhere in the West, though she did 
not know for certain that they did. Her exact words were: 
But in terms of informal appraisal of teachers, then, wasta is 
going to have an influence. And you don't cncountcr that 
usually, in other educational locales ... I mean that it would 
be unusual, for instance, in Western countries for a student 
to have a lot of pull in terms of their opinion of a teacher. 
A third faculty member told an anecdote about visiting a student on work 
placement at a police station and watching her order around her expatriate 
boss and click her fingers to have tea brought in. She remarked that: 
Elsewhere the people who are on work placement ... are the 
lowest of the low; they are below the lowest employee ... 
But here, our students go out and they are absolutely 
nowhere near the bottom of the pecking order. 
Even one of the managers talked about expatriates being "allowed and 
tolerated for a specific purpose" and being asked to leave if they did not 
fulfil this purpose. She added that "teachers are viewed as a commodity, for 
want of a better way of expressing it". 
Now it may well be the case that teachers in other contexts are also viewed 
as a commodity, but the employment laws of the country in question, and 
particularly the concept of sponsorship support this perspective to an extent 
that many respondents thought was not replicated elsewhere. 
6.8.2 Sponsorship and the lack of legal constraints 
As mentioned earlier, people who wish to work in the country in question 
need to find a public or private organisation that will sponsor them. The 
sponsor arranges an employment visa for each worker and, according to the 
labour law, the sponsor has the right to cancel this visa at any time for any 
reason, although, in certain circumstances, he may be required to pay the 
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employee three months salary, by way of compensation. Once the guest 
worker's visa has been cancelled, she must leave the country within 30 
days. The sponsor is also able to enter a "ban" in the guest worker's 
passport, which prevents her from being employed / sponsored by any other 
company in the same country for a period of between six months and onc 
year. (Further details about the exact provisions of the labour law of the 
country in question can be found at 
http-///www. tamini. com/Xublications/iabourd t. htm 
Employees sponsored by the federal government are actually exempted 
from the labour law described above, but the provisions of their contracts 
are broadly similar, except that they must be given either six months notice 
of termination for non-di scipl i nary reasons, or six months salary in licu. 
Federal employers do not usually impose a ban on teachers, but very few of 
them ever secure alternative employment within the 30-day grace period. 
Many of my informants referred to this concept of sponsorship, either 
directly or indirectly, and it clearly has a major impact on how appraisal is 
perceived here. To be fair, there was one person at Rihab who said, "if 
somebody's doing their job, even if it's not up to whatever standards 
they've set, then they're probably quite prepared to go along with it, if the 
person's not rocking the boat too much". However, there were also six 
other teachers who discussed the ease with which they perceived people 
could be fired, although three of them thought this applied more to 
managers than teachers. Their comments included the following: 
In this system, it's not like the States - you don't havc 
recourse to say 'I have tenure'. Or, you don't have recourse 
to say, you know, you don't just get fired on whims, you 
know ... [here] I think people who get fired because of a 
personal situation ... there's not much they can do, there's 
not much that they can say. 
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I think the notion that we're on probation for one year is 
farcical, because we're always on probation in the sense that 
we can have our contracts terminated any time ... 
I think it's quite easy to get sacked here. 
There haven't been that many teachers that have been fired, 
that I know of. There have been a lot more administrators 
fired ... those people come and go like the wind. 
Look at all the heads that rolled [in the] Spring term ... I 
mean the reign of terror was at [Rihab]. Every day you came 
in, who else's head had rolled? 
With regard to managers, as mentioned previously, one of them said that 
the feelings engendered by the system at Rihab were not unique, evcn 
though the overnight dismissal of administrators was more extrcmc and 
more brutal than elsewhere. By contrast, a different manager commcntcd 
on how very dissimilar she thought Rihab was to other places she had 
worked: 
This is the first time in which I've ever been where I 
couldn't protect the faculty ... And I just don't like that 
feeling. Not that it's paternal. I don't mean it in a paternal 
way, I mean it in the way of management, in the sense that 
they can't come and dismiss you without my being involved 
and either agreeing or trying to defend you or whatever. 
There is no appeal process here, which is such a big thing in 
American universities now. 
Perhaps the situation is best summed up by the third manager, quoted 
earlier, who said there was "a perception" amongst staff that "nobody is 
ever safe", even though she "wouldn't say it was necessarily true" because 
"very few faculty here have been fired". 
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Sentiment at Al Fanar seemed even stronger. Six faculty and two managers 
mentioned the lack of legal constraints. One person referred explicitly to 
the system of sponsorship, saying: .0 
In my opinion, the problem is the society. Or a sct-up where 
your job and your right to live in the country, and your 
children to go to school, and have a house depends on your 
job. And if you lose your job, you've got no recourse. You 
can't go to any industrial tribunal to get it back. You have to 
hand over your house, the school, and leave the country in 
most cases, unless you find another [job]. And that employer 
can control whether you can move to another country or not 
... It's because of the sponsorship system ... which I don't 
think is conducive to good management practices, or any 
appraisal system at all. I think that's what it boils down to. 
Another talked about how management were "not constrained by any legal 
or procedural or rules or anything ... so therefore, the use of power is 
overwhelming". Likewise, the person who 'failed' probation suggcstcd 
that the administration of the college: 
have a policy of letting people go because there are no 
constraints, as there would be in Western countries. 
Institutions like the employment court and so on. Here they 
don't have any constraints. So they can feel free quite 
legally and morally to sack people that they think can be 
replaced. 
Somewhat surprisingly, one of the. managers was equally forthright. She 
suggested that "each college is a little dictatorship ... one wrong word and 
we could all be out". When asked to elaborate on her choice of the word 
"dictatorship", she continued, "all power is in the hands of one pcrson [the 
college Director] and nobody else can affect that decision ... and that 
wouldn't happen if we were in a country and a system that had checks and 
balances in place, but we aren't". 
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Clumfer 7: 'Tentalive'llicorT Generated 
7,1 Sunimary-or rewarch-fitiestlom und Midino 
7.1.1 How Is appraisal, In gencral, percelved by raculty and managm? 
How rar are accountability models acceptable to chlier group? 
Faculty and managers at both institutions commcntcd an the nccd for 
appraisal in acadcmia, concurring with much of the litcraturc. They did not 
voice any opposition to the principle or accountability. and. although 
perccptions difrcrcd on how to mcasurc quality and how to balance 
accountability and prorcssilonal autonomy, these difrcrcnccs wcrc not split 
along partisan lines, providing little cvidcncc or the managcmcni / faculty 
divide ovcr cducational values highlighted by previous rcscarch Into HE 
management. (Scc Randlc and Brady, 1997a and 1997b: 1.3-11iolt and 
Crossley, 1997; and Dccm, 2002). 
7.1.2 Is uppralsal perceived to have ally Wect Oil aw quality or stmicill 
learning? 
Only six out of 29 faculty members suggested that any aspect Of thc 
appraisal system at their institution had had any kind or positivc effect on 
their classroom behaviour. 11iis finding concurs with other cmpirical 
studies, such as thosc by Turner and Clift (1988), Kyrincou (1995), Wragg 
ct at. (1996), and Culicn (1997). though it remains at odds with much of the 
earlier non-cmpirical rhetoric on appraisal. such as that by Powncy (199 1U 
and 1991b). Mortimorc and Mortimorc (1991), Fidler and Cooper (1992), 
and Magcrinis (1993). 
7.1.3 miat connections, ir any, (io tenciters nialke hctwecti fifildent 
evaluation or teaciters and grade Influtlon? 
Four out of 29 faculty mcmbcrs admitted inflating grades in an effort to 
sccurc favourabic student ratings, as opposed to fourteen who categorically 
denied this, and eleven who madc no comment either way. Iliac findings 
again concur with much of the litcraturc, particularly from 111c United 
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Statcs, in which tcacticrs, tlicmsclvcs, rcport vcry littlc cvidcncc of studcnt 
cvaluation Icading to gradc inflation. 
7.1.4 How much tinic do raculty and nianugentent devole to upprulsal? 
Do they consider that the time devoted to appraisal Is time ivell-spoit? 
Managers at both Rihab and Al Fanar commented on how time-consuming 
appraisal was, particularly for middle managers, a vcry common finding In 
the litcraturc, examples of which include the work or Turner and Clift 
(1988), Kyriacou (1995), Culfcn (1997), and Campbcll ('61.002). At Rillab, 
there was some suggestion from some managcrs that the time was not 
particularly wcll-spcnt, but at Al Fanar, managcmcnt spoke rcpcatcdly of 
the importance of appraisal and the great nccd to rind sufficient time for it. 
By contrast, most faculty members at both institutions said they spcnt only 
small amounts of time on appraisal, a finding somewhat at odds with the 
studies cited above. Nonctlicicss, four tcachcrs at cach institution still said 
appraisal was a waste of time, either bccausc it had no disccmiblc impact, 
or because the management at Rihab, in the first )tar, were allcgcd not to 
read the data they collcctcd. 
7.1.5 To what exletit Is appraisal said to rocus oti elther basic technical 
competencies or nexible, creative practices? 
Nianagcrs and staff at both institutions commcntcd rcpcatcdly on (I)c nccd 
for appraisal to bc fair; the nccd for cvaluation to be objectivc; and the nccd 
for dccision-making to bc cvidcntial. Most intcrvicwccs notcd that thc 
obscrvcd Icsson should bc a contrivcd pcrformancc, and somc also 
suggcstcd the class visit critcria focuscd on bchaviour that was easily 
obscrvcd, but somewhat supcrficial. This was also said about the studcnt 
cvaluation or tcaching qucstionnairc. To a larSc cxtcnt, thcrcforc, appraisal 
was indccd rcportcd to focus an basic tcchnical compctcncc. llo%%, cvcr. for 
the most part, this was considcred a wisc prccaution, sincc tlic appraisal 
sys(cm at both placcs was said to bc highly cvaluative, and thc studcnt 
population somcwhat whimsical. 
I&I 
7.1.6 1low rar Is the specific appraisal system tit encli Instlitilloll 
perceived as developmental and / or evaltiallve? llo%v rar Is It seen as 
embodying a paradigm or proresslonallsm and / or itia nagerlal Is III? 
Almost without exccption, faculty at both institutions said the appraisal 
systcrn was prcdorninantly cvaluativc. Ili= or thc fivc managcrs at Ilihab 
and two of the four managcrs at Al Fanar agrccd. Most intcrvicwccs said 
thcy wishcd the currcnt systcm wcrc morc dcvclopmcntal, and could scc 
littIc problcm with simultancously combining cvaluation and dcvclopincni. 
Such a finding supports prcvious cmpirical rcscarch, by Pcakcr (1986), 
1--itzgcrald (2001) and Middlcwood (2001), in which tcachcrs wcrc tcporicd 
to want an appraisal systcm that was both cvaluative and dcvclopmcntal. 
Morcovcr, scvcml tcachcrs, particularly at Rihab, said thcy wcrC not 
advcrsc to bcing judgcd, but did not think the spccific appraisal schcmc 
currently in use at their institution was a fair instrument with which to 
assess their pcrformancc. In other words, an evaluative system that was 
perceived to be fair would not necessarily be considered an Imposition of 
managcrial control. Faimcss was the kcy factor. not cvaluation, pcr sc. 
7.1.7 To what extent do teachers suggest they reel under surveillance? 
Many faculty members, particularly at Al Fanar, spoke of the unusual 
amount of power seemingly wielded by some students, and the case with 
which people on both sides or the management divide could lose tllcirjobs, 
sometimes bccausc of their appraisal results, but most often in spite of 
them. Generally, this was attfibutcd, not to the increasing markctisation of 
cducation, as is the case c1scwhcre in the Wiest, but to tile specific social, 
political, economic, and cultural context of this particular country, where 
up to 80% of the population arc foreigners, subject to sponsorship laws that 
have no parallel outside the Middle East. 
7.2 FII77Vgenerallsatlonq and %vorthy contindruniq 
This scction will focus on thc tcnintivc conclusions and "fuzzy 
gcncralizations" (Basscy, 1999: 62) 1 bclicvc can bc drawn frorn thc data 
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discussed above, and point out some corresponding conundrurng I tvlicvc 
arc worthy of furthcr invcstigation. 
7.2.1 Appraisal Is sald to have very little effect oti classroont practice. 
Why should tills he the case? 
Despite the considerable amount or time that managers devoted to 
appraisal, only six out of 29 faculty members said there had been any 
resulting change in'thcir classroom behaviour. Part of the reason for tills 
might be that many of the teachers at Rihab and Al Fanar wcrc highly 
qualified and experienced classroom practitioners, a conclusion that has 
implications for the concept or continuing professional development. And 
part of the reason might also be that feedback was generally numerical and 
lacking in specific details. 
This suggcsts that the cxtcnt to which appraisal rcsults in improvcd 
tcaching dcpcnds on how qualificd, cxpcdcnccd, rcflcctivc and opcn the 
appraiscc is-, how wcll-rcspcctcd, scnsitivc and skilful thc appraiscr is; and 
how dctailcd and contcxt-spccific the fccdback is. It also suggcsis that 
ovcr-cmphasising the classroom-bascd conscqucnccs of appraisal may Icad 
to a rcgrcttabic ncgicct of morc intangibic, but cqually significant, cfrccts 
on the profcssional idcntity of individual tcachcrs, and the ovcrall 
managcmcnt of the acadcmic institution. The impact of appraisal on dicsc 
two areas obviously warrants further study. 
7.2.2 Appraisal Is sald to embrace the (icricit mo(w or tcaciiing as 
elther a labour or a craft. Is this inevitable? 
According to I louse and Upan (1989: 56), teaching can be sccn as a labour, 
a craft, a profession or an art. Where tcaching is considered a labour. "thcn 
the teachers' job is to implcmcnt prcsct, prcscribcd proccdurcs and 
routincs, and the appraisal system includcs dircct inspcction of the Icachcr's 
work, such as the monitoring of Icsson plans, classroom pcrformancc and 
performance results" (House and Lapan, 1989: 56). Sticking to PrOccdurcs 
is paramount and close supervision is rcquircd. If teaching is sccn as a craft, 
thcn evaluation dctcrtnincs %vhcthcr the tcacher has the appropriate 
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"rcpcrtoire of spccialiscd tcchniqucs and knowlcdgc, Including knowlcdgc 
of how to apply these skills" (House and Lapan, 1989: 56). By contrast. 
tcaching as a profession "requires not only the rcpcrtoirc or skills but also 
the exercise of judgcmcnt about where the skills should be applicd, " whilst 
tcaching as an art requires that: 
the tcchniqucs and proccdurcs of tcaching arc pcrsonall'scd 
rathcr than standardiscd bccausc the tcaching situation is 
sccn as unprcdictabic, rcquiring a frcqucnt dcparturc from 
sct rulcs and tcchniqucs, and thcsc dcparturcs arc an 
cxprcssion of the pcrsonality and pcrsonal insight or thc 
individual tcachcr. 
(I louse and Lapan. 1989: 56) 
According to the intcrvicw data, appraisal at both Rihab and At Fanar was 
sccn by almost all faculty and half the managcmcnt as cvaluativc, 
prcdicatcd on a tabour / craft modcl of tcaching, and conccmcd with thc 
maintcnancc of minimum standards of compctcncy. It was not sccn as an 
opportunity to cngagc in collaborativc cxpcrimcntation and critical 
rcflcction. 
Morcovcr, two managcrs at Al Fanar commcntcd on the fact that 
idcntifying any wcakncss on the part of a tcachcr could bc thcir dcalli-kncll. 
The scnior managcr talkcd or putting togcthcr a vcry succcssful action plan 
which hclpcd turn around a probationary tcachcr, only to havc the most 
scnior mcmbcr of the collcgc dismiss hcr anyway. In hcr words: 
idcntifying thcm, as bcing at risk has morc-or-Icss bccn thcir 
dcath-kncll ... %vhatcvcr thcy have donc has not bccn cnough 
to satisfy thc managcmcnt that it's good. And this upsct me 
last ycar, bccausc thcrc was onc pcrson ... wcd put togctlicr 
this plan for hcr which includcd lots of pecr obscrvation. lots 
of Icsson plans, lots of discussions. But, I'm afraid this was 
almost sccn as a kind of wcakncss. And I was most upsct 
that wc lost that lady, bccausc shc did turn around. Shc 
wasn't at thc bcginning, but by thc time April / May camc 
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round, she was a fine member of faculty. But unfortunately 
the decision had alrcady been taken long bcforc the plan had 
come to ftuition 
ne othcr middic managcr was morc succinct, simply saying: 
Onc of the problcms might bc, instcad of allowing timc for 
problcms with onc particular tcachcr to work thcmsclvcs 
out, PD, support, hclp and so on - dcpcnding again on who's 
up at thc top, maybc that stops bcing the casc. So. the minutc 
anything, any problcm is mcntioncd at appraisal, it's b)-c 
byc. 
Similarly. as noted before, one of the appraisers at Rihab admitted giving 
top marks to everyone, during the class visit, because anything clsc "'could 
so casily be misinterpreted" at a later stage. Judging by the fact that all but 
one of the teachers at Rihab who discussed their numcrical rating said they 
got top marks in all catcgorics of the Icsson obscrvation form, this uppraiscr 
was certainly not the only one to adopt such a stratcSy. 
All of which suggcsts that whcn appraisal operaics on thc basis of thc 
dcricit modcl of tcaching, this is not so much incvitable, as the conscquencc 
of a particular organisational contcxt. As onc intcrvicwcc put it, to cnsure 
studcnts Sct the bcst possiblc tcaching. you nccd an appraisal proccss that Is 
honcst and opcn-, and to havc that, you nccd an atmosphcrc of trust. "'So, 
it's a chickcn and cgg sort of thing. " 
Thus, it seems fair to conclude that the more evaluative the appraisal 
systcm, and thc morc punitivc the ovcmll organisational culturc. the 9rcatcr 
the conccntmtion on basic compctcncy, the grcatcr thc lack of constructivc 
fccdback, and, paradoxically, thc greatcr the powntial ror appraiscrs 
'turning a blind eye'. at least on paper, to inadequate performance. 
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7.2.3 Appraisal Is said to bear very little relation to continulng 
professional development. What does this tell its about the concept of 
CIID? 
At each institution, only one faculty mcmbcr suggcstcd that the cunvnt 
appraisal system had bccn in any way developmental, though many othcrs 
said they would have wclcomcd the opportunity to act on more dctailed 
fccdback. Appraisal, therefore, not only has little impact on classroom 
performance, but it also has little impact on continuing prorcssional 
development. Clearly this is rclatcd to the fact that appraisal at both 
institutions was sccn as operating on the basis of a dcricit modcl or 
teaching. with very little emphasis on development. Indeed, a faculty 
member at Rihab and a manager at Al Fanar both said they believed there 
would be little effort to improve the performance or people deemed not to 
be working at the right level; they would simply be asked to leave. The 
comments of the manager at Al Fanar arc particularly opposite in this 
respect, and worth quoting in full: 
I have to say, I don't think that the organisation is set up in 
such a way that it can be particularly formativic because we 
don't really have the environment in which you can work 
with somebody and develop them. So. to a certain cxtcnt. wc 
arc saying to people, this is the level of performance we 
expect, right from the beginning and through our appraisal 
system, we arc looking to see if you meet that standard, and 
if you don't, there's not an awful lot we can do about it, 
really ... I think it's political basically. They pay good 
salaries and they can afford to - they say. okay, you know. 
we'll give you this, but this is what we cxpcct in return. And 
wcorc not really interested in having to develop people 
because we can get other people who arc as good or better. I 
think it's simpic cconomics ... I havc mixcd fcclings about 
that. Becausc In prcvious organisations Pvc %vorkcd for. It ,S 
not bccn likc that. and wc havc workcd with pcoplc. And I 
think, you know, it's obviously much morc prcferabic to 
work with pcoplc and dcvclop thcm. Mic pmblcni Is, that 
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while you're dong that, students can be sufficring. And I 
think that's fair cnough, you know, if it might take 
somebody a year to come up to an acceptable standard of 
teaching, and in the meantime, the students could be goting 
more from another teacher who's already thcrc. 
Likcwisc, anothcr of the managcrs at Al Fanar suggcstcd that thc institution 
nccdcd bctter than avcragc tcachcrs bccause the studcnts had had such 
prcviously poor tcaching in govcmmcnt schools. In hcr words: 
There will always be good teachers and bad teachers, and 
thcrc will always be average teachers. And the stakes hcrc 
are higher because our learners have so many difficultics 
and because they arc not indcpcndcnt learners and bccausc 
they arc so immature. Because their experiences have bccn 
so paltry in education. So the stakes are higher. We nccd 
better teachers, it's as simple as that. Students in other arcas, 
or other countries that could get away with an average or 
cvcn a mcdiocrc tcachcr, it just doesn't happen hcrc. They 
have to have the best, if we're going to succccd. 
The implication that certain institutions have the tight to employ only the 
very best teachers has huge rami fications for the profession, and chal lcngcs 
the very concept of CPD. On the one hand, it has become something or a 
mantra in education that all teachers should engage in lire-long learning. 
On the other, it goes almost without saying that any educational institution 
that makes teaching its highest priority will seek to employ the best 
possible classroom practitioners. 
flow these two apparently contradictory ideals might be reconciled Is far 
from obvious. Clearly, it is beyond the scope of my current research to 
cxplorc thc concept of CPD in any great dctail, but thc following questions 
arc certainly worthy of furthcr investigation: 
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Does the mhortation to insprove in the fitture necessarily imply a current 
weakness? When ive talk of CPD, do ive inean leanting to do the samejob 
better (such as classroom teaching), or (to ive ineats learnhig a slightly 
different job (such as testing. management, inaterials writing, and so on)? 
If we inean leaming to do the saine job better. what does this tell its about 
the impact inexperienced teachers have oil student learning? 117tat does 
this suggest about an institution's responsibility to the profession as a 
whole, as distinct from their responsibility to the specific indivithials 
enrolled in their classes? Should certain institutions, by virtue of their 
financial bargaining posver. or allegedly disadvantaged statkia 
populations, be able to 'cherry pick' the best teachers? 
None of these qu6stions has an obvious answcr, but the striking suggestion 
that studcnts may suffcr while teachers arc being dcvclopcd ought not to be 
ignorcd. 
7.2.4 Appraisal Is sald to function, at times, as a mcchanisin to further 
micro-political machinations. How Is this possible? 
Four faculty members at Rihab noted how the appraisal system was 
ineffective in identifying poor performance: another four faculty members 
and two managers said it was easy to get the sack, but for reasons 
unconnected with the appraisal system; finally, a different four faculty 
members mentioned how the appraisal system could be misused to provide 
evidence in support of employment decisions madc on other grounds. In 
this way, it was reported that appraisal results could be used selectively by 
management to support their actions, but not by faculty to contest than. 
Similarly, as was discussed in section 6.6.2, nine faculty members at Al 
Fanar madc rcrcrcncc to the fact that people they believed wac good 
teachers, if not good tcam-playcrs, had nonetheless been askcd to leave 
because, in their interpretation of events, management thought they did not 
fit in, or wcrc not sufficiently compliant. In the year that my Al Fanar 
research was conducted, thrcc pcoplc did not pass probation, and, 
interestingly, both the appraiser concerned and the senior manager said, In 
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their intcrvicws, that these particular dccisions wcrc cntircly justificd, 
because the probationers' teaching had not bccn up-to-scratchs, in contrast, 
none of the faculty intcrvicwccs cxprcsscd the samc scntimcnt, and, indccd, 
the majoHty of them said the exact opposite - that it was blatantly unfair 
because their lesson observation scores had bccn no worse than anyonc 
clse's. 
Now, of course, this could be an inevitable 'blind spot. in as much as 
faculty will agree, in theory, that incompetent teachers should be dismisscd, 
but never actually rccognise such an eventuality in practice. 17his sccms 
unlikely, however, for two rcasons. Firstly, two Al Panar intcrvic", ccs gavc 
specific examples of teachers at other colleges being let go, for what they 
said were justifiable reasons-, secondly, one Riliab intcrvicwcc said she 
knew of several teachers who should have been dismissed and wcre not. In 
view of this, it sccms fair to conclude that teachers arc not avcrsc to 
evaluative appraisal, nor to seeing poorly performing colleagues asked to 
leave. What they object to is teachers whom they see as good classroom 
practitioners being asked to leave for rcasons they cithcr do not know about 
or do not agree with. 
Obviously, it is impossible to know 'the truth' of the matter in this instance; 
trying to discover how good or bad the probationers' teaching actually was 
would be naTvc: in the extreme. What is significant is the conflict of opinion 
between management and faculty, and the effect on staff moralc of the 
perception that management, in the absence of any legal constraints, are 
able. at times, to abuse the appraisal system to fulfil micro-political ends. 
Undoubtedly, a certain amount of antagonism between management and 
faculty is evident in very many institutions around thc world. One of the Al 
Fanar intervicwccs suggested, only half jokingly, that "it's your job really, 
to make fun of, or rind fault in management, not being one myscir'. 
Likcwisc Turner and Clift (1988: 64) contend that: 
The notion of the scnior managcmcnt tcam as H 
sophisticatcd, conspiratorial group with dictatorial alms and 
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Machiavellian means is one that some teachers in junior or 
middle management positions quite readily espouse, but one 
wonders whether in many schools senior management Is 
able to adopt so pro-activc a stance. 
In this rcspcct, Rihab and Al Fanar arc vcry similar to thousands of 1111- 
institutions worldwidc. What makes them diffcrcnt, howcvcr, is the cxtcnt 
to which legal constraints on the misuse of power arc absent. This was 
explored extensively in section 6.8 and need not bc rcpcatcd hcrc. Suffice 
to say, management and faculty at both institutions rccogniscd how casily 
the appraisal systcm could bc abuscd in situations whcrc staff wcrc not 
eligible for tenure-, tradc unions wcrc noncxistcnt-, and sponsorship laws 
were heavily weighted in favour of the cmploycr. 
7.2.5 HE In (lie UK, the USA, Australia and New Zealand Is quite 
different to HE In the Middle East, In (crins or [lie social# pollticalt 
economic, and cultural context. What, If anything, can the former 
learn frorn the lat(cr? 
As has been previously mentioned, many intcrvicwccs commented on how 
different the context of HE in the Middic East is, when compared to other 
places. A manager from Rihab, and a faculty member from Al Fanar both 
noted how difficult it was in North America to rcmove people who 
persistently undcr-pcrformcd. One of them told an anecdote about how her 
spouse, a senior academic at an American univcrsity, had tried to dismiss a 
member of faculty who was "out of control", and then been sued for sexual 
discrimination in a suit that "drugged on for ycars". She suggested "it is 
literally impossible to dismiss anybody in the universities now in the States. 
Now that's going a little bit too far". Ukcwisc, the other intcrvicwce 
described her experience in Canada, where "in a union cnvironmcnt, 
appraisal becomes fairly meaningless because it's almost impossible to get 
rid of anybody ... [even) ... horrible, completely lazy. horrible, horrible, 
useless workers". Both these people contended that it was a good tiling for 
management to be able to dismiss people whosc work continued to be 
substandard, despite repeated opportunities for professional development. 
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The crucial point, however, was that such freedom must be exercised with 
cxtrcme caution and compictc faimcss. In othcr words: 
The system here or being able to get rid or people is good, 
but being able to get rid or people for no reason without 
criteria, not explaining, not knowing, the pcoplc themselves 
don't even know why they arc fircd, that's not okay, that's 
going too rar ... the system they've got here could be great 
... bccause they've got the powcr to do a great job, but they 
have to take that power and turn it into an altruistic 
humanitarian way, and not just ror the purpose or amassing 
their own power and maintaining that hierarchy. 
Obviously, most people who are asked to leave their place of employment 
do not publicly admit that their performance was inadequate, or even that 
their profile was unsuitcd to that particular educational context. It is 
unrealistic to expect people who arc sacked to agree openly with the 
decision. On the other hand, it is vital for the sake of staff morilc that any 
such decision is seen by the rest of the staff as fair, rather than arbitrary, 
and motivated by pedagogy rather than politics. llic more power 
management has with regard to dismissal, the more important It Is for them 
to ensure that justice is not only done, but seen to be done. 
Clearly, it would be unethical for managers to discuss with co-workers the 
specific reasons why a particular colleague was asked to leave. 1lic fairness 
of the appraisal system would need to be demonstrated in other. morc 
gcncraliscd, ways, and its credibility in the eyes of faculty would dcpcnd 
more upon the overall organisational context than upon the specifics of the 
particular scheme. Simons and Elliott (1989.94) argue, rightly In my view. 
that if an appraisal system is seen as fair, faculty have no problem with 
management linking it to disciplinary measures. My point, however, is that 
whether or not faculty perceive the appraisal system as fair dcpcnds not so 
much upon the actual instruments appraisers use, and the specific 
procedures they follow, as upon the more general prcconccptions 
appraisccs hold about the management of their institution. 
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According to Poster and Poster (1997), the way in which appraisal is 
approached will vary according to the school climate and culture. In this 
way, as was mentioned previously, "... the kind of appraisal system which 
an instituiton adopts reflects and reveals both the value system and the 
existing internal structures of the organisation" (Hutchinson, 1997: 166). As 
was noted by the intcrvicwcc quoted at length in section 6.5.2.. the key issue 
is not which appraisal procedures arc to be used, but whether faculty have 
conridcncc that management will apply whichever procedures they adopt 
fairly and equitably. 
7.3 Wcontribut ion tot lie I heory and vract Ice or e(iticatio, 
7.3.1 The status of my findings 
According to Ball (1993: 40), 'Thc rigour of any cthnography rcsts upon 
the researcher's awareness of what it is possible to say given the naturc or 
the data that was and was not collcmd". I wholeheartedly agrcc with Ball's 
contention and see no reason why it should be limited to cthnographic 
research. It is therefore cncumbcnt upon me to lay bare the status I would 
wish to ascribe to the findings and conclusions I have set out above. 
Throughout my thesis, I have argued against any positivist belief in a 
single, objective account of reality, suggesting, instead, that reality consists 
in the diverse and changing perspectives of many people. I have further 
argued that my access to these perspectives has been nicdiatcd by the 
socially-constructcd nature of data arising from human communication. I 
have little way of knowing whether what people told me was what they 
really thought, and absolutely no way or knowing whether what they really 
thought was true in an ontological sense. "Knowledge is always constructed 
rclativc to a framework, to a form of representation. to a cultural Codc, and 
to a personal biography ... there is no single, legitimate way to make sense 
of the world" (Eisner, 1993: 54). That is not to say, however. that "t"'Y 
story about [a) situation is as good as any othce, whimps, 1993: 60. italics 
in the original). Stories which exhibit a high-level of criticality and a 
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thorough openness to scrutiny flghtly offer the reader greater 'food for 
thought' than ill-conccivcd and badly-wdttcn diatfibcs. 
It seems to me that faculty appraisal is a quite cmotivc topic, and very 
often, conclusions arc drawn on the basis of tcnuous cvidcncc. 1lic value of 
my own research lics in the cxtcnt to which its findings are thoroughly 
grounded in a wealth of rcportcd perceptions, and its methods arc 
thoroughly open to scrutiny. Few othcr doctoral rcscarch projccis have 
undertaken such lengthy and extensive collection of data (two sites, thrcc 
years, 38 interviews); few othcr doctoral submissions have includcd such 
transparent and detailed description of method (*warts-and-all'). For these 
reasons, I would argue that my 'story' rcprcscnis an insightrul and 
illuminating interpretation of a particular social drama, and that my 
findings arc significant, particularly where thcy run countcr to previous 
studies. 
7.3.2 My contribution to (lie theory and practice of appraisal 
The first area of divergence bctwccn my own research and much previous 
literature concerns the purportcd link between appraisal and better leaching 
and / or Icarning. Appraisal in my own study was generally not sccn as 
improving classroom practice nor as facilitating professional dcvclopmcnt. 
It would obviously be premature to call for an crid to faculty appraisal on 
the basis that it is failing to achieve its stated aims, but it would certainly be 
appropriate to examine the rhetoric surrrounding appraisal, and conduct 
furthcr research, exploring why the stated purposes or appraisal (in 
academic journals and institutional policy documcnis) arc so at odds with 
the pcrccivcd purposes (in the minds or faculty). 
Morcovcr, in much of thc litcraturc, the introduction of appraisal Into 
cducation has bccn linkcd to a pcrccivcd risc in managcnalism, an i 
association that pits public accountability against individual autonomy, and 
cvaluation against profcssional dcvclopmcnt. Thc rcsults of this study, 
howcvcr, suggcst that the dichotomy runs dccpcr, rind ccntrcs around the 
cxtcnt to which the micro-political machinations prescrit in any institution, 
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arc curtailed or propagated by an appraisal system that is subject to greater 
or lesser legal constraint. The participants in this study reported that they 
wcrc not opposed to appraisal per sc, however cvaluativc it might bc. And 
neither wcrc they opposed to the removal of unsuitable teachers. What they 
rejected was the misusc of power in an environment where legal safeguards 
were minimal. 
f 
Accordingly, further research into HE appraisal is needed, particularly in 
countries other than the UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, in 
order to determine, firstly, how far faculty c1scwhcrc report a similar 
potential for management misusc of appraisal; and, secondly, how far any 
such potential is attributed by faculty to particular contextual factors, such 
as an absence of tenure, a lack of trade unions. and a dcarih or government 
legislation protecting the rights of cmployccs. 
7.3.2 My contribution to research methodology 
As well as making a modest contribution to the theory and practice or 
appraisal, my thesis also makes a modest contribution to rcscarch 
methodology. By conducting research consecutively, at two similar sitcs, I 
have been able to explore and evaluate alternative research methods. 
Accordingly, my thesis highlights the possible impact of varying levels of 
'intimacy' with regard to insider and outsider rcscarch; it details the 
intricate dilcmmas involved in seemingly simple decisions about the 
timing, location, and recording of interviews; it w6ghs the advantages and 
disadvantages of adopting a more or less flexible interview schedule, tind a 
more or less conversational style-, it lays bare the assumptions inficrcnt in 
asking respondents to validate tlicir transcripts%, it provides concrcle 
examples of different ways to transcribe audiotapes-, and it discusses the 
ethical issues involved in participant observation. 
Naturally, I am not suggsting Ificrc can cvcr bc a 'right' way to carry out 
research based on interview data, but I am suggesting that fcllow 
researchers will be able to make better informed choices about Whatt 
cxactly, to do in thcir own situation, having rcad about jhc implications and 
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conscqucnccs of the vadous options I chosc at diffcrcnt points in my own 
rcscarch. It is in this way that othcrs will bc ablc to Icam from my 
cxpcricncc. 
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